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1

2 I. Let coon the record. Its 10:04 a.m. on March the 31st, and this

3 isa transcribed interviewofMr. Jared Kushner conductedby the House Select Committee.

4 tolnvestigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol, pursuant to House

5 resolution 503.

6 Mr. Kushner,|see you're here. Could you please stateyourfull name and spell

7 your last name for the record.

5 Mr. Kushner, Jared Corey Kushner, K-u-s-h-n-e-r.

. EE. Thank vou, Mr. Kushner, and good morning to you
10 And, counsel, could you please identify yourself and spell your last name for the

1 record

2 Mr. Kushner. You have to unmute, Dan.

13 Mr. Benson. ~ Daniel Benson, B-¢-n-s-0-n, from Kasowitz Benson Torres.

1 IE. 1 know you have Mr. Gonzales on the fine 3swell. Do you
15 mindidentifying yourself or, Mr. Benson, identifying him for the record?

16 Mr. Gonzales. Jonathan Gonzales

FY Mr.Benson. JonathanGonzalesofour firmaswell

18 I Gre: Thankyou, and good morning to you both as wel.

» wyrame oJ 1»sevirnestgatvecounsel the eect
2 committee. And inthe room todaywith me are [JJ sevor investigative
21 counsel for the committee. she's tomy right. To my left is|ll} sor

22 investigative counsel and of counselto the vice chair. Behind usis I NEER

23 investigative counsel for the committee. And at the end of the table to my right is[ll

26 [IEE orofessional staff member.
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1 joining us shortly and willdo so s soon as he's able to, and we'll announce his presence.
2 Andyou'l probablysee him join as well.
3 So, on the Webex platform here, we have a number of other people. So
4 the committee -
s Mr. Kushner, So, if could just pause here, so | just want to do something just to
6 setupthe room here. Just give me one second, okay?
7 | Of course. Takeyourtime, Mr. Kushner.

s Mr. Kushner. Thank you.
5 I coc Ari Sotwas mentioning thatwelre on the

10 Webex platform and doing this deposition - or, excuse me, transcribed interview virtually
11 today. And you can see the participant lst on the - i's on the right-hand sideof our
12 screen, but that identifies a number of other folks who are from the committee, including
13 ourchief clerk, various staff members, and other investigative counsel,
1 And itis possible that othermemberswill jin the interviewtoday as well. You'll
15 see them appear, and they may turn on their cameras to introduce themselves or ask
16 questions. Butit's our practice to ry to identify them when they join so that you,
17 Mr. Kushner, and you, Mr. Benson, are aware of thei presence.
1 Any questions about what we've gone over so far?
1 Mr. Kushner, No
0 Mr. Benson. No.
n EE or Trevis thisisa staffed interview, but ike sad,
22 members may join and choose to ask questions. As you heard at the beginning, ths is
23 being recorded on the Webex platform, but the offical record of the interview i being.
24 transcribed or takenbythe reporters who are on the ine as well. You'll probably see a
25 numberof them come in and out,butthere's oly oneofthem ata time taking the
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1 official record.

2 Because they're doing so and transcribing the interview, it's important that you

3 provide verbal answers. Shaking your head or uh-huhs are very dificult to take down,
4 50 we just ask that you respond with audible, verbal responses.

$ We also ask that you provide complete answers based on your best recollection,

6 understanding that some of the events took place a while ago. It's perfectly fine if you
7 don't remember something, and we appreciate you saying -- just saying -- letting us know

8 if that's thecase.

9 If any of the questions that we ask are not clear, which is quite likely, please ask

10 forclarification. We'd much rather have you provide answers based on a question that

11 you understand instead of a question that you don't.
12 I do want to remind you that you're not going to be under oath. This is not a

13 deposition, but this is an official proceeding -- executive session is how we consider it -- of

14 the select committee, and it is unlawful to deliberately provide fase information to
15 Congress and doing so could violate various Federal laws, including 18 United States

16 Code, section 1001.

w D0 you understandeverything that we've just gone over?
18 Mr. Kushner. Yes.

1 I ert Arc st procedural,if there's any point where you'd
20 like to take a break, either for a comfort break or to consult with Mr. Benson, please let

2a us know. We're happy todo so. | find on this platform that it's usually best if you turn

22 off your camera and your microphone so that it's not being recorded and we can't hear
23 anyof that if you do need to speak to Mr. Benson,but just let us know if you need that

20 kind of break
2s Mr. Kushner, Thank you. I'm sure you've got some very interesting people
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1 tying to conform with that, so
2 IL 1 tere anything that you'd ike to put on the record before|
3 enterany questions before we get started on the substance?
. Mr. Kushner. No. I'm ready togo.
s EXAMINATION

7 Q Okay. Allright. Soyou're appearing voluntarily here today, Mr. Kushner,
8 and we certainly appreciate that, but we did send you through your lawyer a request for
9 documents that you may have had in your possession. | understand, and we did receive
10 a numberof documents. And just to confirm, did you do a search for the documents
11 that would be relevant to the lst that we sent through your lawyer?
2 A ves
3 Q We're going to go through some various accounts and devices that you may
14 have had just to get usa litte bit better understanding of where there might be relevant
15 informationto the select committee. So, first, Il start out by, did you possess a
16 White Houseissued cell phone in the period that we're here to tak about, which is
17 roughly, welll call, 2020 through 20212 It's a very broad timeframe, and we'll narrow
18 that down, but in that period, did you have a White House-issued cell phone?
1 A Yes, through Jan. 20.
2 Q What did you do with t on January 20th?
n A believeon Jan. 19, when left the White House, late at night it may have
22 beenintothe morning of Jan. 20. | don't remember exactly what time left gave it
23 to somebody there at the White House.
2 Q Did that phone have text message capacity?
2s A ves
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1 Q And you tumed tin. Did you transferanyinformation to anyofyour

2 personal devices from that phone before you turned it in on January 19th or 20th?
3 A Notthat! recall

a Q And did you just have one White House-issued cell phone?

s A Yeah. There was a White House cell phone and then there was a secure
6 comms cell phone, the PUMA phone, but that was used only for very rar instances.

7 Q  Notexting on the PUMA phone, | assume?
8 A No. No,no,no. No texting.

5 Q Okay. just notefor the record that[=ioinedus now

10 Mr. Kushner, Good morning;
u I —
» BE shevikve pin every
3 Hl oo oon

1a I. ve ist started with Mir. Kushner, and we're talking about his cell

15 phone, soll just continue through that

16 Hl eco nich.

1s Q The PUMAphone, I'm assuming, also, Mr. Kushner, you did not retain

19 personallyaftertheendofthe administration. Ithatcorrect?
20 A Mo
2 Q Did you have a campaign-issued cell phone?

2 A They may have given me one, but | don't recal using i.

2 Q Okay. How about any other devices. Did you have a campaign-ssued
24 laptoportablet computer?

2 A 1dont believe so.
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1 Q Didyou haveaWhite House issued laptop?
2 Aves
5 Q Didyou turn that nat th end of the administration ss well?
. Aves
< Q Do you recall transferring any information from that laptop to any of your

6 personal deices befor the end of the acminstraton?
; A Notthatt recall
8 Q Allright. And | assume -- well, in fact, | know that you had a White House

9 email account. Do you still have access to the White House email account that you used

10 duringthe Trump administration?

n A tdontbelieveso
12 Q And we did receive a number of emails from you aspartof your document

13 production. Other than anything that you may have provided to us, do you recall

14 any tansfrring any White House emails that may be responsive tothe request for
15 documents that we sent through Mr. Benson to your personal accounts?

16 A I do not.

v Q Andjust oconfirm,yourWhiteHouse email adresswas ck@wh cop gov.
18 Is that right?

" Aves
20 Q Did you use any other White House email addresses in that 2020/2021

a pero?
2 A dontihinkso. Not thatknowof.
23 Q And, as far as any personal accounts you have, | understand you have an

20 emai, which Iwott put on the record here, but iso EN O'¢ vou
25 look through that emai addres or anydocuments thatar responsive to our request to
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1 you

2 A Yeah, sol didnot. That email address was canceled when | went to

3 Washington in January 2016 or '17, and | have not had access to it since then and I've not

4 usedit,

5 a okay.

6 A Idon't even know if t's alive address, to be honest.

7 Q Okay. Alright. appreciate that. Thankyou. And also understand

8 thatyou have an email address atdomain. 1 believe that, based on your

9 document production, that you searched that, but did you, in fact, search that for

10 documentsthatare responsive to our request?

1 A Yes

2 Q  Andlalso understand you had at least one personal cell phone ending in

13 [ll sthatrighe

1a A Yes

15 Q Did you search the contents of that cell phone or that cell phone account

16 that you still have access to for documents or information that are responsive to our

17 requests?

1 A Yes

19 Q Andin that period of 2020, and particularly November 2020 through January

20 of 2021, did you have any other cell phones other than that cell phone and the

21 White Houseissued cell phone that you were using that might have information

22 responsive to the select committee's request?

2 A Idon't thinkso.

2 Q  Iiljustask more generally, were there other cell phones you used during

25 thattime period?
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1 A No

2 Q Okay. And, aswegothrough this, think you'll get a better senseof what

3 the select committee's interested in. And so, if at any point, you think there may be

4 documents that answer oneof our questions orbear on any of our questions, you know,

5 please let us know, and we can follow up with Mr. Benson about that afterwards.

5 I

7 JI hve any documents that are responsive to our request that are

5 inyour custody or control that you're withholding from production based on any privilege

9 oranyother reason?

10 Mr. Kushner, Basically, when | got the request, | went through my devices. |

11 flagged flagged all of the things that | thought are responsive, then gave my devices to

12 mygeneral counsel, had him go through to make sure that | wasn'tmissing anything

13 He then produced a big chunk of documents, sent it to my counsel, Dan Benson, and then

14 Dan selected what to send to you. So that was really a Dan situation.

15 I 0:1. So. i. Benson, this may be a question for you. Are there

16 any documents that you all are withholding based on privilege or any other reason?

7 Mr. Benson, Yes.

1 I oc We'd ike tf you could give usa privilege log forthose.

19 Mr. Benson. Okay.

» Ireo. Tho vou
2 Mr. Benson. Wel take that underadvisement at least

2 Q Allright. Thanks.

2 wi. usher, again, 'm[J 1 sorry was a few minutes tae. ies

25 nicetosee youagain. Youknow,you and |actually met before. | think we were on
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1 the Hill togetherback talking about criminal justice reform some years ago. So its nice

2 toseeyouagain. |justwanted to say thank youfor your willingness to come in, you

3 know, voluntarily and talk to us

4 A No, of course. And thank you for your efforts on that initiative. It's

5 something I'm very proudof and couldn't have done without everyone's help, so thank

6 youforthat

7 Q  Youaswell. Absolutely.

8 Sol wanted to turn your attention frst, just on the same subject of privilege to a

9 letter that Mr. Benson received from the White House. It's actually exhibit 1. And,

10 Mr. Benson, | don't know if you've got these printed, but we'll share them on the screen

11 just so that we're all lear what we're all talking about.

2 So, Mr. Kushner, are youfamiliarwith this letter that was just dated a couple of

13 days ago that is addressed to Mr. Benson and it involves your prior service as a senior

14 adviser to President Trump and the White House position about executive privilege?

15 A Yes

16 Q Okay. Itindicates that, in the view of President Biden, it would not be

17 appropriate for you to assert executive privilege on the subject matters identified,

18 including events within the White House on January 6th and other efforts to alter election

19 results or obstruct the transfer of power. Do you understand that obstruction - or that

20 instruction from the current White House?

2 A That's very courteous of him.

2 Q  Youare not the only witness to have received sucha letter. So on

2 that--and thankyouJJ You can take down the extibit.

2 1 just wanted to get alittle bit of background from you, Mr. Kushner, about the

25 role you played in the White House. The letter reflects that you were senior adviser to
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1 the former President. Was that your title, and if so, what was your general portfolio as a

2 senior adviser during the Trump administration?

3 A Sure. Sothatwasmy title. My general role was, it was a pretty flexible

4 rolein the sense that | would — you know, again, we had a pretty high metabolism as an

5 administration in that we were -[JJ dovou just mind loweringyour volume all the way,

6 ifyoudontmind. Thankyou.

7 We had a pretty high metabolism in that we were working on, you know, multiple

8 efforts, many multiple efforts at one time. So, again, Id be there to advise with

9 different things as they would come up. But | had several initiatives that | was primarily

10 responsible for. Oneof them was the criminal justice reform effort.

1 Oneof them was the USMCA trade agreement with Mexico and Canada, which we

12 worked very extensively on, and ultimately very proud of what passed. | spent alot of

13 time onthe China trade deal as well assisting Secretary Mnuchin and Ambassador

14 Lighthizer in what ultimately culminated in the Phase 1 trade deal.

15 Abig, big majority of my time was spent on Middle East efforts. | spenta lot of

16 time working on drafting what ultimately wasour effort to try to advance progress in the

17 Middle East, and we - that culminated in the Abraham Accords, which were the first

18 peace agreements in the region in over 25 years between Israel and the United Arab

19 Emirates. And then that was in, | believe, August of "20 t was announced. We got it

20 basically culminated and signed in mid-September. And we were able to get another

21 participanttojoin in Bahrain. Ultimately, before the endof the administration, we were

22 ableto get Sudan and Morocco to also make peace agreements.

2 One of the final deals | worked on as well, which | actually got done -it will be

24 relevant to the timing on your inquiry -~ was resolving the GCC dispute, which was a

25 dispute between Qatar and its neighbors, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Bahrain, and Egypt. That
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1 was something that was hurting our efforts in the region and giving Iran an opening to

2 cause division, and it was a big priority for our country to get that resolved.

3 It was a very intense negotiation, but ultimately that culminated, | believe, on

4 January Sthin a GCC summit in A-Ula in Saudi Arabia, where | was invited 1 was trying

5 togetitdone tothe last minute. It almost died several times. But | was invited to

6 witness the signing of that.

7 And then I also took on around that time differentinitiativeswith the COVID

8 response. Atthe time, we were trying to deal with an unprecedented situation, and |

9 was asked to get involved to troubleshoot several areas that were - that needed

10 troubleshooting, namely with testing and ventilators.

1 Then | was asked to be the White House representative to help stand up and

12 design and [inaudible] Operation Warp Speed and oversee that, which ultimately was a

13 very successful effort. So that tooka lot of my time as well. And it was something

14 that, you know, again, as will relate to these proceedings. During that time, a lot of my

15 focus was on making sure that, you know, we were getting the initial distribution out

16 correctly. Again, we'd learned a lot of lessons from the previous efforts with testing

17 through supply chain and distribution and dealing with all the different governments,

18 local governments, so that was a big effort of mine as well

19 There's probably going to be a handful of other projects that | was given, you

20 know, lead on, whether it was leading our efforts to secure the 2028 Olympics, which

21 ultimately was successful. | also was the lead in the White House on securing the FIFA

22 World Cup for 2026, leading that bit as well, whichwasalso successful.

23 And so, again,|was given special projects, and, you know, my sense was| like to

24 godeepinthem. | was good at building teams and building plans for things and then,

25 you know, bringing them through. | worked on, you know, several other efforts as well,
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1 butthat gives you kind ofa rough thing. So would say that | was moreof a specialist

2 that would be put into different situations, and then | was broadly around and pulled into

3 thingsfrom time to time as well

a Q Yeah. Iunderstand i's a wide and diverse portfolio.

5 Vl notefor the record, Mr. Kushner, that several members of the select

6 committee have now joined us. | see the vice chair, Ms. Cheney, Representative Schiff,

7 Ms. Murphy, and Mr. Aguilar are all now participating via the Webex platform.

5 Ms. Cheney. Good morning.

9 oI
10 Q Periodically I'l turn to them and see f they have questions as well.

1 A Okay. Good morning. Welcome,

2 Q So, Mr. Kushner, those projects that you listed, was the designation of your

13 specific ole something that you initiated, something that the President or others

14 initiated, or some combination? In other words, did you say, "Hey, | want to work on

15 this," and the President said yes, o did the President say, "Jared, I'd lie you to take on

16 that"? How did it come about that you had that varied list?

FY A Soitreally varied. So ike criminal justice reform was my own initiative,

18 which ultimately | was able to get the President to support and endorse the effort.

18 US Mexico trade was something that the President asked me to take on in the

20 beginning. I'd put together his campaign trp to Mexico during the campaign, and so he

21 asked me to stay with that file.

2 The Middle East effortwas something that he asked me to take on. The Warp.

23 Speed was something | initiated after seeing the different stuff. But with the COVID in

24 general, | was asked to get involvedby the Vice President. ~ And, you know, it really was

25 Kind of case by case, so either case by case.
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1 Q Yeah. Did you report directly to the President, to Mr. Meadows, to

2 somebody else?

3 A Igenerally would report to the President on topics, and then, you know,

4 sometimes | would report to if, you know, Meadows owned a file then | would, you

5 know, reporttohimonit. So, you know, | learned over -- you know, again, | learned

6 overa couple years how to operate betterwithinthe structure of the White House and

7 even more specifically in the structure of Trump White House and did my best to make

8 sure that| was hopefully, you know, helping enable the different things | was working on

9 asopposed to creating issues as to who was reporting to who. But that never really

10 became an issue.

u Q Yeah, l understand. And didyour status, Mr. Kushner, stay the same

12 throughout the administration, from when you joined in January of '17 all the way

13 through Januaryof 217

1a A Mytitlestayed the same. |guess, like anyone else,it varies day by day in

15 thesejobs, as I'm sure you knowwell too, right.

16 Q Ofcourse. Iunderstand. Itake it you had walk-in privileges to the Oval

17 Office. Youdidn't need to get permission to stop in and talk with the President. Is that

1B right?

19 A No, but, obviously, you're always respectful ofhis time and whatelse is

20 happening and not looking to be disruptive to whatever his priority is.

2 Q Yeah. Did you have a physical office in the West Wing?

2 A Yes.

23 Q Where wasitin relationship to the Oval Office?

2 A Itwas down the hall in between the Oval Office and the chief of staff's office.

2 Q Okay. And did you have an assistant, Mr. Kushner, during this period of
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1 time in the West Wing?

2 A Yes

3 Q Whowas that?

4 A Agentleman named Charlton Boyd.

5 Q Okay. Wasit Mr. Boyd the entire time that you were there in the role of

6 the senior adviser?

7 A No. Hecamein, | guess, with abouta year and a half left, or maybe

8 even he camein towards the end.

9 Q Okay. Now, in addition to your role in the White House, did you also play a

10 role with respect to the President’ reelection campaign?

u A Yes.

2 Q How would you describe that role, that -- your role specific to the campaign?

13 A Soitstarted probably 3 years before reelect, which was mostly liaising with

14 the RNC and also starting to set up campaign infrastructure to -- you know, the last

15 campaign was much more scrapped together, and so the goal was to start building the

16 rightinfrastructure for GOTV operation and basically helped put the rightleadership team

17 in place and then dealt with them withfrequency whenever they had issues that they

18 needed from us,

19 But the goal - the way | generally like to operate is you identify an objective, you

20 hire people to help you achievethat objective, you agree with them on a plan, and then

21 youkind of let them run and accomplish that plan and then, you know, | tryto be

22 available for interventions when needed to make sure that they go.

23 And 50, you know, by the time we got to the election, obviously there had been a

24 couple changes. And ultimately - and, again, | would always say tht the President was

25 the real campaign manager, and so felt like my goal was just to make sure that he had,
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1 you know, the right pieces in place and, you know, make sure that hewas able to make

2 the decisions he wanted to make but then make sure they were being raised to him in the

3 manner that felt like he would want to see them.

a But, ultimately, you had you know, | think Brad was the first campaign manager.

5 The President made a change and brought Bll Stepien in, so Bill was the campaign

6 manager towards the end and had a very robust organization that, you know, my job was

7 really just to get involved when needed to troubleshoot different situations, as requested.

5 Q Okay. want to get tothe change from Mr. Parscale to Mr. Stepien, but is

9 itfairto say your role with the campaign was much ike it had been at the White House,

10 essentially a troubleshooter, special projects, taking on particular issues, as needed?

1 A Yeah, but, you know but, again, | had a lot of demands on my time. So,

12 youknow, again, especially as we got to COVID, my involvement with the campaign was.

13 justvery distracted for awhile because,between the COVID and the Middle East work, |

14 wasn'table to spend as much time with t. But, at that point, it wasa fairly robust and

15 professional operation where they needed a lot less oversight.

16 Q Yeah. Let's talk about the change from Mr. Parscale to Mr. Stepien. Can

17 youtellus why thatdecision was made?

1 A Ithink the President wanted to make the change.

19 Q Did he articulate to you why it was that he thought a change to Mr. Stepien

20 wouldbenefit the campaign?

2 A I don't recall specifically, but my view was is i’ his campaign; he's the

22 candidate. You know, he's the one who has to — you know, who goes with the results.

23 50 my goal was just to help him facilitate, you know, the person who he felt most

24 comfortable with

2 Q Did you have a role, Mr. Kushner, in identifying Mr. Stepien as a possible
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1 replacement to Parscale?

2 A 1did recommendhim,yes.

3 Q Tell me more about your background with Mr. Stepien. How are you

4 familiar with him, and why was it that he was someone you recommended?

5 A I met Bill in the 2016 campaignafterthe lowa loss that Trump had where

6 there wasissueswith the ground operation. | was introduced to Mr. Stepien as

7 somebody who could help run a campaign. | was very impressed by him. Ultimately,

8 the leadership at the time did not want to hire him, soit kind of just hung out there.

° And then, when there was another change in leadership, | strongly advocated to

10 bringhimin. He came in and really was an instrumental player in building out a ground

11 operation and in helping us spend resources effectively. You know, he's a quiet guy, a

12 humble guy, a hard worker with a lot of campaign experience, again, a lot more than me,

13 andsollikedhim.

1a Then he came into the White House, was the political director, and worked very

15 closely with the President during those years. And then and then Trump had

16 developed a very good relationship with him, and he was somebody who understood

17 Trump, understood the political landscape, and seemed to be fairly well regarded by most

18 people asfaras | knew.

19 Q And you mentioned resources. Was part of the motivation for this change

20 the effective use of resources or the perceived misuse of resources prior to Mr. Stepien's

21 timetaking over?

2 A I don't believe so,

23 Q Okay. Who was responsible generally for the fundraising aspect? Was

24 that something in which you were personally involved?

2 A Soit was basically, you know, Brad was the one who built out a lotof the
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1 operation, and then | believe he had somebody wha reported to him named Gary Coby
2 who oversaw that, and then Sean Dollman was the campaign CFO. And so between the
3 three of them that was really where it came. And | know that they worked with the

4 RNC. There was a joint fundraising committee with them and all kinds of, you know,
agreements and different things that happened there. And so between Rona, Brad,

6 that was really who was responsible for the fundraising.

7 a veah. thinks eoing to ask you more questions about the digital

8 fundraising operation, and Il leave those questions for her.
5 Til note again that Ms. Lofgren, again another member of the committee, has

10 joined usaswell.
1 Sol want to now turn to a document, Mr. Kushner. If we could call up exhibit 2.

12 Thisis something that we provided. We provided a bunch of stuff to your lawyer in

13 advance. Idon't know if you've had a chance to carefully review that stuff, but we're
14 going to go through some of it over the course of the day.

15 This is a message that's marked exhibit 2 that's an email that came from Jason

16 Miller, and it was originally sent to you and Mark Meadows and Hope Hicks, and it was.
17 cd to ill Stepien, and then ~ Grant, ifyou scroll down it actually has a PowerPoint

18 attached
19 A Yep

2 Q And want to call your attention i | can specifically to pages 8 and 9, which is

21 the summary there's a summary page, yeah, in-person and fraud protections. So this
20 reflects, Mr. Kushner, that the campaign did some poling about sort of public perception

23 of mailin ballots, voter identification laws of various election-related State regulations.

24 Wereyouawareof this polingwhen it took place?
2s A Yes
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1 Q Tell us why,ifyou could, the campaign decided it was important information

2 to ascertain what people felt -- how people felt about these various provisions of State

3 voting laws?

a A Itwasa topic that at the time | think —- again, this is my recollection. Again,

5 like | said, | was working on a lot of things at the time. I'm doing my best to recall these

6 thingsin therightway. My recollectionfor why we would've done thiswas that the

7 candidate was talking about a lot of -- a lot about mail-in balloting and the campaign felt

8 like it was important for him to understand what the sentiment was on that -- on the

9 topics that he was talking about.

10 Q Tell us more, if you could, about the discussionof the messaging about the

11 reliability of mail-in voting, of same-day registration, of some ofthe things that are

12 reflected in your polling.

13 A Yeah. The messaging is for really the political people. | just know that

14 this was something they wanted to commission in order to have this discussion with the

15 candidate.

16 Q Okay. And then page 26 of this is another summary page. Its [Il

17 where that says arguments for and against mail-in.

18 So, again, Mr. Kushner, this reflects sort of an assessment of potential messages.

19 with respect to mail-in voting. Do you recallanydiscussion about whether the

20 candidates should or shouldn't at this early point, this is August of ‘20, talk about the

21 security of mail-in voting or any other kinds of election provisions?

2 A Yeah, not that | recall specifically. 1 just remember generally, you know,

23 you had people arguing that we had a very, very robust get-out-the-vote effort and that,

24 you know, mail-in ballots could be a good thing for us if we looked at it correctly. But

25 the candidate had a particular point of view on them, you know, based on how he felt
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1 and what he saw ina lotofdifferent anecdotalstuf that came in, so so | remember just

2 generally. | don't remember specific discussions on it though.

3 Q Yeah. The President started talking about the risk of fraud and the fact that

4 the election could be stolen well before the election. Do you rememberdiscussions

5 with him about that, whether that was motivated by political decision, whether --what

6 his views were on the security of mailin balloting?

7 A don't recall

8 Q Do you know whether that was an intentional strategyorsomething that

9 reflects poll results? Do you know how it came about that he started talking about

10 those issues?

u A Like with alot ofother topics, it's you know, he talks about an issue.

12 And, again, | think what you see here is just the ability ~ there was an issue he was

13 focused on, and, you know, they endeavor to give him data to understand, you know,

14 what the public sentiment was on an issue he had a point of view with.

15 Q Okay. And when you say "they," this looks like it was prepared by the

16 polling firm McLaughlin & Associates. Were they sort of contractedas the campaign's

17 polling firm?

18 A believe so, ves.

19 Q Okay. And, Mr. Kushner, just, again, a senseofyour role, when there were

20 discussions about poll results like this, were you typically part of the group that was.

21 advising the candidate at that high level about messaging and use of resources and the.

2 polingdata?

23 A Yeah, sometimes | would attend; sometimes | wasn't. But | would be

24 somebody who would observemore than advise. ~ Again, | wasn't a specialist on

25 messagingor political. Again, my role, like in the White House, was more operational.
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1 Q Yeh

2 A And so, again, when it came to messaging or the sentiment, you know, my
3 goal was to try to you know,just try to make sure, you know, people were giving him
4 good information. But here, again, this was mostly emanating from the campaign, and

5 solwasjust beinga facilitator to get them in front of him, you know, if they had a

6 meeting request.

7 Q Yeah. And were there in your experience, who else was part of that sort

8 of close group of advisers, besides you and Mr. Stepien, before the election that would be

9 involved in those kinds of strategic discussions on campaign messaging or polling results?

10 A SoTrump operates not ikea traditional candidate. So, you know, again, he

11 takes his input from many places. So you could have a meeting with him with several

12 people who are designated campaign professionals, but he gets his viewpoint from alot

13 of different places, even outside that. So | would say it's probably a very wide net.

1a 1 mean, he would speak to Congressmen, Senators, Governors, politicians,

15 different campaign advisers from different places. So, you know, again, that's kind of an

16 impossible questionto answer

7 Q Yeah, understand.

1 A just given the nature of how he operates, so

19 Q Yeah. Letmetum your attention to exhibit 3 now. It's another

20 pre-election, this time much closer, campaign document. So this is anotherdocument

21 that was an email from Jason Millethatwas sent to you and a number of others,

22 MrKushner: Meadows, Hicks, Stepien. And tis a statement that the campaign put

23 out the day before election day on ~ and I'm quoting from the tite of the

24 email - Democrat plans to delegitimize election day results

2 D0 you remember this statement being issued on November 2nd?
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1 A No.

2 Q Did you have any involvement at all in crafting it?

3 A Not that! recall

4 Q Are you familiarwith the term "red mirage"?

5 A No

6 Q So, again, you didn't have any ~ do you remember any discussions with the

7 candidateor anyone else about this notion of a red mirage or why it was perceived useful

8 toputoutastatement ike this?

9 A No.

10 Q Was there a sense, Mr. Kushner, whether or not at this time, November the

11 2nd, that the President was in a good ora bad position in terms of the likelihood of

12 success? What wasyour view personally the day before the election as to what the

13 odds were, what it looked like for the President?

14 A Look, | would ike to be a fact witness here if possible, again, stay away from

15 my points of view, but I'l give you that, you know, roughly here, which was, again, it felt

16 like itwas closing. You know, again, the public polls were showing, you know, a really

17 bad outcome. We felt like it was getting a lot tighter than they thought. ~ We felt like

18 he was closingvery, very strong, had hit his - hit a good stride. And we felt like it was

19 goingtobe avery, very close election, and he hadvery good momentum going into the

20 final - going into the final week. But there was so many ballots that were banked

21 earlier, it was just hard to predict how it would fall out.

2 Q Yeah, understand. Sois it generally correct that there was a sense earlier

23 than November 2nd that, based on the poll numbers and early ballot returns, that the

24 President was in real danger of losing, and in your view -- and this is a fact question not

25 an opinion question - that the gap was closing or it was going to be a closer race than it
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1 might have appeared some weeks before?
2 A It's hard to tell. Again, like this is not technical. Thisisjust, you know,

3 Wahlevel Lk the way tht th race was shaping ut given th potion tha the
4 President decided to take with the mail-in ballots is that there was a lot of mail-in ballots

$ that were banked early that were likely going to lean Democrat, and then for the -- for his

© sdeitwas al shout getting cut iste realy on election day. And th question
7 was -- is, will you be able to make up those deficits that were created structurally?

8 Right, that was his desired strategy and would that happen. So it seemed like any

9 outcome was possible, but, you know, there's a lot of positive signs.

10 And, again, this was a very untraditional election. You had all these rules being

A
12 different rules and different things. So, you know, we kept trying to adjust to, you

13 know, to the new rules and the new traditions that were being changed. So, you know,

16 again, that was kindof the ener sentiment was tht, you know, there wae tof
15 positive signs, but there was also a couple things to be concerned about.

16 Q Yeah. Before

v A Arthas kindof the Highlewl sentiment. hope that tht answersyour

19 Q No, itdoes. |appreciate that.

20 Before | move to election day, | want to stop here and see if any of our members.

2a have questions on the sort of pre-election stuff?

» Olay. Not seeing anybody unmute.
23 Ioo. have any questions you want about campaign

2 sctureor relection su?
» oI
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1 Q Yes, good morning, Mr. Kushner and Mr. Benson. | just wanted to go back

2 briefly regarding your involvement in the campaign. It was ourunderstanding that you

3 were involved in the budgeting process. Could you explain your role there?

4 A so, basically, again, | wasn't necessarily making determinations on, you

5 know,whattodo. Ihadalot of confidence in Billtodothat. That was one of the

6 reasons! built a lot of confidence with him inthe campaign in 2016. There was a

7 scenario where we basically went out to all the different field managers,the guys who

8 were running the States in '16, and we asked for what s it going to take to win, and they

9 came back with about $25 million of requests.

10 And | remember seeing it, and my eyes popped, and |said: Okay, well, not sure

11 wehave this much money now.

2 Thisisin'16. Andlasked Bil: What would you do?

13 And he recommended only about a million and a quarter of it. He says:

14 Nothing else here will be outcome determinative.

15 And 50, you know, again, you don't want to go through a whole campaign, and

16 then you know, and then realize youcame short because you cheaped out in a couple:

17 thingsatthe end. Solhad alot of confidence in Bill to make those determinations.

18 1just basically wanted to make sure they were having the discipline to match the

19 revenues coming in with the receivables. And, you know, you kind of have, you know,

20 twofearswitha campaign. You don't want to be you know, you don't want to end

21 with too much cash in the bank, and you don't want to end with too litte cash in the

22 bank, andit's kind of hard because, you know, a lot ofour funding was coming from

23 smalldollar donors,so just making sure that they had a lot of different scenarios for what

24 they would do.

2 You know, you don't want to be caught off guardif your revenue is coming in
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1 short, and you don't want to be caught off guard if your revenue is coming in higher, and

2 so basically making sure that they had scenarios and just were being disciplined about,

3 youknow, adjusting based on what it was so that they weren't saying, "Oh, we have all

a this money, let's go spend it stupid," or saying, "Oh, we're short, let's cut here," so just

5 making sure they knew what they would do in all those scenarios and that they were

6 being disciplined about that

7 And, again, | wasn't making determinations of spend more in this State or spend

8 more in that State. That wasn't my qualification. But | just wanted to make sure that

9 they had a point of view on that in the event thatthat arose.

10 Q And definitely -- you touched on a topic that is important, and | definitely

11 want to come back to the question of the cash on hand at thetimeof the election. But|

12 just wanted to get a feel in terms of how often you were meeting with Mr. Stepien after

13 he started in terms of, did you meet with him regarding the budget, and if you did, how

14 often would you say?

15 A Itwastough. |mean, | think --it was mostly just to kind of show | was in -- |

16 was paying attention so thatthey had to keep the internal disciplines. | feel like if they

17 knew that they were going to meet with me, then they would atleast be more conscious

18 of it. But, again, my day job was fairly demanding at that time between COVID, Middle

19 East peace, Warp Speed, and thenall the other, you know, things | was working on, and

20 so | don't recall the frequency of it.

21 Q If people said that you were meeting with Mr. Stepien twice monthly and

22 then every week as they got closer to the campaign, would that sound accurate to you?

23 A That would sound like an appropriate aspiration, whether it happened in

24 practice would be different. Again, like you guysall know working in these jobs, you

25 know, you're nevertruly in control of your own days. Andso that sounds like the right
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1 aspiration, but, again, | don't know if we were able to follow through on that.

2 Q And, in terms of how you would characterize Mr. Stepien’s role, | understand

3 hewas onlya campaign manager for maybeunder about 150 days. Would you describe

4 itas somebody who was coming in with a ship that was already sailing, or if somebody

5 characterized it as inheriting a somewhat broken ship and getting it over the line, which

6 of those would you say was more accurate?

7 A I would say itwasthe ship that was sailing. | think that, again, you know,

8 the ground operation was done, the GOTV was done in coordination with the RNC, had a

9 very robust field operation, you know, and that -- I know Bill had been involved in helping

10 shape. Sothat's really -- you know, if you think about what a campaign s, right, it's

11 about, you know, raising cash -- raising donations, right, to support the candidate. It's

12 about — you know, it's about, you know, doing a get-out-the-vote effort and then doing

13 advertising, and so we had all of those functionsfairlywell built out.

1a And so B's job was mostly to kind of take it, streamline it, focus it in the way that

15 hewantedittobe. And, again, you know, like, you know, in some of these things it's

16 more art than science, right. You could bring in three different campaign managers, and

17 theyll all tell you why the other one is stupid and doing it the wrongway. But Bill came

18 inand wanted to doit his own way, and that was the decision the candidate made.

19 So I'm sure he changed some things around, but by and large, a lot of the

20 structure that was there, | believe, is the structure that he used to drive through. He did

21 make some changes and he, you know, reallocated resources in different ways and

22 changed some personnel, but that was his prerogative to do. You know, he was the

23 chef, and so you let him, you know, kind of, you know,pickwhich groceries and the

24 recipes he wants to gowith, so

2 Q just want to note for the record that Representative Luria has entered the
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1 Webex platform.

2 Mr. Kushner, | think earlier you mentioned that, when it came to fundraising, it

3 was previously Mr. Parsal, an thn t was Gary Cobyoverdil fundrasing. Was it
a your understanding that it was Mr. Stepien's job to oversee Gary Coby and what he was

5 doing in digital fundraising?

‘ A veh ves
7 Q And did you have direct meetings with Mr. Coby?

8 A Every now and then.

9 Q If people believe that you were meeting with Mr. Coby weekly and then, in

10 the last month of the election, multiple times per week, does that sound accurate or no?

u A ldontrecal
12 Q Did you have any meetings with the President regarding fundraising prior to

13 the election?

1 A ldontrecal
15 Q Those are all my questions.

1 oI
uv a coor. [EN
18 So, Mr. Kushner, I'm going to turn to election night now. Do you remember

19 where you were that night?

» A Inthe White House
21 Q Where exactly were you in the White House?

2 A Partly we had tie om set up tht the fami was in. And then | vas
23 down, there was another room set up in the Map Room where -- where -- where we had

u jusdiferent campaign staf,
» Q Yeah. 1thinkIve seen some photographs of the Map Room witha ot of
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1 terminals and people evaluating returns. Is that what you're talking about?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Were you primarily there or primarily in the residence with familyor back

4 andforth?

5 A Backand forth.

6 Q Okay. Itakeityou were monitoring resultsastheycameinover the course

7 ofthatnight. Isthat right?

8 A Yeah, getting information from the people monitoring results.

9 Q From whom were you getting information?

10 A Mostly from Oz and Stepien?

u Q  Whois0z?

2 A Ozisa guy named Matt, Matt Oczkowski, | think. We called him Oz.

13 Q Okay. And what was hisrole within the campaign?

1a A He was a data modeler, 50, you know, it was - he did kindofa different kind

15 of polling, which was more big data modeling.

16 Q Yeah. We'll comeback to him. | think there'sa document that he

17 authored that | want to show you a little bit later. Was he in the Map Room with you or

18 was he somewhere else?

19 A He 1 believe he was in the Map Room, but | don't recall

20 Q Allright. Do you rememberwho else was in the Map Room when you were

21 down there?

2 A Idon'trecall. It was, you know, people in and out.

23 Q  Isee. And then who was up in the residence besides you? Itake it the

20 President was upstairs in the residence.

2 A He was upstairs. |was -- we were kind of on the first floor so not upstairs.
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1 We were with —mostlywith Ivanka and her brothers and a couple other people who'd be

2 cominginand out.

3 Q Okay. Atsome point that night, I'm sure you recall that FOX called the

4 resultin Arizonafor President Biden. Do you recall when that occurred?

5 A Yes

s Q Where were you exactly, Mr. Kushner, when FOX made that call?

7 A Idon't recall

8 Q  Didthe President ask you to do anything with respect to FOX when the

9 network made that call?

10 A Idon't recall

1 Q Did you reach out to Rupert Murdoch after FOX made its call in Arizona?

2 A Yes

3 Q Tellus about the conversationyou had with Mr. Murdoch.

1a A Ireached out and basically said: Look, I tink this feels to me premature.

15 You know, the way that our data team believes that we think this is going to be a very,

16 very close race in Arizona. You know, a lotof the - they're showinga big margin now.

17 because of the way they're counting. They've counted a lotof the ballots that were the

18 pre-election day ballots

19 But, you know, our data shows that we think we're going to win the election day.

20 ballots about 2to 1, which shows that this should be a really tight, race, and it could

21 break within 20,000 each way. Sot feels like you should wait until there's more

22 counting done before there's a call made.

2 And Rupert said he'd looked into it, basically called me back and said: You know,

24 myguys and Rupert was not a big interventionist with his people, but | fel like this was

25 a serious enough one that it was worth going to his level. But he said: ~My people
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1 assure me that head of data basically believes that it's not going to be close inArizona,

2 andwe'resticking with the call, so

3 Q That soundslike two conversations,thefirstyousay: ~Hey,it's tooearly.

a Hesays: Let melookinto it

5 He calls you back and says: Our people believe this i the right cal?

s A Yes. Theybelieve it's going to be done - it's going to be a big, big defict

7 there

8 Q Yeah. Wasitan angry call oreitherof them acrimoniousor sharp

9 disagreement?

10 A No. We've had along relationship, and, again, t's, you know no.

n Q Did you make that call, Mr. Kushner, unilaterally,ordid the President ask

12 youto call Mr. Murdoch?

3 A Idon'trecall, but | believe it was unilaterally.

1 Q Okay. There's been reports that the President asked Hope Hicks to call

15 Lockland Murdoch. Do you know whether that occurred?

16 A No.

7 Q Do you know whether or not Ms. Hicks spoke to the juniorMr. Murdoch?

1 A ldonot.

19 Q Okay. Tellus about the President's reaction to the Arizona call. Did you

20 have any conversation with him or hear him express his perspective once the FOX callin

21 Arizona was made?

2 A Idontrecall

2 Q At some point, the President gave a very a speech or remarks very early in

24 themorning. Did you have any involvement in crafting what he said on - it's really not

25 election night. Itwas actually early in the morning of November the 4th.
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1 A Yeah, that one | don't believe I had involvement with.

2 Q Allright. Do you know whether or not he received the advice from anyone

3 about what he should say in the middle of the close electionasthe results were coming

4 in?

5 A I'm sure he got advice from a lot of people.

6 Q Yeah

7 A Again, like I said, there's a lot of people around. You know, he was working

8 the phones. Sol would imagine he was getting advice and talking to a lot of people as

9 healways does.

10 Q Did you give him advice about what he should say?

1 A don't recall specifically, but, again, | knew that there was a ot of people.

12 around who probably had more expertise on what right messaging was. ~ Again, | wasn't

13 avery publicperson. | wasn't, you know, a communicator, so, you know, there were

14 people there who were much more expert at communications than me.

15 Q Yeah. We have received testimony from other witnesses that you,

16 Mr. Kushner, told them that it was just too early to declare a result either way, to declare

17 avictory or to concede, that he should just say it's too early to tell; we're going to

18 continue to countvotes. Do you remember giving him that advice?

19 A don't recall specifically, but, again, that's less communications advice, more

20 just kindof an assessment of where we were, which seems to be representative of where

21 things wereat the moment

2 Q see. Is that yourperspective as to where things were at the moment on

23 election night, just too early to tell?

2 A Yeah. There was - again, there was a lotofvotes that were stil eft to be

25 counted, and, again, he was showing big margins in a lot of the different States, and there
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1 wasstilla lot of things that could've gone in many ways.

2 Q Yeah. The President, as you know, when he did ultimately address the

3 Nation declared victory, said we didwinthis election. Do you know why itis that he

4 made that statement, what informed thatstatement when you said the results were just

5 tooearly ortoo close to call?

6 A No.

7 Q Do you know whether or not anyone encouraged him at that time on

8 election night to declare victory?

9 A No.

10 Q We've received information that Mr. Giuliani was present at the

11 White House and said: You need to go out and declare victory. It doesn't matter if it's

12 too early; go out and say you've won.

13 Do you remember hearing that either directly or from others that Mr. Giuliani

14 gave himthat advice?

15 A don't recall

16 Q Do you recall Mr. Giuliani being present at any point at any of these

17 locations in the White House on election night?

18 A Yes

19 Q Okay. And were you present for any conversations he had with the

20 President?

2 A probably was, but | don't have anything memorable. ~ Again, we were allin

22 and out moving around, you know, different rooms, different things happening, trying to

23 getdifferent data, you know, that was coming in and just really digesting what the state

24 of playwas.

2 Q Okay. So, when you left the White House that night,ifyou could, what was
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1 the plan? What was the sort of intention going forward in the midst ofthis close

2 election? What was your and the campaign's sort of plan going forward?

3 A The goal was just to regroup the next day and figure out what was going on.

a 1 think that the President went up to the residence. You know, | went home, probably,

5 you know, 2, 3 in the morning. Actually, you know, | got a call from Karl Roveat the

6 time who basically said to me: Yeah, you know, there's no way you guys could lose

7 statistically based on, you know, what you have here.

8 Hesays: The President's messaging is all the wrong.

9 I'said: Okay, well, then call him andtellhim that.

10 And so | think Karl called to tell him what he thought the messaging should be.

n And then, you know, we tried to get a couple hours of sleep. And, again, we'd

12 been, you know, burning, you know, the candle on both ends with regard to the

13 campaign. We were traveling all over the country, you know, doing mostly outdoor

14 rallies, going from hot to cold and, you know - and, you know -- and, you know, it was

15 just -- you know, so we were all pretty -- pretty — pretty -- pretty tired at that moment

16 and then, you know, we basically went to get a couple hours of sleep and said: Let's

17 reconvene the next day.

18 Q Yeah. When Mr. Rove said the President's messaging is all wrong, do you

19 know to what specifically ~ what messaging he was referring?

2 A Like said, | basically, you know — | ~ look, messaging was not kind of my

2 area of expertise so, you know, instead of -- | didn't want people to call me and say, "Hey,

22 thisis what the President should do," and then it seem like | had a magic button, | would

23 press it, and then he would do that, because that was not the reality of how my life

26 worked. Andsol basically said: Look if you have a strong point of view, then call him.

25 You've got his number.
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1 And so | believe he did.

2 Q No, lunderstand. But the President was already talking about the election

3 beingaffected by fraud, the elect ~ the Democrats trying to steal the election. Wasit

4 your perspective that Mr. Rove was discouraging that or thought that that was the wrong

5 message?

6 A don't recall specifically what his messaging suggestion was.

7 Q Do you know whether or not Mr. Rove did speak to the President?

5 A believe he did.

° Q Alright. And did you get any readout on that from either Rove or

10 President Trump after their conversation?

1 A don't believedid. 1don't recall

2 Q Allright. Anybody else call you on election night and give any advice to you

13 orto the President through you about what he should or shouldn't say or do?

1a A Notthat! recall

15 Q Okay. othe next day, Novemberath, there'sameetingatthe campaign

16 headquarters over in Rosslyn. Do you recall sort of regrouping with Mr. Stepien and

17 others the next day at campaign headquarters?

1 A Not specifically, but generally, yes.

19 Q Allright. Do you know whether Mr. Giuliani was present for that next-day
20 conversation at campaign headauarters?

2 A Idon't know if he was there that day. | know he showed up there

22 eventually. Idon't know if it was that day or the day after or the day after, but | know

23 eventually he showed up.

2 Q Alright. So-

2 A Andthosedaysallkindof like shrink together, you know, so ~
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1 Q didn't mean tointerrupt you. | understand. | know there was a lot going

2 on. What doyourecall, if anything, about discussions that next day, November 4th, in

3 campaign headquarters?

4 A Soalot ofourefforts was just trying to get a hand on the information, right.

5 Sotherewasalot of information that was shifting around. You know, we couldn't get

6 clear answers on how many ballots were still outstanding in someofthe different

7 precincts, so, you know, we kept saying: Oh, they found 50,000 more ballots

8 S01 think we weretryingto get a handleof the data, number one. Numbertwo

9 isthere wasa lot of allegations that were being made by people all over the country. A

10 lotof itwas anecdotal and so trying to figure out, okay, what are we going to do to try to,

11 you know, either validate these allegations or not. And, again, | think that, at that point,

12 you know, it was really kind of, you know, Justin, you know, who is the legal counsel, and

13 the other lawyers that he worked with trying to figure out, okay, what can we do to try to

14 preserve integrityhere and make sure that we have some transparency so that, you

15 know, we could have real insight into what happens.

16 And, you know, there was like little issues or big issues depending on how you ask,

17 where like in Pennsylvania, | remember they wouldn't let our people in there to watch the

18 counting of the votes. They were saying our people were kicked outofdifferent places

19 So,again, these were more legal issues, and | think they were all coming in pretty, pretty

20 fastand furious to Bil, and he was working with Justin on a lot of them.

2 Q Yeah. When you say allegations, do you mean allegations of voter

22 irregularities or election fraud?

23 A What I would just say is just general irregularities, right. Like, if you look at

24 thiselection, | don't think anyone disagrees that, you know, a lotof traditions were trifled

25 with, right. It was an unusual election in the way that it was conducted due to the
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1 COVID pandemic anda lot of the changes in the State rules, and it created a lot of

2 unprecedented situations in a lot of places.

3 AndIthink that, you know, whether they were administered in a way that people

4 expected, whether the expectations were correct, there was just a lot of things happening

5 where, again, you know, therewere just first-time occurrences. So, from, you know, Bill

6 and Justin's point of view they were just trying to track down everything that was

7 happening and do ther best to make sure we were being responsible to make sure there

8 was, you know, integrity to the election.

9 Q Uh-huh. So, as those allegations came in, it sounds like they came to Bill

10 andtolustin. Who was tasked with developing information about them, following up,

11 determining whether they had merit?

2 A So,again, | think it was not the most organized in terms of, you know, where

13 itshould have been, but | believethat Justinwas the one who was at the point of doing.

1a that. knowthat he built an election day team of lawyers to figure out how to do this.

15 So, you know, he was really the one trying to manage that with Bill.
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1

2 [uo2am]

3 oI
4 Q Was it your view, Mr. Kushner, that that was primarily a job for lawyers?

5 These were legal issues and that Justin and his team of lawyers were the right people to

6 evaluate these allegations?

7 A Generally speaking, yes.

8 Q And, again, were there outside lawyers, Mr. Giuliani or others, at that early

9 point, November the 4th, who were involved in pursuing or evaluating these allegations?

10 A I don't recall specifically. Like I said, at that point everyone and their

11 brother was weighing in with, you know, with ideas. And you understand, you've been

12 doing this politics fora long time, it's you know, I think politics and sports are similar in

13 that everyone has got an opinion on how to do itbetter than the people who are, you

14 know,onthe field doing it.

15 And so imagine there was a lot of, you know, opinions coming in of people who,

16 you know, thought they had the answer or could do it better. But primarily, |fet like

17 this was, you know, an issue for the lawyers to handle.

18 Q Ise

19 ll note Mr. Kinzinger has also joined us. You've got almost thefull committee

20 now, Mr. Kushner, who's here participating.

21 A Welcome.

2 Q  Sothere'sthe substanceof the

23 A I miss all you guys in Washington, so but not that much. I'm happy to be

24 downin Miami.

2 Q Understood.
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1 Sol want to separate the substance of the allegations and who's looking into them

2 from the messaging about or talking abou the allegations.

3 Were you involved in discussions about what the candidate orothers should say

4 as these allegations were being evaluated?

5 A No. Myfocus was more on trying to, A, understand the facts of what was

6 goingon, right? Again, if you know, lawyers are only as good, I believe, a the facts

7 theyhave, right? Soyou want to make sure that you're doing a good job of helping

8 them get facts and then just relaying facts to the candidate. ~ And the goal was try to

9 figure out how to get organized, you know, in the best way possible.

10 Q Did you ever hear concern expressed about messaging not matching the

11 facts or making declarative statements about fraud before there was actually ~ Mr. Clark

12 and others had time to develop those allegations?

13 A Yeah, but lll say that over 5 years of workingforTrump, | mean, every day
14 there was, you know, what he wanted to message and what other people wanted to

15 suggest he message. And so, you know, that was kind of a fairly usual occurrence on

16 just any topic he would talk on, whether it would be how many scoops of ice cream he

17 had.

1 1 mean it's just like ~ my point is, like, there was always people weighing in on how

19 they thought he should message differently, and he always had his own point of view.

2 Q  lunderstand. What do you remember him saying or ~ about messaging,

21 about talking about fraud at this early point, again, as theseallegationsare coming in but

2 notyet evaluated?

2 A Idon'trecall. I mean, look, | know whatever statements he made, | would

24 assume that those were the statements that he was -- you know, the good news is, is he

25 says publicly alot of the same things he says privately, you know, so | would imagine
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1 that's the best representation of what his - what his sentiment was.

2 Q  Gotit. So,as you said, there was alot of incoming, a lot of advice.
3 Let me turn you now to another document. This is exhibit 4. We'll put it up on

4 the screen soyou can seeit.

5 Go all the way to the bottom,[Jl ist, starting at sort of the origin of the

6 emai

7 It looks like that there are some election results based on Trafalgar Projections,
8 andit's got some numbers from Pennsylvania and Michigan that break out mail-in ballots,
9 earlyvotes, and day of votes. And this is, again, dated November the 4th.

10 And if you scroll up just a littlebit,[JJJflllthis is sent from Dick Morris to you, to

11 John McLaughiin,to John Jordan, to Hope Hicks, Bll Stepien, Jason Miller, and Stephen

2 Miller.

3 So, first of al tell us about Trafalgar Projections and whether or not you are
14 familiarwith these or other results provided by that group.

15 A 1don'tI'm not familar.

16 Q Do yourememberseeing these numbers on November the 4th?
7 A No.

1s Q Okay. Tellus about Dick Morris. What role did he play, if any, in the

19 campaign?

2 A Dick was again, he was somebody who had the President's phone number

21 and would cal in from time to time and would consult on various things. | don't believe
22 hewasa paid person. He was just somebody who had a point of view.

2 Q Ise. One of those many outside parties that would expressa view or get

24 the attentionofthe President withsomeadvice?
2s A Yes.
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1 Q Okay. Now,ifyou goall the way up to the top of the email, Mr. Miller,

2 who's first of all, Jason Miller, what was his role in the campaign? ~ He was a Trump

3 campaign official, correct?

4 A Yes. Sohewaslike the head of comms and that kind of stuff. But he

5 was ~youknow, he had a pretty -pretty -- pretty wide role. ~ But he was mostly on

6 commsandthingsike that.

7 Q so his role particularly was about messaging, was about communications,

8 was campaign messaging?

9 A Ithink he oversaw that, yeah. |think there were other people who

10 specifically were comms, but | think he oversaw that and some of the media strategy

no swf

2 Q  Gotit. Sojust—Mr. Morris’ email the response is from John McLaughlin,

13 who believe we saw some work from his firm before. He was a pollster. Is that right?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Allright. And he reacts to the poll numbers that or the election return

16 numbers that Mr. Morris sent by essentially saying, "The media s setting up to allow the

17 Democrats to steal the election. We need to prove fraud." And he talks about

18 precincts in Milwaukee or Detroit or Philadelphia where the vote count may have

19 exceeded the number of registered voters, talks about Monroe County.

0 He says, "We should treat the leads as victory in Arkansas, Maine 2, North

21 Carolina and Georgia so our electoral vote count is 248 and is higher than Biden's to

22 counter the media refusing to call those States for the President. We need to counter

23 their public opinion push."

2 And then Mr. Miller responds at the top, "Not helpful."

2 V'm wondering if this ringsa bell with you or you can help us understand the
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1 internal campaign discussion about how to use these numbers with respect to messaging.

2 A Idon't recall.

3 Q Do you remember Mr. Millerexpressing 2 negative view about what

4 Mr. Melaughiin is advising about countering a public opinion push?

5 A Idon'trecall. Like said, when it came to messaging, my attention wasn't

6 asprecise

7 Q Sojust beyond this email, Mr. Kushner, do you recall in the early days

8 discussions about how much the President or others on hisbehalf should talk about fraud

9 in the election?

10 A Again, | know that there were discussions, but | don't recall them specifically.

1 Q What wasyourview about whether or not that kind of rhetoric, alleging,

12 allegations of voter fraud, were helpful or not?

13 A Look, my sense was | just kind of was listening, right, in the sense that |

14 wasn'ta subject matter expertise, | hadn't been asked to oversee it and come up with a

15 point of view, and it was not an area that | knew.

16 And, again, you know, working in Washington for all those years, like, | know that

17 anything read orhear from people is not always gospel, right? | try to kind of find my
18 conclusions with my own eyes. And, you know, there's a lot of things | was accused of

19 that | turned out to be totally innocent of. And, you know, we worked together on

20 criminal justice reform. Like, this is something that happens all the time, right?

2 And so, you know, | tend to be somebody who, when given a task, like, I'll form a

22 point of view and I'l really try to learn everything about it. But, again, | was more kind

23 of in listening mode and learning mode than | was in a place where| had a definitive point

2 ofview.

2 But there were a lot of people around who had a lot more experience than | did
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1 on communications, on elections, on legal stuff. And that was kind of the general

2 dynamic

3 Q Yeah. Well the President certainly had a perspective, and the President's

4 rhetoric from the start was to repeatedly talk about voter fraud and allege that the

5 election was rigged and stolen and riddled with fraud.

6 And I'm wondering, when he made those statements as early as November the

7 4th, whatyourreaction was, whether you thought that was a good ora bad idea, just

8 basedon the data that you had seen.

° A I didn't haveanopinion.

10 Q Mr. Miller's opinion was that that wasn't helpful. ~ Again, did you share that

11 view or express that view?

2 A Idon't recall,

13 Q  I'llalso note in this email that Mr. Gingrich, Newt Gingrich, is copied. ~ Was

14 he did he have any official role in either the campaign or the immediate post-campaign

15 discussions?

16 A Like I said, he was somebody who had the President's phone number. And

17 so, you know, occasionally he would throw in ideas and be involved in different things,

18 butldon't believe in any official rol.

19 Q Yeah. Okay.

20 Allright. Let's go to the next exhibit, No. 5. This is along the same lines, more

21 advice coming from the outside. This is a November --

2 A Not to cut youoff on this one, but this is an email that - that email account

23 that told you don't have access to and | don't think is a live email. ~ So this is an email

24 that never actually came to me.

2 Q Isee. Okay. Sothisone was sent to Jared Kushner at the Kushner
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1 Companies. That was a dormant ema, so you don't think you actually got this?

2 A Umfairly certain | didn’, yeah
3 Q see. Okay. And doyouhave any recollection about Alex Diclaudio, Mick

4 Mulvaney, any discussion with them or their perspective on these issues?

5 A 1know who Mick Mulvaney is, but | don't recall having discussion with him
6 onthistopic.

7 Q Let's goallthe way to exhibit 35. And | apologize if this is out of order, but

8 Ithink this is one that we received -
5 A 1 dont think have a 35.

10 Q Okay. Thisis one we actually got you from, Mr. Kushner, just a couple of
1 nightsago.

2 A Oh

3 Q Yeah. Sowell putiton the screen so you can see it.
1 A Thatsokay.

15 wr. Benson. PardonmeJJM 1 think we produced this yesterday,

16 right?
uo EE ees
1 Mr. Kushner, Am | allowed to scroll down on this?

» o
20 Q  Letmedoitforyou. We can goall the way to the bottom.

n This looks like an email that was sent from Randy Evans -
2 A Yes

2 Q to Speaker Gingrich, to Mr. - to Vince Haley, who was a speechwriter in

24 the White House. And he's relaying that he was involved in the Bush v. Gore legal effort
25 in2000.
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1 He says at the very end, “Litgation/the courts were only one component part and

2 only became dispositive once the other pieces made itso after the court ruled." And it

3 lookslike, all the way at the top, Mr. Gingrich forwards that to you.

a Do you remember receiving this message from Mr. Gingrich forwarding Evans’

5 emai?

6 A No

7 Q Do you have any idea about what Mr. Evans i talking about when he says,

8 "the courts are only one component part”?

9 A No.

10 Q Were there discussions

n A lljust note again, Newt would lob a lotof tuff in and, you know, it wasn't

12 stuff paida ton of attention to. Sometimes I'd glance through it and sometimes not.

13 But, again, | respect him. | think he's a very brillant guy. But | think, you know,
14 he's, you know, he's full of a lot of ideas.

15 But, ike | said, | would have a lot of people sending me a lot of different

16 information from time to time. And, you know, if it was - if it was on something that

17 was tasked to do, I'd ig into it it was helpful. But this was something | didn't pay a lot

18 ofattentionto.

19 Q Yeah. Okay. Well I'm really using them more as a trigger to have you tell

20 us what the discussions were inside the campaign. Here you're getting an email about a

21 strategy in which litigation and the courts were only one component part, andI'm just

22 wondering whether there werediscussions with youorothers about a litigation or

23 broader strategy after the election.

2 A Yeah. Idon'trecall. But,again, you know, Randy was just, you know, a

25 guywhowould send ideas. | don't believe he was involved in anything, asfaras | know.
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1 Q Okay. Wasthereatthisearlypoint - this is Thursday, November Sth in

2 yourview, Mr. Kushner, a litigation strategy or a strategy of some kind of which litigation

3 wasapart?

a A Ithinkit was stil being 1 think we were stil trying to get facts to figure out

5 whata strategy could be, from my recollection.

6 a okay.

7 ME right. Let me pause there and see if any members have any
8 questions

9 No. No hands.

10 Anybody here?

u I oto cvick cre in vegas tothe election.
2 Mr. Kushner, 1 lost you guys in terms of the video, for whatever that's worth.

5 [TT ———
1a Mr. Kushner, It's notessential, but it'sjust,you know, nice to see.

15 HE eves

16 Mr. Kushner, There we go. Thankyou.

FY I.vebackon? Okay. Sorry about that.

18 Go ahead,[III

19 oI:

2 Q Mr. Kushner, really briefly, because | don't want to -- we'll go into more

21 depthlater. But with regards to the election and immediately afterward, our

22 understanding is that there were some discussions about whether to continue

23 fundraising, especially digital fundraising.

20 Were you involved in those discussions?

2s A Idontrecall
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1 Q Was it your understanding that the digital fundraising team could continue

2 fundraisingwithout any kind of authorization? Are you aware of that?

3 A Yeah, Ithinkso. Again,|don't recall

a a olay.

5 I. so ct metun your how are we doing in termsof stamina or a

6 break? Are we good or should we keep going or

7 Mr. Kushner. Let's do atte bit longer, maybe another 15 minutes, then we can

8 takealittle break

° I ohoocty. Me Kushner, any time that you need a break, just

10 say the word and we can stop. | want to make sure we get through thi in the waythat's

1 most comfortable.

2 Mr. Benson, obviously, we've been through this before. Ifyou need abreak, just

13 fetus know.

1 Mr. Kushner. ~My goal i to get it done as quickly as possible so| can get back to

15 mynonpolitial fe, so -

16 Hl ee

7 o[I

18 Q Very briefly, Mr. Kushner, you mentioned you weren't a subject matter

19 expert on communications and communication strategy. Oneofthe things that's
20 helpful for us is identifying who those people might be and being able to talk to them.

2 So who, from your perspective, was a communications person who was

22 championing this idea that the President publicly discuss the fraud that he perceived in

23 theelection?

2 A Ithink the President. | mean, hewas the one. He was, like | aid, he was

25 campaign manager, he was communications director. | mean, you know, we were all
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1 there totry to help facilitate, give him ideas, give him facts, and help him execute. But,

2 again, he was a very unique politician in how he in how he operated.

3 Q Is there anybody else who was championing that idea, aside from the.

4 President, that you saw?

5 A Idon't recall,

6 Q That day we just lookedat an email from Novemberthe Sth involving

7 Speaker Gingrich and others,but ust to set the scene, that same day Ms. Conway,

8 Kellyanne Conway went onTVtalking about there's no rush, we need to wait, we need to

9 see how things play out in the election and count the votes, effectively. | know you had

10 mentionedearlier that there were in those early days lots of votes left to be counted.

u But the President on November Sth tweeted, quote, "Stop the counts.” Do you

12 remember that tweet or tweets like that, saying "Stop the count," coming from the

13 President?

1a A No.

5 Q Do you remember anybody discussinga need to stop the count in the White:

16 Houseor inthe campaign?

1” A Idon't recall,

18 Q Is there anybodyelse that you're aware of in the campaign or the White

19 House who shared the view that the President statedof a need to stopthe count in those

20 early days after the election?

21 A Idon't recall,

2 Q Thankyou.

» o
2 Q So, Mr. Kushner, | wantto turn you now to November the 6th. This is just

25 now-Ibelieve that's a Friday. The election was Tuesday, November the 3rd.
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1 Mr. Stepien, who has provided information to the committee, indicated that there:

2 wasa meeting that day, Friday, November 6th, in the Oval Office that you attended, along

3 with Oz, the man you referred to - I'm not evengoing to try to pronounce his name,

4 Oczkowski— the President, Jason Miller, Mr. Stepien himself, you, and Oz.

5 Do you recall that Friday meeting in the Oval Office?

6 A dont,

7 Q Okay. Doyou know whether or not Mr. Oczkowski was called to provide

8 some data, some numbers to campaign leadership and the President himself in the days

9 rightafter the election?

10 A Bytheway, to make this easier on you, let's just agree to call him Oz.

u Q  Ozyes. Thankyou.

2 A There'sa reason we gave him that nickname, you can be the beneficiary of.

13 1don't recall,

14 Q Nothing about a meeting with Oz in the Oval Office on that Friday?

15 A don't recall no,

16 Q Okay. How about that same day, a meeting at campaign headquarters? |

17 thinkit was actually before the Oval Office meeting with - again, this is from Mr.

18 Stepien-- Mr. Stepien, Mr. Bossie, Eric Herschmann. Mr. Giuliani is now present at

19 campaign headquarters.

0 Do you remember convening - being part ofa group that was convened at

21 campaign headquarters that Friday? This is all before the election was yet called.

2 A Yeah. Sol remember being there. And, again, we were jumping from

23 meeting tomeeting just, you know, trying to - you know, we were all talking to people on

24 phones, trying to get information. And, you know, there was - there was basically, you

25 know, different - different -- different information coming in.
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1 1 think by that point, you know, Rudy had showed up and, you know, was basically
2 saying that he thought the legal team wasn't doing it the right way and that he should be

3 putincharge. And basically was just asking Justin, you know, meet with him, maybe
4 he's got some good ideas.
$ Again, he was, you know, the Southern District. He was a, you know, famous

6 prosecutor and, you know, mayor of New York anda successful succesful igor
7 You know, listen to him. Seeif he has any good ideas and see if he could be helpful.

8 But | don't think they were able to kind of figure out how to agree on cohesion in

9 terms of what the strategy should be.

10 Q Okay. So theresa couple things in there that | want to follow up on. It

11 sounds lke Mr. Giuliani expressed the view tha the legal team - assume that's Justin
12 Clark and the lawyerswith whom he worked, -- were somehow not doing enough or were

13 notdoingthe right thing. Is that right?

1 A That was the general sentiment that existed between the two camps, yes.
15 Q Okay. And tell us more what Mr. Giuliani said in terms of what they

16 weren't doingorwhat should be done.

v A Yeah. What just provided is how I remember - is what | remember. |
18 don't remember the specifics. But, again, my goalwas just to say, hey, if you think one

19 way and you think one way, you know, why don't you guys get together and see if you

20 can, you know, form cohesion? And, again, if you can form cohesion, that's great. And

2a if you have disagreement then that's -- then that's why he's saying what he's saying.

2 som
23 Q Was the sort of hub of the disagreement about pursuit of these election

24 fraud allegations and how aggressively or not to pursue them?
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1 I

2 Mr. Benson. These conversations are with lawyers and prospective lawyers who

3 were giving legal advice to the campaign.

a Mr. Kushner. And Il just say | really don't have specifics of the discussions. I'm

5 justgiving you the general sentiment, and I'm not going to be able to provide much more

6 fromthere. So, again, | don't have specific recollectionof the discussions and | wasn't in

7 alotofthe discussionsbetween them.

s o
9 Q Didyou, Mr. Kushner and, Mr. Benson, | appreciate that. | heard what

10 yousaid about thediscussions with lawyers.

1 But I'm looking more for your perspective, Mr. Kushner, on who was right, to the

12 extent you had a personal view based on your involvement in the campaign, about

13 whether or not Giuliani saying do more versus Mr. Clark. Who had the - sort who

14 was, in yourview,givingthe right advice?

15 A Again, I think that it was more about tactics at this point, in terms of how to

16 investigate the different allegations that people were making. And, again, | didn't have

17 a pointof view on it, because, again, t's not something | have experience with.

1 Qo you didn't have a side ordidn't feel like you were aligned with either side

19 ofthisdispute?

1) A Iwas just trying to see if we can find cohesion, because | find, again, if you

21 can get people to agree then that tends to be the best pathway forward. If there's

22 disagreement on this, again, it felt ike t was something that was probably going to be

23 adjudicated by the candidate.

2 Q Yeah. There's been reporting that Mr. Giuliani described that he wanted to

25 investigate the election like a RICO conspiracy, much lie his days, as you mentioned, as a
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1 prosecutor in New York.

2 Do you remember any reference to RICO conspiracy or investigating it in that

3 fashion?

4 A Idon't recall that.

5 Q Okay. Now,atthis point, were you, Mr. Kushner, aware of any actual

6 evidence of corroborated election fraudof a scale that would impact the results?

7 A Like I said, at this point there was a ton of anecdotal allegations being made

8 andaton of people digging nto it. But, again, | was not looking under the hood and

9 tryingto corroborate things.

10 1 was basically ata place where | was trying to just see if we can get cohesion and

11 getastrategy and get somebody in charge who hopefully could do the best job possible

12 totryand adjudicate the different concerns that existed.

13 Q Okay. Doyou recall a discussion at this time on this Friday about the

14 President's chances of success, about whether or not - sortof how this was looking in

15 terms of the ultimate result?

16 A Well, at that point, the - | don't recall specific discussions, no.

uv Q mean, the numbers in these various States, even though they hadn't been

18 called, were showing at this point on Friday that President Biden was ahead in some of

19 these battleground States. Was there a concern about the fact that it increasingly.

20 looked like the President could lose?

21 A I wouldn't say it was concern. It was just that's - the numbers that we

22 were looking at and projecting were the numbers andour goal was to relay the numbers.

23 Q Okay. Did Mr. Giuliani take on a formal role in the campaignafterthis,

24 after this discussion that Friday?

2 A Soeventually, | believe he was put in charge. And, again, | don't recall
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1 specifically when that was.

2 Q Isee. Okay. So eventually, he was when you say put in charge, put in

3 chargeof what?

a A believe the legal strategy. But, again, it was — it was a very fluid moment,

5 right? Again, | think Bill was technically the one whowastrying to stay in control and let

6 lustinlead the litigation. | know the RNC was also trying to dodifferent things aswell

7 And, you know, and again, | think that it was -- it was becominga little - different

8 people were getting, you know, blessed with the responsibility to leadthis at different

9 times. So -- but ultimately, Rudy emerged as the one that Trump said he wanted to be

10 in chargeofthis.

1 Q  Gotit. And that was the candidate's decision that Rudy would be in charge

12 of it at a certain point?

13 A Look, | wasn't there. That was just what | was told and that was my

14 understanding that | operated on. And when that happened, | basically said, you know

15 what, that's okay.

16 Again, nobody ever anticipated that it would lead to violence or anything that

17 happened. They said, okay, he'll do the legal challenges.

18 And | said, let me use the rest of the time | have here to go back and focus on, you

19 know, Middle East peace and take the peace deals that we'd started, figure out how to

20 use the time to get them cemented. We still had a lot of work we needed to do with

21 Sudan. We had an opening potentially to get Morocco.

2 Again, these deals aren't easy deals. They're very technical. They require a lot

23 of work, a lot of, you know, going there,sittingwith people.

24 You know, at that point, we were trying to figure out how do weget the banking

25 systems between Israel and UAE integrated, you know, phone calls between the
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1 countries. We were finding all kinds of issues that just we didn't even imagine existed

2 that we were trying to adjudicate, getting first lights, openingairspace.

3 Sol focused on that. | said, let me go focus on Operation Warp Speed. At that

4 point, we'd had a successful ~ we'd had a successful result on the Moderna and the Pfizer

5 vaccines, but, you know, Pfizer was falling behind on their production schedule, so we

6 needed to work with them to get that ramped up.

7 And then we were focusing on what would be one of the biggest logistical rollouts

8 inour country of the vaccine, where we were trying to get them to all the communities,

9 useallof the you know, all of the all of the learnings we had from rolling out testing

10 and therapeutics and everything else to try to do this right.

n Again, we fel like if wegot this right, we would save lives. And so we were very

12 focused on that

13 1 was negotiating with Albert fromPfizer to get the second - second hundred

14 million second hundred million doses. You know, he wanted it to extend down to Q3.

15 We said that wasn't acceptable. We wanted to try to get them into Q2. And sol was

16 focusedon thosethings.

FY Then |was also focused on my family and knowing that | was going to have to

18 relocate them most probably, and so figuring out what we were going to do with kids and

19 schools and living.

1) And so my sense i, you know, Rudy was going to be in chargeof the ~ of the

21 litigation and | would focus on, you know, myother priorities and also focus on had a

22 lotof, you know, people in the White House now who were starting to think about what

23 they in the government - who had, you know, been great, you know, coworkers,

24 colleagues. And | wanted to try to help them figure out what they were going to do

25 next
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1 50 that's where my focus turned to.

2 Q No, understand, Mr. Kushner, that you had a job to do. Is t fair to say

3 that as of November the 7th - andwe're going to turn toths when the election is

4 called, you believed you had a limited time left? You had only potentiallya coupleof

5 months left to get all these important things done. | don't want to put words in your

6 mouth, but was that your perspective?

7 A Look, one thing I'm very proud of with my service is | really kept my head

8 down and tried to make every second of every day count. | worked very hard, and I'm

9 very proudofall the things | was able to accomplish.

10 And, you know, | wasn't going to ~ | wasn't going to let any seconds go to waste.

11 And so, you know, so really resolved to focus on al thedifferent things we could work

2 on

13 We started - | wanted to get active on pardons as well, you know, something that

14 Trump actually liked doing. And we had some amazing pardons, which were in line ith

15 the criminal justice work that did

16 And so | wanted to focus on all those things and just, you know, make sure| used

17 every last minute of my service tofurther the things that |believed, you know, were good

18 todo.

19 Q Yeah. No, l understand, Mr. Kushner, completely. So it sounds like as of

20 Rudy taking over the legal effort, you turned your attention to sort of a sprint to the

21 finish, a run through the tape, geta lotofthese important things done in thelimited time

22 youhaveleft. Isthat fair to say?

2 A Yeah. And, you know, Eric Herschmann is a lawyer who's | think a very.

24 competent lawyer. | asked him, |said just, you know, keep an eye on, let me know if

25 any big trouble, but, you know, I'm really going to turn my attention elsewhere.
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: And thn tated focusing on ying to et lthese thins done. Again, hada
2 lot of work | wanted to get done in the Middle East, a lot of the peace deals. It was like,

3 you know, newly plated seeds. We waned to gt them as firmly rooted as posse so
a that they would, you know, grow regardless of, you know, the political dynamics and the

5 nurturing that we were doing.

. Soyeah us adaloof work to doto get doe.
7 Q Yeah. And did you start thinking about relocating and moving your --

. [RT———
9 Mr. Benson. It'sjust 11:30. | was justwonderingifwe could take a S-minute

10 break.

u I veoh tet meus fish this and vs, in 2minuteswel ake a
12 break.

13 Just to follow up, Mr. Kushner, on your prior answer, did you start thinking about

18 relocating and moving our aly as sy a Guat aking over href th week ht
15 after the election?

© Mr. Kushner, started thinking about he possibilty of, ves.
v EE oo fen
18 I think this is a good time for a break. We're going to turn to the day that the

19 election is called and walk forward from there. But now| thinkis a natural point to

2 break Lets ake however long you need, 10 minutes.
2 Mr. Kushner, Five minutesisgood.
2 EE cies? Okay. Alright. Good, Thankyou.
23 We'll go off the record for about 5 minutes?

24 [Recess.]

» EE soe cobackon he record
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2 Q Just one quick thingtofollow up on, Mr.Kushner, just on your last answer,

3 think you indicated that you told Eric Herschmann keep an eye on things and let me know

4 if theres any big trouble, or something to that effect, when you turned your attention to

Ss the important responsibilities you had in the days left.

s Firstofall, tell me who is ric Herschmann?

7 A Ericis an experiencedlawyer who I've known who joined the White House:

8 who hada who was aprosecutor who felt was a competent lawyer.

° Q Okay. see Mr. Raskinhas now joinedusas well

10 And was he someone, Mr. Kushner, that you trusted and whose perspective and

11 judgment you had come to respect?

2 A Yes

3 Q 50 when you turned your attention back to the important issues with which

14 youwere dealing, it sounds like you were counting on Mr. Herschmann to have some sort

15 of continued role in the campaign or monitoring the election-related matters. Is that

16 right?

FY A Toadegree. 1just, you know, again, it was | wasn't asking to have a role.

18 Just saying, you know, again, | was fairly checking out of i, focusing onotherareas. And

19 sojust basically, you know, him, Pat, all the guysknew thatif they ever needed me for

20 something, they could call me into it.

2 Q Okay. And when you said you asked him to keep an eye on things and let

22 me knowifany big trouble, what did you mean by big trouble?

2 A Oh, justifit felt ike it was going in really bad place or something was

24 happening that he felt needed my intervention.

2 Q Andwhen you say it" what do you mean?
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1 A Rudy's litigation.

2 Q Isee. Okay. Soyoumeant when Rudy took over, you were expecting

3 Herschmann or Pat -- | assume you mean Pat Cipollone -- would loop you inifthey felt

4 like there were concerns about things that he was doing?

5 A Inways that | could be outcome determinative to. | mean, you know, in

6 the sense that it's - you know, in the sense that if he thought | could have a role to help.

7 push for something that was different one way or the other where he thought | could

8 makea difference.

° But, again, on matters of legal strategy and on that, it was not an area

10 where again, | was never given those tasks by the President. It wasn't an area he

11 relied on me, and it wasn't an area had expertise.

2 Q  lunderstand. And I'm skipping ahead, but were there times when Mr.

13 Herschmann or Mr. Cipollone called you and said they were concernedorthat there was

14 big trouble and they needed you to do something that might be outcome determinative?

15 A Yeah. Idon'trecall specifically.

16 Q Okay. Allright. Well, we're going to march through chronologically and |

17 may come back to them. But | want to call your attention now to the Saturday,

18 November 7th, when the networks called the election.

19 Again, we've talked to several people who were present at a meeting where you

20 were, according to them, Mr. Kushner, present in the campaign headquarters, Jason

21 Miller, Bil Stepien, David Bossie, Eric Herschmann, Justin Clark. ~ This one actually had

22 Dan Scavino, Eric Trump, and Hope Hicks. And you were at the campaign headquarters

23 when the networks made the call or sort of officially declared that President Biden had

24 won.

2 Do you recall that moment when the networks called the race and you all were
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1 together at campaign headquarters?

2 A Notspecifically. It had been a moment that we'd been prepared for, but it

3 wasn'ta moment | recall specifically.

4 Q Okay. Whenyou say you had been prepared for, tell me more about that.

5 Based on the campaign's own internal data?

6 A No, just based on what we were hearing from outside sources. You know,

7 Jason would hear from reporters and, you know, that is where kind of the data kept

8 tickinginthatdirection.

9 Q Isee. Okay. Andwhatdidyou do, Mr. Kushner, when the networks made

10 thecal? Did you take any action to notify the President?

u A Ibelieve we called the President just to let him know.

2 Q Okay. Who's"we"?

13 A Ibelieve we did it asa team. | don't recall if we did it onspeakeror

14 whateveritis. But the general sense is that we had to call and let him know.

5 Q Allright. Tell us about that conversationwhen the teamcalled him.

16 Where was he, first of al, when this conversation occurred?

1” A Ibelieve he was at his club in Virginia, but I'm not 100 percent certain.

18 Q It's been reported that you called him and he was on the 7th hole of

19 his playing golf. Is that consistent with your recollection?

20 A I don't know what hole he was on. | recall he was I recall that he was at

21 hisclub.

2 Q Okay. Tellus about the conversation. What did you say and what did he

23 respond?

2 A I don't recall specifically. 1just recall it was a pretty short conversation.

2 Q Okay. You conveyed that the networks had made the call?
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1 A Uhhh,

2 Q You have to answer yes or no.

3 A Yes

a Q Okay. And what doyou remember was his reaction?

5 A Idon't recall

s Q Do you remember him having any reaction, an emotional reaction?

7 A Ifeltlike he wasn't really showing his cards, inthe sense that he was just

8 taking the information and going back to what he was doing.

° Q see. Sohe didn't - did not react with any frustration, with any anger, with

10 anysadness?

1 A Notthat recall

2 Q Okay. Doyou know whether or not he was surprised? Did he say he was

13 surprised or not?

1a Aldon know.

15 Q Alright. Did you have anydiscussionwith him at that point about whether

16 ornot he should concede or agreewith this call?

FY A ldont recall

18 Q I'm going to ask you about that again as we go forward, but do you

19 remember that day any discussion with him about the prospect of conceding?

1) A Idontrecall

2 Q Okay. Sothere's been reporting- and this from "Peril," from the

22 Woodward and Costa book -- that you suggested to Bil tepien that a small group of

23 campaign advisers go to the White House to meet with the Presidentafter the Associated

24 Press had called the election and give him some more specific information about the

25 numbers.
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1 Do you remember was that accurate, that that was your suggestion to have

2 those campaign folks go to the White House?

3 A don't recall

a Q Do youknow whether or not that happened?

5 Aldon

s Q Did you go to the White Housefor any particular meeting with him after he

7 finished his golf game that afternoon on Saturday?

5 A Idon't recall

° Q  "Peril® quotes you as saying, "There's a time for a doctor and a time for a

10 priest. The family will goin when the family needs to go in, but t's not time for that."

n Do you recall using any words like that about whether this was a time for a doctor,

12 apriest or family?

13 Aldon recall

1 Q Okay. Now, it was also reported that as early asthis day, this Saturday,

15 that you, Mr. Kushner, and the First Lady were urging the President to think aboutan exit

16 strategy, to think about making plans for a post Presidency.

FY D0 you recall frst of al, do you recall having that view, that when the race was

18 called it was time for the President to think about an exit strategy?

19 A Iwouldn'tcallitan exit strategy. | would say that, yeah, my general

20 sentimentwas that if you want tothink about what comes next, which seemed like the

21 higher probability outcome, then, you know, we should come up with ideas for how to

22 helpyou go figure out the next thing.

2 He had a lot to be proud of. He accomplisheda ton as a President. ~ And there

24 was alot of, you know, exciting things he could pursue.

2 Q Did you give him that advice directly, whether it was that day or in the days
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1 thereafter?

2 A don't recall specifically.

3 Q Did you tell the Presidentitwas time to start talking about legacy, thinking

4 about next steps at any point, Mr. Kushner, in the post-election period?

5 A Yes

s Q And what was his reaction when you gave him that advice?

7 A don't look, | know that we would go in and say, look, these are all the

8 events you can do, these are all of the speeches you should be talking about. | mean,

9 again, going through hs legacy. You go through you know, he was an incredible job.

10 creator. He had great interventions during COVID to save the economy. He developed

11 thevaccine. Nonew wars. You know, created peace deals. You know, there was just

12 alot of ~ secured the southern border.

13 He had a lot of legacy issues that he could have spoken about and we put them

14 forward, but nothing was but not a lot a couple of them happened, but not a lt.

15 Q Yeah. And tell us what he said as to why he didn't want to do those things,

16 talkabout those things. What was his reaction when you gave him that advice?

FY A Idontrecall. All know is he didn't allowus to put them on the calendar.

18 Somehedid—

19 Q Well, he kept talking about - sorry, go ahead

1) A Some he did, but mostof them ended up not making it on.

2 Q Yeah. He continued to talk throughout this period aboutelection fraud and

22 stopthe steal and the rigged election.

2 Did you ever counsel him, Mr. Kushner, that he shouldn't talk about those things

24 but should rather talk about his legacy and his record of accomplishment?

2 A Iwas counseling him on what he should talk about. ~ Again, he's very hard
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1 totellwhat you shouldn't talk about. He has his own point of view.

2 Q Yeah. Iappreciate that. And when you gave him that advice, how did he

3 react?

4 A don't recall

5 Q Were other people giving him similar advice to that which you gave him, that

6 twas time to talk about al of these accomplishments?

7 A Like I said, there was always a lot of people giving him advice from a lot of

8 perspectives. Soldon'tknow.

9 Q Were there people giving him contrasting advice that you were aware of,

10 that he should continue to talk about the election and that should be his focus in the days

11 after the election?

2 A don't know.

13 Q We've heard from Mr. Stepien, for example, that there were sort of two.

14 camps around the President, that there were the people and he included you in this

15 group -- that were talking about acceptance of these resuts. Then there were

16 others ~ and he put Mr. Giuliani assort of the head of that - that were continually telling
17 the President about election fraud and encouraging him to continueto fight.

18 Is that consistent with your experience, Mr. Kushner?

19 A don't knowifthere were camps per se, but | think there waspeople with

20 different perspectives, and that's not unusual for the world we lived in.

2 Q Okay. And 'm just asking, do you recall anyone oneitherside, besides you,

22 who were pushing the President ineither of those directions, telling him, "Hey, talk about

23 your accomplishments, not the election," versus people telling him, "Hey, the election

24 was stolen, we have to do all we can toprovethat"?

2 A Like I said before, you know, once he decided to put Rudy in charge of
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1 his of the legal challenges and Rudy was taking a more active role, | basicaly started
2 focusing my efforts on thethings that | could be outcome determinative in and focused
3 on Middle East peace and Warp Speed and a whole bunch of other things
a Q Do you recall, Mr. Kushner, ever talking to the President about concession,
5 about him conceding that he had los the election after Rudy Giuliani was put in charge of
6 thelegaleffort?
7 A 1dont recall specifically.

8 Q Did you ever encourage him that he should do so, that he should concede
9 and tartthinkingabout, | think as you said, next steps oranother election?

10 A Again, you're asking a very general question
1 Q Yes
2 A And the sentiment, there were a lot of discussionsduring that time. ~ And,
13 again, I'm not havinga specific recollection.
1 Q Yeah. And I'm trying to move away from a particular meeting to whether
15 or not you recall any conversation along those lines, about a concession, about your view
16 astowhether that would or wouldn't be a positive thing for him.
w A Yeah. Like! said, mean, itwasa pretty chaotic time and |don't have
18 specic recollection of that.
1 Q Did you ever give him advice, Mr. Kushner, about whether he shoud
20 continue toattack the validity of the election? ~ Again, I'm not talking about any specific
21 meeting, but whether you recall any such conversation?
2 A 1dont believe so.
23 ws. cheney. [Ill] ve got a question.

2 Hl or osc, Vs Cheney. Thankyou
2s Ms. Cheney. Mr. Kushner, can you just describe for us how you picked your
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1 moments in terms of when you thought you'd be most ikely to have an impact?

2 Mr. Kushner, ~ As | think you probably understand the situation as well as

3 anybody, soit's - you know, you pick your moments. It's more feel than anything else.

4 Ms. Cheney. So in terms specifically of this period after the election, when you

5 were making the case about let's think about how the President can really emphasize his

6 legacy, how did you pick your moments?

7 Mr. Kushner. ~ You waited tll the moment arose, and you tried to take it when

8 you thought you'd get an opening, and sometimes you were successful and sometimes

9 not. Butlikel said, it's, you know, it's very nonscientifc.

10 Ms. Cheney. And so were there moments when you thought, "All right, I'm going

11 tohave an opportunity now to goin"? Were there moments when you gathered the

12 information about his legacy and thought, "All right, this is a point where| might be able:

13 togethimtolisten?

14 Mr. Kushner, ~The latter part, in terms of getting him to listen is different. But

15 there were definitely moments of there were moments where | went in and tried to

16 convey information, yes.

7 Ms. Cheney. And were there moments where you found that you were more

18 successful? What were those moments, | guess is the question, in this time period?

19 Mr. Kushner. Yeah, | don't recall specifically.

0 Ms. Cheney. All ight. Thanks.

2 Yeah, Mr. Raskin, | see your hand raised. Please.

23 Mr. Raskin. Thank you.

2 Mr. Kushner, if there were two general schools of thought, those with Mr. Giuliani

25 who were stil looking for a way to fight and litigate the election and those who thought it
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1 waste tomove on and tak about egy, didthe pro-egay group ever make the point
2 that continuing and escalating the claims that Donald Trump had won the election would

3 undermine is legacy inthe eves of tay?
4 Mr. Kushner. don't recall.

$ Mr. Raskin. And was there -- you know, every family has its politics, of course,

© ant some peopl have thought that fails ae the mast pliantut thre
7 But was there unity within your family, broadly speaking, that it was time to be thinking

8 about burnishing President Trump's legacy?

9 Mr. Kushner. don't recall.

10 Mr. Raskin. So, in other words, the family itself was as fragmented as the

11 political entourage around Donald Trump on that question. 1s that ight?
12 Mr. Kushner. 1 wouldn't say fragmented. | would just say individualistic. And

13 it wasnt something we were al commaricating on on regular basis
Mefain, Gotan. Olay. Thankssomuch. yield back.

15 Mr. Kushner. Of course.

" I ctor members hav questionsst tis poi?
w oI
18 Q Allright. Mr. Kushner, | want to turn your attention to some of the

19 documents that you provided to us through counsel and first maybe show on the screen

20 exhibit32. And this is along the lines of more advice that continues to come in in the.

2 postelection period.
2 Exhibit 32 looks to be an email that was sent to you and your wife, Ivanka Trump,

23 Hope Hicks, Kayleigh McEnany, Brooke Rollins, and Pat Cipollone from Newt Gingrich, and

24 it's entitled "Two paths to victory." And it was sent on Tuesday, November 10th, at 7:44

3 inthemoming
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1 Do you remember receiving this email from Speaker Gingrich?

2 A No.

3 Q  Itindicates that heoutlines these two paths to victory. One, he talks about

4 the Pelosi/Schumer raw partisan political power rule and the power of GOP legislatures to

5 elect tonot send in electors from an unreliable and rigged system before all questionable

6 conduct has been answered.

7 Do you remember discussion, either with Speaker Gingrich or others, about the

8 power of State legislatures to do or not do things with respect to electors as early as

9 November 10th?

10 A No.

u Q What did you do with this when you received it?

2 A I don't unless | gave you a response tot, | think | just deleted it

13 Q Yeah, there is no - you didn't provide anything but the original email. But

14 doyou remember any discussion about it when it came in, either with any of the

15 addressees - again, your wife or Mr. Cipollone or Ms. Hicks or Ms. McEnany — when it

16 was received?

1” A No.

18 Q How about with the President?

19 A No, not that I recall.

20 Q Okay. Were youinvolved atall, Mr. Kushner, in discussions about the

21 power of GOP legislators to elect to not send in electors in this post-election period?

2 A No.

23 Q  Youdidn't participate in those discussionsat all?

2 A No.

2 Q Okay. Thenextexhibitthat | want to turn to is No. 30. Thisone is
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1 actuallyonethat Ithinkwe had.

2 Grant, if you can pull that one uponthe screen.

3 Oh, no, this is one that we received from you. | apologize.

4 So, Mr. Kushner, this is an email that is dated Friday, November 13, in that week

5 immediatelyafter the election, that you provided to us. And it looks like it's something

6 that was received from Jason Miller, and it is sort ofa series of talking points about

7 Dominion Voting Systems.

8 And at the very top of the email Mr. Miller says, "In short, we can credibly say

9 there's valid questions about the security and reliability of Dominion’ systems.

10 Important to note that they are operating in a number of states, but not necessarily

11 statewide." And then he provides the talking points.

2 Do you recall receiving this from Mr. Miller?

13 A No.

1 Q Do youremember any discussion about Dominion, the security or lack

15 thereof of Dominion Voting Systems’ machines?

16 A I remember it being a topic discussed, but | don't recall any specific

17 discussions|had with peopleon it.

18 Q Okay. Atthis point, November 13th, Mr.Miller says therearevalid

19 questions. Doyou remember whetherornot those questions were ultimately resolved,

20 pursued, evaluated, and resolved?

21 A No.

2 Q Do yourememberhearing that there was no evidence, from the Director of

23 National Intelligence or others, about lack of security of the — of Dominion voting

24 machines?

2 A No.
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1 Q I'm going to ask you this question a lot, Mr. Kushner. Were there times

2 where an allegation was raisedlike this that, upon review, upon factual development, it

3 was disabused or rebutted or did not become an issue that caused you tobelieve that

4 there was an issue that affected the election?

5 A And, again, | can give you this to hopefully save you a couple questions if

6 that speedsupour time.

7 But, generally speaking, again, | didn't spend a lot of time investigating these

8 differentallegations. Mysense was that if something - | didn't spend a lotof time

9 investigating them.

10 Q Yeah. No, completely understand that, Mr. Kushner. | didn't mean to

11 suggest that you were personally looking intoit. But as someone, you know, in

12 communication with the campaign leadership and with the candidate, did you hear, for

13 example, "There's nothing to the Dominion stuff, we've looked, and those allegations,

14 there's nothing to them," something along those lines, that they were rebutted?

15 A Yeah, I heard points of view both ways, but, again, | haven't explored it

16 myself,

7 Q Okay. Did youever draw a conclusion about -- ultimately,after this, about

18 whetheror not there was a serious concern with respect to Dominion voting machines?

19 A No.

0 Q Did you ever hear that the Director of National Intelligence, for example,

21 issueda report saying no reason to believe that there had been any foreign interference

22 orproblems with the voting machines?

23 A No

2 Q Okay. And was that generally, Mr. Kushner, you wouldhear about these

25 things, not personally involved, and then perhaps form an opinion or rely upon the work
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1 ofotherswhen it came to these specific allegations?

2 A Like! said, you know, what | was focused on at the time was Middle East
3 peace and Warp Speed and a millionother things, and not the specific allegationsof what

4 were being made and the rebuttals being offered. ~ And just | wasn't spending too

5 muchmind space on tat that point in time.
5 Q Okay. The nextexhibitis 31. Thisis another exhibit that you provided to

7 us, which we appreciate. I's around this same time, November the 14th. It's an email

5 itlooks ike that you received from Maddie Dixon.
5 Who is Maddie Dixon?

10 A The name doesn't the name doesn't ringa bell.
n Q Okay. Atthe very bottom, it looks like -- if you scroll down,JEEE-- her

12 email addressis|| ANE

3 Again,doesthat ring any bells as to who Ms. Dixon s?
1 A Mo.
15 Q She says, "Hello, Jared, attached please find the mal in ballots talking points

16 Best, Maddie”
w Do you know whether or not, Mr. Kushner, you asked for malin ballot talking

18 points or that she's responding to a request from you?

19 A Very unlikely
2 Q Okay. Scrolling up, the email then is a substantive discussion of mail-in

21 ballots. Do you recall receiving this, reading it, doing anything with it?
2 A ldontrecall

2 Q Were you doing any media at this time? Like, it almost seemed lie it might

23 be preparing you to talk about an issue. Just her use ofthe word, the phrase "talking
25 points” suggests that.
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1 Were you making appearances or meeting with people to talk about these issues?

2 A No.
3 Q Okay. Soyou don't recall asking for any talking points about mail-in

4 balloting?

5 A Not that recall
s Q Do yourememberany substantive discussions about the security of mail-in

7 ballotsin the daysafterthe election?
8 A Notspecifcally.

° Q Okay. Allright. And, again, Mr. Kushner, | fronted that | would ask you

10 this question
n D0 you recall any resolution of this, that there were allegations about the security

12 of mailin balloting that were evaluated and ultimately found to not be of sufficient

13 significance to undercut the result in any State?
14 A Notthat investigated myself

15 Q Did you ever hear about that, "Hey, there's nothing to the mail-in balloting

16 si?
7 A Again, not that | like| said, a lot of people said a lot of things, and | don't

18 specially recall.

19 Q Okay. Exhibit 33s the next one. This is another document you provided.
20 And thisis in that same week, Wednesday, November the 11th. And this one, you have

21 togoall the way to the bottomofthe email chain.
2 JH i vou could do that.

2 Yeah, the very last or the very first email, excuse me, that's November the 9th,

24 whichis literallythat Monday morning after the race had been called, it looks like an
25 email from Dan Scavino to you, and it's atyouJJJJ address.
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1 It says "POTUS requests.” Does that suggest that this is he's conveying a direct

2 request from President Trump?

3 A Most likely

4 Q Okay. And he says, "HeyJared! POTUS wants to trademark/own rights to

5 below, | don't know who to see --orask...| don't know who to take to." And then he

6 provides these two bolded terms: "Save America PAC!" with an exclamation mark and

7 "Rigged Election!"

8 Do you recall that request coming from President Trump through Mr. Scavino to

9 trademark those two phrases?

10 A No.

1 Q Did you do anythingwith this?

12 A Idon'trecall. Let's go up the email so | could see.

13 Q You're anticipating -- you're not a lawyer, but you're anticipating exactly my

14 next question, Mr. Kushner.

15 The next email is that same day, Monday, November 9th. You then send an

16 email saying, "Guys -- can we do ASAP please?" And it's unclear to whom that is.

17 directed.

18 But then you get a response from Eric Trump, your brother-in-law, saying, "Both

19 web URLs are already registered. Save America PAC was registered October 23 of this

20 year. Was that donebythe campaign?" And that's Alex Cannon, Sean Dollman, and

2 Justin Clark are copied.

2 And if you go up, Sean Dollman says, 'Save America PAC is already

23 taken/registered, just confirming that. But we can still file for ‘Save America," omitting.

2 thePAC

2 And your response, Mr. Kushner, is, "Go."
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1 Does that refresh your recollection about the attempt to register the URL for Save

2 America?

3 A I mean, it refreshes as much as | see the interaction here.

4 Q Do youremember any discussions with the President about the intention,

5 why he wanted to register those terms, the URL for those terms?

6 A No.

7 Q And do you have any beyond the email, do you know whether or

8 not-- what the purposethat they would be used fororwhat this was related to?

° A Like I said, this is pretty consistent with my role as operational. | was given

10 arequest, sent it to people | thought were the right people, and asked them to do it.

11 So-butldon't have any context beyond that, asfaras I recall.

2 Q Yeah. Itlooks like this is FEC-related. | mean, Mr. Dollman, who's the

13 campaign treasurer, says, "'Save America PAC is already taken/registered with the FEC,

14 butwe canstillfile for ‘Save America.”

15 Do you have any idea what the campaign was going to use these URL registrations.

16 todo?

1” A No.

18 Q Do you knowwhat they were used for? Were they used to incorporate

19 entities that were used to receive funds, for example?

20 A Yeah. Save America becamea PAC a little bit later on.

2 a Okay.

2 A I don't knowspecificallywhen.

23 Q Andis this the genesis of the use of that term, "Save America"?

2 A Itcould be.

2 Q Allright. But, again, Mr. Kushner, do you have any specific recollection
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1 about, either from the candidate himself or others, about what strategy this reflects, in

2 terms of the use of these URLs in a fundraising strategy?
3 A No.

a a agai, 1 hinkJJ] return to this and vit eave the rest to her,

5 because thisis actually attached to one of the budget emails that you get from the
6 campaign, which, again, ll defer ater fo JJ

7 Let me turn your attention now to November 12th. ~ There was a meeting at the

5 White House about the election. Thisisthe one, again, where Oz is present and makes a
9 presentation.

10 Do you recall a meeting that week after the election had been called in the White
11 House where Oz presented some findings from battleground States?

2 A dont recall

3 Q Allright. Its been reported that you were present, along with the
14 President, with Hope Hicks, with Pat Cipollone, Johnny McEntee, Justin Clark, and that

15 Mr. Giuliani is on the phone.

1 Again,does that help you, Mr. Kushner, remember, Giuliani on the phone and a
17 group of you, with Oz in particular, gathered in the Oval Offic to review someof the

18 election returns?

19 A dont recall
2 Q Okay. Let me tum your attention to an exhibit you provided that looks like

21 itreflects discussion at this meeting. Its dated November — i's exhibit 34. And, as
22 you can see, the email ~ or the email on that date, November - Thursday, November

23 12th, 11:13, is from Oz to you and to Gary Coby. And itis the cover sheet fora
24 presentation that has been prepared presumably by Oz.

2s It says, "Hey, guys, we put this together as a quick top level review of ‘what
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1 happened in each of the battleground States we were tracking. We will be able to get

2 morein the weeds when individual level voter data comes in down the road. Oz."

3 Again, do you remember receiving this and the PowerPoint presentation that was

4 attached?

5 A No,Idonot.

6 Q Well, let me turn your attention to the PowerPoint then.

7 If we can just maybe page through it,JE

8 The next page is the cover page, and its titled "Post Election Battleground

9 Analysis: November 117"

10 This, again, i from Oz, who, as you indicated before, was the campaign pollster.

11 And the next page

2 A He wasn't the campaign pollster. He was a campaign polister, data guy.

13 Q  Imsorry. Dataguy. Mymistake. He was the campaign data guy.

14 A I'mnot sure he was the data guy. | think he was a data guy.

15 Q Okay. Alright. appreciate that.

16 Fair to say, Mr. Kushner, that he was someone whose data and perspective you

17 trusted?

18 A Yes

19 Q  Youfoundcredible? Okay.

0 A liked his data

2 Q Yeah. He says here at the beginning, or whoever prepared this says, "All of

22 the analysis is based on data we haveto date from the Decision Desk. The maps that

23 follow show percent change in Turnout and win Margin compared to 2016 by county.

24 We then followwith the main takeaways from our analysis to date. We will produce a

25 further report with a more detailed analysis."
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1 Again, does that refresh or ring any bells or refresh your recollection about the

2 specific data that's included in the subsequent slides or the discussion at the White

3 House?

4 A Idon't recall,



.

,
2 (12:13p.m]

3 ovI

9 talking about legacy andallof his accomplishments, thathesee the numbers and the raw

.
w
a: I
» a Yeah totalyapprecine tre. |
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1 meeting and that you actually encouraged it or it was sort of your idea to bring Oz to the

2 White House to give the President a really candid assessment of the numbers from these

3 battleground States. That's the predicate for the question.
4 A Perfect. |don't recall.

< Q Okay. Letme just point outa coupleofthings.

. Inthe State dats, if you could go ahead to a coupleofpages,JE to the Georgia
7 page
8 And if you scroll down to the narrative under -- I'm not going to ask you to divine

9 the shades here. But I'll just say that the report from Georgia indicates that President

10 Trump did fairly well outside the major cities in Georgia but the population centers

11 moved away from him and the overal race tightened. The race was close because of
12 the loss in persuasion and increase in opposition turnout in the suburbs of Atlanta.

13 Again, do you remember any specific data about the suburban Atlanta counties as

10 areason forthe resut in Georgia?
15 A Idon'trecall.

16 Q It's avery similar conclusion reached in Michigan a couple of pages later.

v Jvou scroll down to Michigan.
18 The overall takeaway there says Trump lost ground in the population centers in

19 the suburbs in the State while gaining ground in the very rural areas.

2 Again, any discussion about Michiganorthe suburban vote?

2a A Idon't recall.

2 Q Okay. Pennsylvania, a few pages later, actually, like, fiveor six pages later,

23 the headline there is: The biggest changeover 2016 occurred in the suburbs of

24 Philadelphia where, like Atlanta, we saw huge increases in Democrat margins of victory.

25 No recollection of Pennsylvania or discussion of that?
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1 A No.

2 Q And then the very next page is Wisconsin,ust to finish this. The headline

3 theres, the very last line: Trump lost the persuasion battle in some of the suburbs and

4 in every major city in the State.

5 Soit seems like, Mr. Kushner, the bottom line here, just to sort of save time, is the

6 campaign analysis indicated that in all these battlegroundStates there was an erosion of

7 support for the President in urban and suburbanareas and that was the sort of

8 summarized takeaway of the analysis county by county of the results.

9 Do you recall that conclusion or discussion of that as an assessment of what

10 happened?

1 A Irecall that that was the opinion of some people, yes.

2 Q Was that your opinion?

13 A Like I said, you know, datas all over the place. And so, you know, you tend

14 tohavealot of different data guys giving different perspectives. And, you know, it, you

15 know, like | sid, you know, victory has a thousand fathers; failures an orphan. And,

16 you know, everyone always has a million ideas in politics. And, you know, some of them

17 tendto be true; some not. But, again, this was the -- this seems to be the perspective

18 thatwas put forward here.

19 Q Well, it was the perspective put forth by Oz, who was a data guy for the

20 campaign. Right? Thisisinternal. It's not an external analysis. This was the

21 campaign's own assessment

2 Does that -- again, do you recall that being the campaign, the Justin Clark/Oz/8ill

23 Stepien conclusion as towhy the election went the way it did?

2 A don't recall

2 Q And do you remember whether or not the President was confronted with
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1 this data, whether he had a reaction to it?

2 A don't recall

3 Q Again, Mr. Kushner, just to be clear, Mr. Stepien indicates that you were ina

4 meeting in the Oval Office where Oz presented this directly to the President. Do you

5 remember any such discussion with him about the suburban vote being the reason for

6 the numbers?

7 A don't recall

8 Q Do you remember ever discussing these numbers with Mr. Giuliani or the

9 others that were - again, | don't want to put words in your mouth -- sort of on the other

10 side or encouraging litigation and fighting back against the results?

1 A don't recall

2 Q Allright. It's been reported in one of the many books that has been

13 written and this one is "Betrayal." This is a book written by Jonathan Karl. ~ But there

14 was sharp disagreement between JustinClark and Rudy Giuliani on challenging States in

15 which these numbers were put forth, the battleground States, and that they actually had

16 asortof shouting match about that.

7 Do you recall anystich argument where Mr. Clark and Mr. Giuliani had a shouting

18 match about the raw reality of the numbers and the wisdom of challenging them in

19 coun?

0 A No.

2 Q  Isalso reported - and this is in I Alone Can Fix t." This is,I think, the

22 Carol Leonnig book that reported that you were frustrated with Mr. Giuliani and his.

23 team's ideas in the face of these numbers

2 Is that, again, Mr. Kushner, accurate that you were frustrated with Giuliani's

25 approach to fight despite what the numbers showed?
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1 A Look, Ithink that, you know, Rudy and have different styles for how we

2 would approach things, generally speaking. ~ But, again, you know, he's somebody who's

3 done things his own way and been successful in different ways and so not the way|

4 would have approached things but different

s Q Yeah. Tellme more about that. How would you have approached things,
6 and how i that different from how Mr. Giuliani did?

7 A Yeah, so, again, | think that Rudy had his pathway. And | don't know how|

8 would have approached it if | was given this ob, but it wasn't something that was

9 considered at the time to make me responsible for this. So | never developeda strategy

10 oraplan.

n Q Yeah. Whatis your view now as to Mr. Giuliani's strategyor whether or

12 not his approach was the right one?

3 A Like said, t's very hard to be - very hard to play Monday morning
14 quarterback on these things.

15 Q Yeah, I totally understand. But that's what we're tasked with doing. ~The

16 select committee is playing Monday morning quarterback with a lot of things. And I'm

17 looking for helpfrom people like you, Mr. Kushner, that were directly involved as to your

18 assessment. This isn't opinion. This is your assessment at the time as to whether that

19 strategy was or wasn't the right thing,
1) A Yeah, like said, again, that's why I'm happy you have the Monday morning

21 quarterback job and not me. I'm here to help in any wayI can. I'm here voluntarily to

22 doitbut, again, | don't have a ton of recollection about the specifics of it.

2 Q Well let's talk about some things that you said in real time. ~ And I'm going.

24 togoback to some documents you provided to us.

2 Exhibit 36 s the next one Id like to show you. ~ And it looks like this is a text
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1 exchange you had with Rona McDaniel. ~ And it looks to us — and, granted, if you scroll

2 all the way to the bottom this is on November the 8th, so that Sunday, the day after the

3 election was called

a The date stamp, you got to go all the way to the bottom, not to the top, yeah,

5 yeah. Okay. Sothevery last portion there, if you go up -- come up - go down alittle

6 bit,J so wecansce thedate,other way,other way.

7 Looks like November th, at 2:03, you text to Ms. McDaniel ~ and I'm assuming

8 since you produced this, Mr. Kushner, that the blue shaded is you, and the other is

9 Ms. McDaniel: | have thought about this alot. We can get this into great shape and

10 take the Rudy stink off of it. _Itis important litigation for integrityofelections and for

11 Republican Party.

2 And Ms. McDaniel says: | completely agree.

13 And then she says: We need to see this through. Justin and| had a good call.

1a First of all, do you remember what this is regards? What is the “this”that you

15 have thought about a [ot that causes you to text Ms. McDaniel on November 8th?

16 A 50, again, | don't remember specifically. But can give you kind of my.
17 general recollection.

1 Q Yeah

19 A You know, Ronna was very involved with litigation efforts pre-election and

20 wanting to get more involved post-election. Her and Justin were trying to synchronize a

21 strategyand approach. But what she was basically conveying is that a lotofthe lawyers

22 that she wanted to use wouldn't work with Rudy and just, you know, felt like they had a

23 different approach.

2 And 50, at the time, my intent was figuring out how can | synchronize Justin and

25 Ronna. And maybe that becomes, you know, a faction that goes and litgates for
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1 transparency and integrity and all the different things that they felt ike they had

2 to- they had tofight for.

3 Q Ise. Soyourintention here is toalign Ms. McDaniel and her litigation

4 effort with Justin Clark and the folks with whom he was working in the campaign?

5 A Ibelieve so, yeah,

s And she was complaining about Rudy and his strategy and how it wouldn't ~ and

7 how, you know, she wasnotafanof it

8 Q see. When you actually referred tothe Rudy stink, what do you mean by.
9 that?

10 A Idon't recall

1 Q It sounds disparagingof Mr. Giuliani or asifyou are agreeingwith Ronna

12 that he and his approach is inconsistent with the right one. Is that accurate?

13 A Its hard to say right or wrong. Its just, you know, her point of view was

14 that they needed to was that Rudy was making it harder for her and the legal strategy

15 that she and Justin thought should be followed, to be executed basically. So, again, |

16 don't recall ifit was my term or | was responding to her term. ~ But that was basically the

17 gist of what| believe the intentwaswith my recollection that| have right now.

18 Q  lunderstand. | appreciate that.

19 Sowhen ~ it's your term. t's we can get this intogreat shape and take the Rudy

0 stinkoffofit.

2 It sounds like you're aligned with Ms. McDaniel that her approach of thatwith

22 Justin Clark s right and that Rudy and his stink would be wrong. Is that accurate?

2 AI don't know if her approach was right. It just seemed like to me it was,

24 again, it seems like, based on this, that | fel like that was a better approach than the

25 otherone.
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1 Q Okay. There's a similar text at exhibit 38.

2 JI 7 vou could turn to that.

3 This is a text exchange. Mr. Kushner, again, you provided this to the committee.

a This is an exchange with Mark Meadows. And, on the top, January 31st -- now we're a

5 whileafter that text with Ms. McDaniel -- you say: | have something that could be

6 helpful but want to make sure it doesn't get screwed up by Rudy and others. Can you

7 call when you get a chance?

8 Do you remember what your -- prompted you to text Mr. Meadows about that's

9 something that can behelpful, what it was?

10 A Yeah, when | found this text message, | was trying to recall. But | don't

no recall

12 Q  Itwas New Year's Day. It was January 1st. Do you remember what you

13 were doing New Year's Day and what prompted you at 4 in the afternoon to text

14 MrMeadows?

15 A No.

16 Q Where

7 A Markand, holidays when we were in those jobs really didn’t apply. You

18 know, there's always work every day to do.

19 Q  Igotone of those jobs right now. | understand.

2 A Soyou understand very well. So--

21 Q Ido.

2 But where were you on New Year's Day, do you remember, of 20217

23 A Idon't recall.

24 Q Okay. So, again, no recollection as to what it is that youhavethat could be

25 helpful?
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1 A No.

2 Q Alright. And thenyousay: |want to make sure it doesn't get screwed up.

3 byRudyand the others.

4 How could Mr. Giuliani screw this up, orwhat does this reflect about yourview of

5 his potential involvement?

6 A I don't again, you can take what it says. | don'trecall what the item was.

7 Sol think you just have to take the words literally for what they were and infer from them

8 whatyouwill. But!don't really have much to offer in terms of context, unfortunately.

9 Q Okay. Did you ever share, Mr. Kushner,your view of Mr. Giuliani or his

10 tactics - and | should actually say it's tactics. It's not his, you know, character. It's

11 more the approach he was taking. Did you ever share your perspective about him with

12 the President?

13 A lguess yes

1 Q Tell me what you said. "Hey, this isn't helpful," orthis -- "I'm not sure this

15 isthe right strategy," something along those lines?

16 A Basically not the approach | would takeif| was you.

uv Q Okay. And how did he react? How did President Trump react when you

18 shared that view with him?

19 A Hesaid: You know, | have confidence in Rudy. And that's --and, you

20 know, where he listened, he'd take itin. But it never was -- didn't lead to a long.

21 discussion.

2 Q  Orany action or anything that he did to take your advice or to not rely upon

23 Rudy or take anything away from him. Is that right?

2 A Noton this matter, yes.

2 Q Yeah. Okay. Allright. The last thing I want to ask you about before
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1 we Istoptosee if members - is November the 9th, the President actually fired his

2 Secretary of Defense, Mike Esper. Do you remember when that occurred?

3 A Mark Esper.

4 Q  I'msorry. Mark Esper, not Mike Esper.

5 Do you remember when that occurred.

6 A Yes.

7 Q Did youhave any voice in that, any role in that?

8 A No.

9 Q Did you discuss that with the President?

10 A Not that recall

u Q It's reported in the Woodward and Costa book, "Peri," that you spoke with

12 David Urban about it, said you didn't have anything to do with it but agreed with Urban

13 that the firing was not good.

1a Is that accurate?

15 A Iguess, yeah, David Urban called me after. And that accurately represents

16 the sentiment of our discussion.

uv Q Why did you think it was not goodfor the President to fire Mark Esper?

18 A I meant that in the context of, you know, Mark and | had a good relationship.

19 And! didn't - again, it was more in the context of my relationship with Mark versus

20 anythingelse. Again, the President made his decision based on factors thatwere his to

21 decide. |wasn'tinvolvedin that.

2 Q Did you ever talk to the President about his decision about why he did or

23 didn't think Secretary Esper was effective?

2 A No.

2 Q Before he was firedor after?
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1 A Mo.
2 Q After the firing, did you have a conversation with him where he explained his

3 reasoning?
a A Mo.
5 Q Allright. Who is David Urban?

6 A Dave was a guy who worked with us on the campaigns, and | think he was a
7 lobbyist.

8 Q Okay. Allright. Anything you recall about the firing of Secretary Esper

9 beyond this brief conversation with Dave Urban?

10 A Nothing comes to mind, no.

1 BEE. Okc. Alright. Let me stop and see f any of our members have
12 any questions
13 Ms. Cheney. |have a question, Jl}

1 en
15 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

16 Jared, are you aware that Rudy has had his license to practice law suspended?

w Mr. Kushner. No.
18 Ms. Cheney. So you're not aware that a court in NewYork has said they've

19 concluded, quote, "There's uncontroverted evidence that the respondent,” Mr. Giuliani,

20 "communicated demonstrably false and misleading statements to courts, lawmakers, and

21 thepublicat large in his capacity as lawyerforformer President DonaldJ.Trump and the

22 Trump campaign inconnectionwith Trump's failed effort at reelection in 2020'7
23 Mr. Kushner. I'm not aware of that.

24 Ms. Cheney. | think it's important for the record to show, as we're discussing the

25 different legal advice that the President received, the different conduct that was
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1 underway, Mr. Giuliani has, in fact, had his license suspended precisely becauseofthat

2 conduct

3 1 yield back.

. I har vou, Wis Cheney
5 Anyother members have questions? No.

5 1 thinva: = fonoveu.

’ Goshesdll
8 oIN

5 Q Verybriefly, Mr. Kushner.

10 And,[J] 7 vou could pull up exhibit 36 again and goto page 3. Keep scrolling

11 down, please. Yeah, right there.

2 So these are the messages youdiscussed just a moment agowith [

3 Itlooks like that response there, the message that you sent in blue starting with,

14 “Great, I thought about this a lot" is a response to something Ms. McDaniel sent to you.

15 1 just I'm hoping to understand what she sent to you and why it wasn't provided

16 tousaswel

7 A Myinstinct was it was aboutadiscussion.

1s a okay.

19 A Ronnaand | would talka lot on the phone.

0 EE. Otev. And, given that your responses provided 9 us and t
2 looks like there's a message there, Mr. Benson, we may follow up with you and ask for a

22 little bit of clarity, but is this based on a privilege assertion, Mr. Benson?

2 Mr.Benson, | have to lookat thar,Ill.

2 IE oy. Alright. We'll follow up with you about some of those, if

25 that's okay, Mr. Benson.
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1 Mr fushner, My instinct here is we went through. You have the messages
2 that were responsive. So we tried to give you that.

. I ter. themefollow with vou, Wr, Benson, on some of
4 thoseissues.
s J. 1 vo sso te ner in terms ofth timeline? Becauseim
6 looking at tright, and it looks like they're te disjointed, there’ a ext on November
7 8th, 2020. And then | believe the next one we have is January 14th, 2021.

8 So is there no texts that are responsive between those date orif they are

9 withheld,ifyou could let us know, that would be helpful.

10 Mr. Kushner. Sure. We'll look at that and come up with an answer.

u EE. Ov. Ve canfollowupwith your ttorey, Mr Kushner,on
12 these redaction issues.

13 Mr. Benson. | believe we tried to produce everything that was responsive to.

# yours but weesiolowun,
15 EE oy. oly.

16 o[IR
v Q Allright. Mr. Kushner, just walking forward here, Im iteraly marching
18 through some of the documents chronologically, let me turn your attention to exhibit 6.

19 Thisisa November 13th emai
0 A Yeah
2a Q This was one we provided to you. If you go all the way back at the

22 beginning of this chain, t looks ike i's a message from the National Park Service toa
23 woman named Cindy Chafian at Women for America First about a particular event, a

2 permited event,
2 And the only reason | show it o you is tha it indicates that you're a confirmed
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1 and invited speaker at an event. And it's ot even clear what date the event but we're
2 presuming that it was a -- an event at Freedom Plaza that occurred in December.

5 Do you remember being invited by Ms. Chafian o others to speakat a
4 post-election event at Freedom Plaza?

$ A Yeah, I'll just -- I'll try to saveyouacoupleof questions.

s a Yeah
7 A Ihave no knowledge of being asked to speak. | have no knowledge of

8 confirming speaking. | have no knowledgeofthis email. | don't know who Cindy

9 Chafian is.

10 Q Okay.

u A So,again, this one justrealycutofthe blue. Tiss some person put my
12 name in an email. And so, again,if you want to spend more time on it, we can. But I'm

13 not sureif |will have anythingforyou on this.

1 Q No. And youdidnitspeakatany rally. Soyou don't have any recollection
15 of even the invitation or the discussion of speaking at any of these sort of December

16 postelecton alles organized by Women for America First or any ofthe groups tht held
7 various events?
1 A No
19 Q Okay. Wecanskip ahead.

2 IEE Jt to widen the scope on that very briefly, any recollection of
2a being invited to speak at any rallies in November as well, not just December and beyond?

2 Mr. Kushner, Not that recall. Agan, if people would have asked me, I'm not
23 really a speaker. | tend to be quieter and behind the scenes. So, if people had asked, it

24 probably would have been a quick no. But my people probably wouldn't have even

25 surfaced it to me. But | have no recollection of being asked to speak at anything.
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1 ovI:

2 Q Okay. Alright. Let me turn your attention

3 A__During the time that you asked. So

4 Q Okay. Thanks, Mr. Kushner. want to tur you to exhibit 8. Thisisan

5 email on which you're copied

6 A Yeah.

7 Q  Putituponthehereitis. Soit's from Jason Miller. It's dated

8 Novemberthe 14th. Andit's to Mr. Stepien, Mr. Clark, Mr. Bossie, Mark Meadows, and

9 youatyourJ Mladdress. Andittalks about: Theonlythree folks who called into

10 Rudy's 11am. surrogate briefing were me, Tim, and Erin. Messaging from the mayor

11 was to call the Dems crooks and to go hard on Dominion-Smartmatic, bringing up Chavez

12 and Maduro. It essentially looks like a readout of atalking points press call

13 Do you remember receiving this email or any discussion about talking points in

14 that week after the election?

15 A No.

16 Q Allright. Did you participate regularly in these surrogate briefings as

17 Mr. Mille references?

1 A No.

19 Q And it sounds ike, Mr. Kushner, you didn't do any media. You were nota

20 surrogate who was out there on in news outlets, talking about the election. Is that

2 right?

2 A Yes

23 Q We haven't seen those clips. Soit soundslike that was not a role that you

24 assumed or anyone asked you to do or you did. Is that accurate?

2 A Yes
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. Olav. Allright. Letme tum your tention mow to exhibit, and this
2 sort ofasummary that we've created of three text messages that you exchanged

3 ore excuse me «that Ma. Gon Thomas exchanged with «
‘ eo :
s EE
. EE cove rote tisButroefortherecord that am
7 stepping out of the room.

8 Mr. Kushner. Go ahead.

10 Q So, Mr. Kushner, theverytop text, and | know it's hard to read, is a text from

11 A Thomas to Mark Meadows on November the 3th, ight i tis sa period of te
12 And she says in the text: Just forwarded to your Gmail an email | sent to Jared this a.m.

13 Sidney Powell and improved coordination now will help the cavalry come and fraud

16 exposed and Americ saved. Dont ther and your sts be marginalized. ten,
15 help her be the lead and the face.

16 So this is Ms. Thomasreflecting that she had sent an email to you on the morning.

17 of November 13th, Doyo ecall being in evalcommunicationwithGin Thos?
18 A Not on this topic.

19 Q Allright. Do you remember -- do you have a relationship with her? Do

2 youhave anyell correspondence with Ms, Thomas?
a A Shed email me rom time o time on my Whe House account. | mt her
22 when we were doing the ciminst justice puri. She was leading a conservative group
23 againstit. And then, you know, after that, | did my best to try to reach out and

28 neutral unsuccessfully on tht efot. And then, very now an then, she'd ell me,
25 but we didn't have much ofa relationship, and | have no recollectionof an email.
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1 Q Okay. Isee. Soyouhad some professional interaction on opposite sides

2 ofthe criminal justice reform issue, and, therefore, she had your White House email

3 address?

a A Yes

s Q Alright. And so, when she says to Mr. Meadows, "Just forwarded to your

6 Gmail and email I sent to Jared," again, | think this is presumably about something

7 election related; do you remember having any emal correspondence with Ms. Thomas on

8 an election- related issue?

9 Aldon recall

10 Q she had a perspective about the electionorsome strategy. Was she one of

11 the voices that we talked about, before like Ambassador Evans or Mr. Gingrich, who had

12 views about what should happen after the election?

13 Aldon recall

1 Q Allright. Sono recollection of the email referenced in this message?

15 A Yes

16 Q Okay. She specifically talks about Sidney Powell, right, not being
17 marginalized. Help her be the lead and the face.

1 Do you recall any discussion within the White House or the campaign about Ms.

19 Powelland whether she should be the lead and the faceof the effort to investigate voter

0 fraud?

2 Aldon recall

2 Q Do you know whether she was aligned with Mr. Giuliani or not?

2 A Idon't recall

2 Q Did you have a view as to whether Ms. Powell was an effective spokesperson

25 forthe Trump campaign?
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1 A Only what I'd been told by the lawyers, basically saying that they didn't

2 believe that what she was pushing wasthe right approach.

3 Q Whotold you that?

a Aldon recall

s Q Okay. And doyou know what specifically they were referring to when they

6 said what she was pushing was not the right approach?

7 A don't recall specifically. justrememberagenerally negative sentiment

8 Q see. Okay. Andwasthata general sentiment among the campaign

9 leadership Mr. Stepien, Mr. Clark, Mr. Miller - the folks that were in charge of the

10 campaign?

n A Sol don't have specific recollection. Again, I'm just trying to give you what

12 recall, and I recall just the fact that there was generally a negative sentiment.

3 Q Okay. Did you discuss that with the candidate, with President Trump?

1a A ldontrecall

15 Q Did you ever talk to him about his opinion of Ms. Powell and whether she

16 was doinga good job or not?

FY A Idontrecall

18 Q Did you ever hear him make an expression of faith orlack of faith in her

19 abilitiesorherimpression?

1) A Idontrecall

2 Q Okay. Letme ask you about Attorney General Barr. Did you have a

22 professional relationship with Attorney General Barr during this period of time, the very

23 endof the administration when he served in that role?

2 A Yes

2 Q Okay. Did you ever speaktohim about the work that heatthe
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1 Department of Justice did with respect to investigating allegations of election fraud?

2 A No.

3 Q He had said publicly as early as November 23rd that the Department of

4 Justice and the FBI had evaluated numerousclaims ofelection fraud and saw no evidence

Soffraud, systemic fraud sufficient to undermine the confidence in the outcome of the

6 election.

7 D0 you remember when Attorney General Barr made that public statement?

5 A Yes

° Q Okay. What was the reaction - what was your reaction, frst of all, when

10 you heard that?

n A Again, |didn't have one.

2 Q Did you ever hear ~ talk to the President about his reaction to

13 Mr. Barr's - Attorney General Barr's statement that there was no systemic fraud in the

14 election?

15 A Not that! recall

16 Q Okay. It's been reported that Mr. Barr reached out to you and to Mark

17 Meadows around November 23rd and said that the fraud allegations were getting out of

18 hand or were inconsistent with the facts that they were developing.

19 00 you remember him reaching out to you, expressing that view?

1) A Idontrecall

2 Q Do yourememberany discussions with Attorney General Barr about election

2 fraud?

2 A Idon't recall

2 Q  Inthis report, it indicates that you and Mr. Meadows reassured Attorney
25 General Barr that the President would begin laying the groundwork for his exit at the end
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1 oftheterm.

2 Again, do you remember any discussion with Mr. Barr or others about the

3 President will get there or going to lay the groundwork or he's going tolay the

4 groundwork for his exit at the end of the term?

5 A don't recall

6 Q Similarly, let me ask you about Mr. McConnell, Senator McConnell. I's

7 reported, Mr. Kushner, that you were in touch with his top political advisor, Josh Holmes,

8 after the election. Do you remember having discussions with Senator McConnell's

9 advisor, Mr. Holmes, about the election?

10 A don't recall specifically, but Josh and | would talk from time to time.

u Q Ifyou don't remember specifically, what do you recall about discussions with

12 Josh about the election?

13 A don't recall

14 Q Well, again, thisis the reporting here is that you were reassuring Mr. Holmes

15 that, again, that he would pursue - the President would pursue all potential avenues but

16 eventually would accept defeat.

7 Do you remember reassuring Mr. Holmes or Senator McConnell through

18 Mr. Holmes that the President was going to accept the results of the election?

19 A don'trecall that.

0 Q Let me ask about Mr. Meadows and the role that he played. Was it your

21 sense, Mr. Kushner, that throughout this period of time that Mr. Meadows, like you,

22 thought that the President should be talking about his accomplishments and his legacy?

23 Orwas Mr. Meadows more like Mr. Giuliani, talking, encouraging the President to keep

24 fightingortalking abouttheelection?

2 A My perception was that Mark was doing his best to try to -- again, my
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1 perception, and, again, he was more active than | was - was just that he was doing his

2 besttotryto manage all the different responsibilities he had.

3 1 had more focusesthat were external to the White House and different. But he

4 was, you know, chiefof staff. You know, you're reporting to the President. You're

5 working every day with the President. ~ So you're more involved in what the President's

6 different priorities are.

7 So he was probably more intertwined, but | saw him as somebody trying to get to

8 the rightplace.

9 Q Okay. And did he ever express to you what his view was of the right place

10 with respect to the acceptance of theelection results?

1 A Wedidn't discuss that, no.

2 Q Never talked about

13 A Notthatl recall. Not that recall.

14 Q Okay. And, again, Mr. Kushner, | don't want to put words in your mouth.

15 Youdidn't use this analogy. Mr. Stepien did but sort of these different voices or camps,

16 people encouraging, "Hey, talk about your legacy," versus people talking about "stop the

17 steal" fight against the rigged election. Assuming that paradigm for a minute, which

18 side would you put Mr. Meadows on?

19 A don't 1 don't 1 don't knowifthat paradigm exists. | don't - again,

20 appreciate that, with your job, you need to see things more as black or white, but | just,

21 youknow, everything has about a thousand shades of gray when you're in that place.

22 Sol'mnot sure|canfind a camp on oneorthe other.

23 Q Okay. And appreciate that. |don't want to put words in your mouth.

24 I'm just trying to get a sense as to what you recall Mr. Meadows’ position was about the

25 election and what the President should or shouldn't be saying and doing about it.
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1 A Yeah, and, again, | appreciate that you're looking at a lot of different

2 avenues. But, again, my focus, you know, at this time really was away from these issues.

3 Andi was, you know, | was traveling. was focused, you know, very intently on doing

4 thesethings. | was dealing with the incoming potential administration at this timeon

5 transition with Jake Sullivan, with Jeff Zients. | wasworking with them to try to do all

6 thesethings. Somy sense was | was pretty out of these discussions.

7 And so, again, if you're asking me for my perception, | don't have great memory

8 because these were not the things that | was intently focused on at the time.

9 Q Okay. When did you start working on transition issues, ballpark, best as

10 youcan recollect? How soon after the election did those discussions with Mr. Sullivan

11 or Mr. Zients or others begin?

2 A I don't recall specifically. So I know that there was a call that | had with

13 Meadows and Ron Kiain and Jeff Zients and | think Chris Liddell at some point. | don't

14 know when that was and on that call basically they all - we all agreed that | would lead

15 our COVID transition. Again, we inherited a really complicated situation when

16 everythingstarted. And we builta lot of resiliency. We rebuilt our stockpile. We had

17 really good operations now to have visibility into data, how to distribute supplies.

18 And soit was something that | was very intently focused owned. And what |

19 believe I said on that call was: ~ Look, this is not a Democrat or Republican issue. This is

20 atotally not political. This is about saving lives. And so, you know, again, I'm very

21 proudof alotofthe work we've done. We're going to give you guys a much better

22 situation than we inherited. And | want to make sure you have full visibility into it, and

23 we want to seeyou guys succeed in this as much as possible.

2 And so, you know, Jeff and | developed a very close working relationship over the

25 coming, you know, weeks or months, however long it was, where we worked very hard to
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1 help him assess. told him about al thedifferent challenges that | had initially and then

2 tried to kind of warn him not to run into the same things, you know, dealing with

3 different bureaucracy that wasn't designed to deal with a pandemic and the speed you

4 needtoin order to overcome these, just some of my experiences with working with

5 Governors, with mayors, with States.

6 And so it was a very indepth process that we ended upgoing through, obviously,

7 tomake sure that Warp Speed was successful with the distribution and that they had all

8 the right supplies from masks to testing to anythingelse, to gloves, to gowns, to

9 everythingelsethey needed.

10 Q Yeah, yeah, and | understand that. I'm just trying to geta sense as to when

11 those discussions began. Was it before or after Thanksgiving, for example?

2 A don't recall

13 Q Allright. Do you knowif it was in 2020, early 2021, again, a general sense?

14 understand you can't pinpoint a specific date. ~ But about when did those discussions

15 with Mr. Zients about the pandemic begin?

16 A Ireally] don't recall the specific date.

7 Q Allright. During the very beginning of December, Mr. Giuliani actually

18 testified in some hearing, State legislative hearings in Georgia. ~ Any recollection of that

19 or being involvedatal in the decision to send him to Georgia to testify before their

20 legislature?

2 A Notthatl recall

2 Q Okay. There was an allegation in Georgia of suitcases of ballotsbeing sort

23 of surreptitiously rolled out after poll watchers had left. Do you remember there

24 being that allegation in Fulton County, Georgia?

2 A Yes.
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1 Q Okay. Did you take some action to pass information about that along to

2 Mr. Meadows or others?

3 A All did was forward. Again, | got this from my text message by when | was

4 doingmysearch. But forwarded an article that basically said that it wasn't true. But,

Ss again, just, you know, I've lived through Washington now. Just because an article says it

6 doesn't mean one way or the other, but at least it’s a useful place to look at, you know.

7 Q Yeah, yeah, you're anticipating my question. It's exhibit 37. We'll just call

8 itupquickly. Justasyou said, Mr. Kushner, it's a text exchange that you had with Mark

9 Meadows. It looks like December the 4th of 2020, at 8:44, you send him a link: ~ Video

10 from Georgia does not show suitcases filed with ballots.

n And it tails off, but essentially the link i rebutting this notion that these suitcases

12 of ballot tself were somehow evidence of fraud.

13 Why did you send this to Mr. Meadows on December the 4th?

1a A ldontrecall

15 Q Allright. Do you remember talking to him about this issue, this allegation

16 aboutFulton County, Georgia?

FY A Idontrecall

18 Q  Doyou remember ever talking to the President about it, that specific

19 allegation?

1) A Idontrecall

2 Q Do you ever remember thereafter, you know, did this resolve it in your view,
22 "Hey, there's this ends t or there is no evidence of any nefarious conduct"?

2 A Like! said, you know, you're looking backwards, trying piece allthis together,

24 and atthe time, like | said, my focus on Middle East peace, on Warp Speed, on transition,
25 onfamily. And, again, | think this is just what it is, which is | saw an article that seemed
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1 lke it could be relevant to sorry to - oh sorry — that could be relevant to what it i.
2 Solforwarded it forward, and that's al know abou thi.
3 Q Yeah. And understand that and I'm just | understand that your focus
4 during this period of time was largely on your White House job. Yet, you know, you're
5 stil periodically, as your text messages indicate, forwarding messages about
6 election-related issues to Mr. Meadows or others. I'm just trying to get a sense ofwhat
7 would cause you to sort of zoom into election stuff versus focus on the Middle East and
&  COVID and ll the other things you're doing.
5 A I's just because| ~again, | can't answerspecificallywhy. But f something

10 comesup that's interesting, Ill send it to him.
n Q Okay. And, again, nothing else about that particular allegation?
2 A No.
3 Q Okay. Exhibit 101s another email that's dated December the 8th. This is
14 one that - another one that comes from Speaker Gingrich on December 8th. It's
15 forwarded to you, Larry Weitzner, Jason Miller. And itis essentially Mr. Gingrich is
16 talking about scripts for ad content. Do you remember receiving this email from
17 Mr. Gingrich and his perspective about messaging and ad content?
1 A Only since Ive been refreshed by seeing your exhibit.
1 Q Okay. Backthen in early December, wasSpeakerGingrich involved in
20 crafting fundraising messaging?
un A ldontrecall
2 Q I'm going to leave alot of thisfor[JRvhs going to focus more on

23 fundraising aspects. But, again, seeing this email, does it refresh your recollection at al
20 aboutSpeaker Gingrich and his role?
2s A No.
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1 EEE. Oty. Alright. Im going toleave that, JIE for vou.
2 I. nt to comeback to it ater?

3 a
a Ho

5 orI
s Q Oh, and the next exhibitis 11. There'sjust one thing | want to ask you

7 abouthere. This is another email exchange, Mr. Kushner, on which you were copied.

8 Ifyou go all the way to the bottom of this one, it looks like this is an email from
9 Larry Weitzner that has attached to it thee separate either — they reeither clips or

10 scripts. | think they're actually scripts for ads. And Mr. Weitzner indicates to you
11 directly: Jared, |added in Biden's line about building a fraud operation.
2 So he's specifically addressing you and highlighting a particular part of that script.

13 Do you remember any discussion with Mr. Weitzner about Biden building a fraud
14 operation?

15 A No

16 Q  Anyidea what he's referring to here when he talks about something that he
17 added that wasobviously important to you?

1s A dont recall

1 a okay. Alright. Again, think come backtothat. sor
20 move—Il keeping moving.

2 The next exhibit | want to show you is number 12 and this s looks like a
22 calendarentry.  It'sa meeting on December the 10th in the Cabinet Room. t's a

23 working lunch with a number of State attorneys general and President Trump. ~ And you
24 are listed as one of the attendees along with Brooke Rollins, Stephen Miller, Pat

25 Cipollone.
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1 D0 you remember this meeting, Mr. Kushner, a working lunch with State attorneys

2 general on December 10th inthe Cabinet Room?

3 A don't recall, no.

a Q Allright. Do you have any idea why you would be invited to a meeting with

5 stateattorneys general?

s A Iwas invited to a lot of meetings there. So, again, | get included ona lot of

7 things. And I'd come to the ones that felt like it was appropriate for me to be at or that

8 had timeto do.

° a okay.

10 A sothe answeris|don't know.

1 Q You don't haveanyspecific memory ofmeetingwithanyof the folkslisted

12 here, the state AGS?

13 A No.

1 Q Allright. There was a lawsuit filed in the Supreme Court, a Texas suit,

15 Pennsylvania in the Supreme Court. And a number of State attorneys general joined

16 thatsuit. Doyou remember that? Any personal knowledge of that?

FY A No.

18 Q Okay. Doyou know why the President wanted to meet with the attorneys

19 general who signed onto that Texas v. Pennsylvania suit?

1) Aldon

2 Q Okay. Doyou know Adam Piper?

2 A The name sounds familiar.

2 Q  He'slisted here as the organizer of the meeting. Do you have any

24 particular recollection about the role that he played?

2 A don't want to speculate. So Im going to say no but
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3 a Ag
2 A --when he was the OPA representative who probably put this together.

s Q He was actualy the directorfthe Republican Attorney Generals Aseiation
P—
5 A Okay. Sothen|--that's, yeah so, then | was wrong on that. So | shouldn't

6 have guessed. So lstop guessing. 1 willoniygve you things know. Sori snot
7 test. Right? I'm not going to guess.

8 Q | appreciate your being meticulous. That's exactly right. He actually

9 resigned after January 6th from his role at RAGA because of a robocall that asked people

10 to march to the Capitol. You have any recollection of that, of his role or RAGA's role in a

11 calencouraginga march to the opi?
w A he
13 Q Okay. And, again, nothing about Texas v. Pennsylvania or Supreme Court

16 ligaion voling the lection?
Ie A he
© I coh. itis decent place tostop? Is about 1 oclck
v Let me alk you, Mr. Benson, about our schedule, Oo you want o take a fle
18 bit longer break and get some lunch, or do you want to keep going? You tell me,

19 i. Benson, and Mr. Kushner where you are
» Mr. Kushner, Doyo wan o take 30 mines, gab fle unc, and th come
2 back anddothis?

» en
23 Mr. Kushner. How much longer do you think you guys have so | can plan my

24 afternoon? Do you think we're going to be much longer?

» IE ve el goto certainly he close ofbusines. So, tothe
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1 extent you have appointments until or 6, | think we're going to be here until around

2 then. We're goingtotry to finish by then. But, yes, we're going to, | think, pretty
3 safely go-- why don't we say 6 o'clock will be our target?

a Mr. Kushner. Il ask you guys to try to go — be as efficent as possible, if | can

5 make thatrequest, just because | do have a couple of things | was trying to do.

. er
7 Mr. Kushner. And | can't guarantee that at some point, when my kids come

8 home, they stay quiet. So

. Re
10 Mr. Kushner, | have absolutely no controloverthat. ~ So that'sat your own risk

un IE vou nan odd position. totally gett. So, yeah, well move
12 expeditiously. Lets take 30 minutes now. Well reconvene at 1:30. But for your

13 planning purposes, lets — we'll shoot for 6 at a target.

14 Mr. Kushner, Okay.

15 a ee

16 Mr. Kushner, |think| heard4o'clock. So that's my goal. Ibe efficient.

uv EE or
1s Mr. Kushner, Thankyou, guys. Take care. Bye.

19 [Recess.]
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3
2 [1:32p.m]

3 I. occ vi Bensonsback
4 I'll noteMs. Cheney andMr.Aguilararealsowith us.

$ We can go back on the record.

s o
7 Q Allright. Mr. Kushner, let me just keep walking forward. We're getting

8 closer to the day of January 6th. Just a couple of things | wanted toask you about.

9 December 14th was apretty significant date. That's the date on which the

10 electoral college met, where, around the country, all of the electors actually met.

u Did you hav any sense before December 14th of the igfance, the legal
12 significance, of that day?

13 A Iknew it was asignificant day.

" I—————— ee———
15 about the significance of that or what would happen once those electors had met and

16 been certified by each individual State?

uv A ldontrecal.
18 Q Okay. There was an effort by some people in the campaign to prompt the

15 submission of aerate electorso sortof electors that would send  cerfcate indicating
20 that President Trump had wn that State or submitting thei electoral votes for him,
2a evenif the secretary of state or the legislature reflecting the results of the popular vote

22 were submitting certificates indicating that Mr. Biden had won.

23 Do you remember any discussion about this whole notion of alternate electors, of

24 submitting slates, certificates from these battleground States?

2 A Notthatirecl
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1 Q Okay. Doyou remember whether that was part of the campaign's legal

2 strategy? | think you mentioned that Mr. Giuliani was in charge of that. But do you

3 remember there being a discussion of that, the necessity of those alternate slates of

4 electors?

5 A Not that recall

6 Q Did you ever talk to the President about that?

7 A Not that recall

8 Q Okay. Doyou know whether or not, Mr. Kushner, that the campaign's

9 strategy changed after December 14th when the electoral college met in each individual

10 State?

u A Notthat recall

2 Q  Itdidn't prompt any reassessment or new strategy of which you were

13 aware?

1a A Again, like I said, | was fairly disengaged at that point from — can you just

15 loweryourvolume -| was fairly disengaged at that point. And so | was not really

16 involved in the day-to-day strategy of the campaign.

uv Q Ise. Yeah, I understand.

18 There alsobythat point had been a large number of lawsuits filed around the

19 country. | believe ultimately there were 62 cases filed in State and Federal courts,

20 challenging election results.

21 Were you generally aware of the fact that those cases were filed and going

2 forward?

23 A Generally aware but, yeah, but not intimately.

2 Q Yeah, not intimately meaning any particular case or allegation in a case?

2 A Generally| knew there was legal challenges and cases happening.
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1 Q Okay. Allright. Inalmost all of those cases but fora couple of street

2 issues, the campaigns or the challenges to the election were unsuccessful, almost all

3 unsuccessful by December 14th

4 Do you remember whether that prompted any change in strategy or new strategy,

5 the sortof consistent pattern of unsuccessful litigation?

6 A Notthat recall

7 Q Do yourememberany discussion with the President, for instance, about

8 what do we do now that these cases have not been successful?

° A Idon't recall,

10 Q Okay. Anddiscussion with anyone else, with any of the campaign

11 leadership or even any folks on the outside, some of these advisors?

2 A Idon't recall,

13 Q Okay. We have developed information that there was a phone call that the.

1a President had with John Eastman and Ronna McDaniel --we talked about her before to

15 assist with the effort to generate these alternate electors.

16 First of all, do you know Professor Eastman, John Eastman?

1” A No.

18 Q Have you ever met him?

19 A Notthat recall

20 Q Okay. Other than what you've read about, potentially read about here

21 since, do you remember being familiar with him at the time back in December, early

22 January of 2020 and 20217

23 A Just by name only and that his name would be someone who would come up

24 from time to time but, again, never in any waythat | can recall meaningfully engaging

25 withhim.
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1 Q Do you remember anyone in particular mentioning his name or talking about

2 himwhenit cameup?

3 A Notthat recall

4 Q Okay. And are youfamiliarwithhis involvement and Ms. McDaniel's

5 involvement in an effort to enlist alternate electors?

6 A Notthat! recall?

7 Q Did you ever talk to Ms. McDaniel about that? You indicated you were in

8 frequent phone and text communication with her.

° A Yeah, not that | - none that recall.

10 Q Okay. And no direct discussions with Mr. Eastman about that or other

11 topics that you remember?

2 A No.

13 Q Okay. There's been lot of reporting about a meeting that occurred at the

14 White House on December the 18th that included Michael Flynn, General Flynn, Patrick

15 Bye, Rudy Giuliani, and others. Are you familiar with a meeting about election issues

16 thatoccurred? It's a Friday night at the White House on December 18th.

1” A I'maware. | remember there wasa Flynn -this I'm sorry. Can you

18 repeat again who was there? Flynn, Powell?

19 Q You're right, exactly. Mr. Flynn and Ms. Powell were both there. They

20 came tothe White House to talk to the President about election-related issues on that

21 Friday evening.

2 A Yeah, recall that happened.

23 Q Okay. Tell uswhat you know about that

2 A lust that there was a meeting. Then things broke, and then there was

25 another meeting. And then and that was really - that was really it.
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1 Q Were you present?

2 A No.

3 Q How did you hear about it?

4 A Mostly through reports, | believe, the next day.

5 Q Okay. Doyou know anything about the subject matter of what was

6 discussed either at the sortof the meeting first and then the subsequent reconvened

7 meeting that happened later?

8 A Not directly, no.

9 Q Allright. What do you know indirectly? What did youhear about it the

10 nextday?

u A Just press reports.

2 Q Did you ever talk to anybody who was present at the meeting?

13 A Not that recall

1 Q Do you knowwhatthe President'srelationshipwas with General Flynn? |

15 mean, he'd been his National Security Advisor early in the administration. But, at this

16 point in December of 2020, did they have a relationship as far as you know?

1” A Idon't know.

18 Q Do you knowwhether or not the President ever mentioned General Flynn in

19 relation to election-related issues?

20 A Not that recall

2 Q It's reported that, at this meeting, there was a discussion about the seizure

22 of voting machines. Do you remember ever being involved in any discussions about the

23 prospect of the Federal Government seizing voting machines?

2 A Notthat recall

2 Q It's also reported, Mr.Kushner, that there was adiscussionaboutthe
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1 declaration of martial law or the military somehowrerunningelections in various places.

2 Did youever hearabout thatdiscussed?

3 A Notthat recall

4 Q Allright. How about the appointment of a special counsel to investigate

5 allegations of voter fraud? Was that a topic that you ever talked about with anyone.

6 during this time?

7 A Not that recall

8 Q Okay. There's beenalot of press reports of this meeting that indicated it

9 gotvery acrimonious, that Eric Herschmann, for example, someone whose views you

10 trusted, got very angry with General Flynn and with Ms. Powell.

u Do you remember hearing about a dispute between Herschmann or others and

12 General Flynn?

13 A Broadly.

1 Q Again, tell us what you do recall broadly.

15 A just recall that, again, that, again -- and | don't remember specifics because,

16 again, Iwas not there -- that they were pushing theories that Eric did not agree with,

uv Q Okay. Did youevertalk to Eric himself aboutthis?

18 A Idon't recall,

19 Q Okay. I thought you had testified before that you had indicated that you

20 had asked him, once Giuliani took over, that you wanted him to sort of keep you aware

21 of ~Iforget the term you used -- when things got bad or when there was trouble, yeah.

22 Was there one of those times when Mr. Herschmann said anything to you about a

23 dispute?

2 A So, just to be clear, again, maybe the words I'm using with you may not be

25 the exact little words or definitions | used with him at the time. But the whole notion
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1 was is,ifyou felt| could be outcome determinative, let me know. But, again, that's

2 notanarea where he got meinvolved.

3 Q  Yeah,okay. And your last comment raises an issue. When I'm asking you

4 generally, Mr. Kushner, about do you recall this subject mater, do you recall

5 conversations, I'm not really looking for exact words. I'm lookingfor any general sense

6 you have about the subjects discussed. So | don't want to you take my question too

7 literally. I'm asking really for your general recollection about subject matters at large,

8 not, you know,particular words that were used.

9 Does that make sense?

10 A Yeah, yeah, that's good. |just - you were calling -- you were pushing for a

11 specific word that | had used. So just wanted to be very clear that I'm doing my best to

12 givea recollection, and, you know, again, if| and I'm doing my best to recall these

13 things. And now Il be as precise as I'm capable of being, but don't take everything I'm

14 saying as being precision in that regard.

15 Q No, lunderstand. | appreciate your effort to be accurate.

16 It's also reported at this meeting that Mr. Cipollone actually said he would resign if

17 there was a special counsel appointed or voting machines were seized, that he strongly

18 resistedsomeof the ideas put forth by General Flynn and Ms. Powell.

19 Did you ever hear about that, about Mr. Cipollone pushing back or threatening to

20 resign?

2 A dont recall

2 Q What do you recall, if anything, about Mr. Cipollone's general view about

23 whetheror not it was time to move on and talk about legacy versus continue to make

24 allegations of voter fraud?

2 A Look,Pat and his team, again, my primary reason for engagingwith them at
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1 the time was to get through pardons, and that's what | wanted them focused on. They

2 would spenda lot of time complaining to me abouta lot ofother things, but | was pretty

3 focused on pardons and trying to keep them focused on that.

4 Again, | felt like every additional case we could look at, these were opportunities

5 topotentially save or change lives. And 50 wanted to make sure we were focused on

6 those as much as possible. So that was the primary ~ theprimary area where | was

7 interacting with Pat and his team.

8 Q Do you ever recall Mr. Cipollone saying anything to you about the election or

9 allegations of election fraud?

10 A Notspecifically.

1 Q Even generally expressing a view, that you recall, not specific words but

12 generally expressing a view?

13 A Yeah, just remember he was constantly up and down and, you know, and

14 feeling like this was off. Like he was just, you know, he had kindof a general sense

15 of ike!said, he did not love the Rudy strategy and the Rudy crowd.

16 Q Yeah, mean, | geta sense from other witnesses that Mr. Cipollone was one

17 ofthe people who consistently, like during this meeting, pushed back against some of

18 what Rudy and others were proposing or things that they - allegations they were making.

19 Is that consistent with your experience with Mr. Cipollone?

0 A Like! said, | wasn't in those meetings. And | wasn't that engaged with the

21 details. So, you know, that - I'mgiving you my general point of view. I'm trying as

22 hard to finditas possible based on what you said, and that's -- and that's kind of what |

23 have there.

2 Q Okay. And, to be clear, he was not ~ | thinkyou said not fond of or was

25 critical of some of the things Mr. Giuliani was saying or doing?
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1 A Tothe best of my recollection, yeah.
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1

2 [1:41 p.m]

3 oI
4 Q Okay. Butonlya little bit before this December 18th meeting, the

5 President actually had pardoned General Flynn. Do you remember any discussion

6 of you mentioned pardons - of General Flynn's pardon?

7 A That --yeah, that was a pardon that occurred, yes.

8 Q Yeah. Again, do you have any recollection as towhythat occurred or what

9 motivated the pardon of General Flynn?

10 A Idon't know. | don't recall specifically when it did. ~ But, again, even -- it

11 was something| personally favored. felt ike he was unfairly targeted. And it was

12 something where even The Wall Street Journal wrote an editorial saying it was time to

13 pardon General Fiynn.

1a And so don't know if we did it right after that or soon thereafter, but, you know,

15 itdid feel like it was an appropriate thing to do --

16 Q Okay. Did that have I'm sorry. didn't mean to cutyouoff. |

17 apologize,

18 A Yeah. feel like again, you know, | feel like, you know, that - I felt ike

19 that was an appropriate pardon to make.

20 Q Do you know if there was any connection between the pardon and his

21 advocacy about the election?

2 A No.

23 Q Allright. Do you know Phil Waldron? Is that name familiar to you?

2 A No.

2 a okay.
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1 A Notthatlrecall. Notthat|know. Doesn't ring bell

2 Q Allright. Anything else, Mr. Kushner, about that meeting, that contentious.

3 December 18th meeting, that you recall?

4 A Not that recall

5 Q Okay. Letme show you exhibit 13. This is another -- this is actually a

6 tweet that is issued very early morning of December 19th.

7 So this meeting at the White House is December 18th, and as you said, it goes very

8 late. And then at 1:42 a.m. President Trump issues this tweet, and he refers to, "Peter

9 Navarro releases 36-page report alleging election fraud ‘more than sufficient’ to swing

10 victory to Trump," and he attachesa link to it.

u "Agreat report by Peter. Statistically impossible to have lost the 2020 Election.

12 BigprotestinD.C.on January 6th. Be there, will bewild!"

13 50 do you remember the issuance of this tweet?

1a A No.

5 Q Did you have any involvement in the decision to issue it or any of the

16 language used?

1” A No.

18 Q Okay. Thisisa first reference publicly by the President to January 6th. Do

19 you remember any discussion prior to this of the joint session, of what might occur on

20 January the 6th?

21 A No.

2 Q Did you work at all with Peter Navarro in the White House?

23 A Occasionally.

2 Q Allright. Did he have any - his role was as a trade professional, trade

25 adviser, correct?
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1 A Triedto be.

2 Q Well tell us more your impressions of Mr. Navarro and hs role at the
3 White House

a A Yeah, he got involved in different trade-related issues. He'san academic by

5 background, and he would kind of, you know, pop in and outo different issues.
s Q Okay. Doyou rememberhim working on this report that is linked here in

7 the tweet about election fraud?

8 A No.
° Q Did you ever have any discussions with him about alleged election fraud?

10 A No.
n Q Was his report taken seriously by people in the White House? | mean, it

12 was obviously by President Trump, but by others.

3 A Like! said, | don't recall interactions with him and| don't recall seeing the
14 report, soit didn't make it to me and not something | spent time on.

15 Q Okay. Soitdidntinfluence your -

16 A Asfaras! recall yeah.
7 Q Okay. Itdidn'tinfluence your perspective, your actions, anything lke that,

18 the Navarro report? Actually there were several of them.

19 A No.
2 Q Okay. Allright. There'sanother meeting thatoccursacoupleofdays

21 later at the White House on December the 21st, and it's reported that the President met
22 with about 15 Members of Congress at the White House that date.

2 Although, I see, Ms. Cheney, | see you coming off. Is there something you

24 wanted to go backtoabout?
25 Ms. Cheney. 1didJl} if you don't mind.
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1 EE coh coahead. ven, please
2 Ms. Cheney. Before we get to that meeting.

5 just wanted to ask, ard, a5 we're aking abut the gation, and 1 in
4 ‘mentioned the 60 out of 61 cases, | just wondered if you were aware at the time of these

$ decisions how these courts were ruling.

. Wr. Kushner, wast allowing every one specificallyut broadly wareof t,
7 es
8 Ms. Cheney. Okay. And so, for example, in Arizona, in State trial court, the

9 court found, quote, “There is no evidence that the manner in which signatures were

10 reviewed was designed to benefit one candidate or another or that there was any

11 misconduct, impropriety, r violation of Arona law ith respect to th review of main
12 ballots."

5 Were you awareof that ruling?
“ Mr. Kushner, Notspecicaly.
15 Ms. Cheney. And then Arizona Supreme Court found, quote, "The challenge fails

16 to present any evidence of misconduct, illegal votes, or that the Bidenelectorsdid not, in

17 fac, receive th highest number of votesforoffice, lt alone estabish any degree of
18 fraud or a sufficient error rate that would undermine the certainty of the election

5 resus
2 Were you aware of that ruling?

2a Mr. Kushner. Not specifically.

2 Ws. Cheney. And then Federal courts in Arizona found, auote, “The alegtions
23 they put forth to support their claims of fraud fail in their particularity and plausibility.

20 Plintifs append over 300 pages of attachments, which ar only Impressive for ther
25 volume. The various affidavits and expert reports are largely based on anonymous
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1 witnesses, hearsay, and irrelevant analysis of unrelated elections. ~The complaint is

2 equally voidof plausible allegations that Dominion voting machines were actually hacked

3 orcompromised in Arizona during the 2020 general election. Rather, what is presented

4 isa lengthy collection of phrases beginning with the words, quote, ‘could have, possibly,

5 might, and may have."

6 Were you aware of that ruling?

7 Mr. Kushner. No.

5 Ms. Cheney. ~ State courts in Georgia found, quote, “The complaint’s factual

9 allegations do not plausibly support his claims. ~The allegations in the complaint rest on

10 speculation rather than on duly pled facts."

1 And then Federal courts in Georgia, this was actuallyaTrump-appointed Federal

12 judge and the decision was affirmed by a panel that included Trump-appointed ~ another

13 Trump-appointed Federal appellate judge, and this was a case brought by Mr. Wood.

1a “Even assuming Wood possessed standing and assuming counts one and two are

15 not barred by laches, the court nonetheless finds Wood is not entitled to the relief he

16 seeks”

FY Wereyou awareof that case?

1 Mr. Kushner. Not specifically. | can tell, you're going to go through more cases

19 Iwasn'taware. | wasn't following the specific rulings. Soifyou're doing this to put this

20 onthe record then that's okay, but if you're doing it because you want me to say |

21 wasn't following the cases, Liz.

2 Ms. Cheney. 1 appreciate that. I'm actually doing it because we're a Nation of

23 laws, and so actually the rulings of these courts are quite significant.

20 Soin a Federal court in Michigan, this was a case brought by Sidney Powell, the

25 court found, quote, "With nothing but speculation and conjecture that votes for
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1 President Trump were destroyed, discarded, or switched to votes for Vice President

2 Biden, plaintiff's equal protection claim fais."

3 And then | want toaskyou, Jared, because Kayleigh McEnany actually made

4 significant claims about what the campaign would find in Nevada, would be able to prove

5 in Nevada, on "Hannity" on December 2nd, 2020, talking about State courts in Nevada,

6 she said, quote, “This is the most important case and this will finally vet the Trump legal

7 claims." So, again, thisis on December 2nd.

8 And the court found, quote, "The contestants failed to meet their burden to prove

9 credible and relevant evidence to substantiate any of the grounds set forth to contest the

10 November 3rd, 2020, general election. The court assessed evidence submitted

11 regarding the Dominion voting machine allegations specifically and concluded the

12 evidence was not credible.”

13 Were you aware of that ruling?

14 Mr. Kushner, ~ (Inaudible.]

15 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. | think you'll have to actually say the answer, Jared.

16 Mr. Kushner, ~ Oh, sorry, | was on mute. No, | was not aware.

7 Ms. Cheney. And then in Pennsylvania, and this was actually another decision

18 written by a Trump-appointed Federal appellate judge, quote, "One might expect that

19 when seeking such a startling outcome a plaintiff would come formatively armed with

20 compelling legal arguments and factual proof of rampant corruption such that this court

21 would have no option but to regrettably grant the proposed injunctive relief despite the

22 impact it would have on such a large group of citizens.

23 “This has not happened. Instead, this court has been presented with strained

24 legal arguments without merit and speculative accusations, unpled in the operative.

25 complaint and unsupportedby the evidence.
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1 “In the United States of America, this cannot justify disenfranchisement of a single

2 voter, let alone allthe voters of its sixth most populated State."

3 This is a Trump-appointed judge. Quote, “Free andfairelections are the

4 lifeblood of our democracy. Charges of unfairness are serious. But calling an election

5 unfair does not make itso. Charges require specific allegations and then proof. We

6 have neither here."

7 Were you awareof that ruling?

5 Mr. Kushner. No.

9 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

10 HE Torvou. Ms. Cheney.

1 Anyother members before we continue? Okay.

13 Q So, Mr. Kushner,all ofthosedecisions thatMs. Cheney was readingare

14 consistent in their rejectionof these specifi allegations.

15 Let meask you again, in the wake of those consistent decisions, did that change

16 the campaign's perspective or strategy when it came to talking about election fraud?

FY A As lve testified to, | wasn't involved in the format of the strategy, and |

18 wasn'tinvolved in those discussions, so | don't know.

19 Q Did you ever talk to President Trump about the consistent lack of success in

20 thelitigation?

2 Aldon recall

2 Q Do you know whether that had an impact on him in terms of his own

23 understanding ofthe veracity of the election results?

20 A Idon't-Idon't know.

2 Q And never talked about the litigation with him at al that you recall either
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1 way

2 A Like I said, my focus on that time and the issues| was discussing with him

3 were issues mostly of Operation Warp Speed, my efforts in the Middle East to try to make

4 surethat the peace agreements were secured and trying to get the last couple peace

5 agreements we can get.

6 Again, those efforts were not small efforts and they were -- took a lot of time, and

7 lusedthe time | had with him to do it, to spend time to get those things advanced.

8 My working assumption was that the people who were in charge of those other

9 efforts would work with him and that he would make the appropriate decisions, you

10 know, with them.

u Q Let me bring you to December 21st. This s after all or most of those

12 decisions that Ms. Cheney just read. There's a meeting at the White House with

13 Members of Congress, with the Vice President and his chief of staff, Marc Short,

14 President Trump and Mr. Giuliani, and the President's legal team.

15 Were you present for that meeting at the White House on December 21st?

16 A Idon't recall,

uv Q Okay. Doyou remember hearing anything abouta discussion at the.

18 White House with Members of Congress and the Vice President?

19 A Idon't recall,

20 Q Do you knowwhether or not they discussed the Vice President's authority at

21 the joint sessionof Congress onJanuary the 6th?

2 A Idon't recall,

23 Q Alright. Any recollection whatsoeverofdiscussion with Members of

24 Congress about what they might do on January 6thatthis meetingorotherwise?

2 A Idon't recall,
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1 Q Did you ever, Mr. Kushner, speak to Members of Congress about the.

2 possibility of them objecting to the results in various States?

3 A Notthat recall

4 Q Okay. Didanyoneeverask you to do that

5 A Not that recall

6 Q reach out to members? Okay.

7 And did you evertalk to the Vice President about his authority on January 6th at

8 the joint session, what he could or couldn't do legally?

° A No.

10 Q Did you ever talk to anyoneon hisstaff about that, Mr. Short or his counsel,

11 Mr. Jacob, or anyone else who works with the Vice President?

2 A Sol didn't speak about it technically. | gota call from Marc at some point.

13 Again, | was in the middle of some pretty intense negotiations intryingto get the last deal

14 closed in the Middle East and, you know, the time was clicking down. We were making.

15 some progress dealing with some issues with the rollout of the vaccine.

16 He called and asked if| had any thoughts on the matter. | told him, you know,

17 "Marc, | hadn't really been paying attention to it" you know, in the sense that my sense is

18 thisisa constitutional issue from what | understand between the -- an issue that the

19 President and the Vice President of the United States should be able to discuss

20 themselves.

21 AndI said, you know, "Obviously it seems like the type of thing you should get

22 lawyers, you know, who you think the President trusts to give his opinion -to give their

23 opinion to him if you have a disagreement,” and basically said, "Look, you know," and

24 basically said, "That's my advice to you on it."

2 Q We've heard about thisvery conversation from Mr. Short. And he.
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1 indicated that he reported that there was a splitor a difference of opinion at that point

2 between what the Vice President believed and what President Trump was encouraging

3 himtodoand essentially asked for your help in brokering that dispute.

4 Do you recall that, the flagging of the fact that there was a differenceof opinion

5 about the Vice President's authority?

6 A Yeah, I don't recall him asking me tobrokerthe dispute. | recall him asking.

7 me for my advice on the matter and to see if | was tracking it, which | thinks pretty

8 substantial difference. | mean, when they askedme for my help on COVID | jumped into

9 thatanddidit.

10 But he basically said there was a difference of opinion on a constitutional issue.

11 He asked my opinion, and my advice to him was to try to get constitutional scholars who

12 the President, you know, respected totry and weigh in on the issue, you know, to help

13 them resolveit.

1a But, again, this is a disagreement between the President of the United States and

15 the Vice President of the United States, | mean, both big boys, and they should be able to

16 hopefully work that out between the two of them.

uv Q  lunderstand. And "broker" really was my term, not his, but he - it sounds

18 like you agree with him that he flaggedthisdispute and asked for your help, your advice,

19 yourinvolvement in some wayto tryto resolve it?

20 A No, he asked for my advice, not my help.

2 Q Okay. Okay. Excuseme. Andyouradvice. And your advice was get

22 constitutional scholars to providetheirperspective?

23 A Yes, or have the Vice President talk to the President about t and let them sit

24 down and tryto resolve it.

2 Q Okay. Did you express a view yourselfor have a view yourself as to which
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1 ofthem was correct about the Vice President's authority?

2 A did not have a view.

3 Q Okay. After the conversationdid you look into this or discuss it further

4 withanyone?

5 A No

6 Q How about with the President?

7 A No.

8 Q Did you ever talk to him about this, nowthat you were aware from Mr. Short

9 that there was a dispute between him and the Vice President?

10 A No

1 Q Mr. Short indicated thatthatcall occurred before Christmas. Do you

12 remember the time frame of the conversation consistently?

13 A Itdoesn't~Ihavenoobjection tohis recollection of it inthat regard.

14 Q Okay. Were you atall concerned, Mr. Kushner, about a splitor a gulf

15 between the President and the Vice President in the very end of theyear and the

16 beginningof 20217 Well get to the post-January 6th stuff later, but before that, were

17 you awareof that, that split?

18 A No. Itseemed highly technical to me, and - you know, and, again, | was

19 focused ona lot of different issues, on the Middle Eas, | was focused on issues with Warp

20 Speed, and, again, | had a million other issues | was dealing with with a lot of other

21 people, soit seemed like a fairly technical difference between the two of them.

2 Q Do yourememberdiscussing it with anyone, the split, besides Mr. Short?

23 A No,Ididn't. I'mprettyconfident|didn't, but | again-

2 Q Yeah. Okay. Again, I'm just if you're a senior adviserto the President

25 involved ina wide range of things and this is flagged for you, why would you not get
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1 veda that asthe Preset shout tor temat somehin to dowhat yu
2 done in numerous other instances, be someone that can help resolve difficult problems

3 uty?
. A The short avsweris because | nt athe long answers because is
$ there's a lot of issues that come to me and | didn't choose to take every single issue to the

orm
7 Again, | chose to take ones that | thought | could be outcome determinative, that |

8 deemed to be of the level of significance that were needed to be.

9 But, again, you have this is not one that's going untamed. You have, you know,

10 Mare Short, you have the Vice President, and you have a lot of lawyers involved. And

A——
12 expertisetotry and driveaconclusion.

13 Q Okay. Soyou didn'tthink that your assistance could be outcome

3 doarminatie or you souk bap salvei dane?
15 A I'm not saying | thought that. | mean, again, I'll go back to my short answer

16 now, whichistdint.
u © Loto hyo an aNSAEA, TH othe sas te
1 _le
w RT ——

2a Q Quickly, Mr. Kushner, on that, just to zoom out a bit. What was the nature

A——
23 A I don't recall.

24 Q But it had somethingtodo with theVice President and his role on

25 January 6th?
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1 A Itwas alegal interpretation that the President and the Vice President were

2 having differing opinionson.

3 Q  Butabout what did you understand? | mean, it probably wasn't about war

4 powers, assume, right?

5 A Ithink that'sagood assumption.

s Q Okay. Sowhatwasyour understanding?

7 A Uke! said, | don't recall. Again, | it was a pretty short conversation, and

8 so-itwasashort conversation.

° Q Was it your understanding that it had to do with the joint session of

10 Congress, though, and the Vice President as President of the Senate?

n A llbe honest, | wasn't thinkingaboutajointsession. |wasn't

12 thinking again, you know, youve been tasked with goingback and reconstructing this

13 thing, andI'djust ask you to put yourself in my shoes at that time, and this was just not a

14 superbig topicin my pointofview.

15 1 was focused on transition, | was focused on my last deals in the Middle East that

16 wanted to get done, and | was focused on Operation Warp Speed and getting vaccines to

17 Americans to save lives.

1 So those were the big things and, you know, Jan 6th, that was, you know, that was

19 really in other people's hands. And, again, | didn't even knowto whatdegreethat it was

20 going to be significant day in any regard. ~ And, again, nobody expected there to be

21 violence.

2 Q When did you first hear about this disagreement between the President and

23 Vice President that Marc Short raised?

2 Aldon recall

2 Q Okay. Youalso mentioned -- I'm just going to go back really quickly



1 because you mentioned again that you were focused on the transition in part. And are

2 you familiar with the idea of ascertainment, GSA ascertainment?

4 Q Okay. Do you know that the Administrator of the GSA has to issue a letter

$ in order for the transition really to begin in earnest, meaning the agencies can start.

7 A Solrecall there was a technical--sometechnical things that had to happen

8 that was really being handled by Chris Liddell and Mark Meadows.

9 Q Were you aware of any effort at the White House to encourage the

13 Q Allright. Let me turn your attention, Mr. Kushner, to exhibit 14. This is

15 If you just look -- maybe start at the top now. This one is from Ivan Raiklin to a

16 long list of addressees, and you're included in that list at your White House email address.

18 A No, not that| recall, no.

19 Q Any idea who that wasor what if anything he did?

2a Q Okay. Is this address to someone at the email address imt@who.eop.gov,

2 do you know who that is, who IMT is?

23 A Yeah, that was my wife's email account.

24 Q  Thatwas--okay. |thoughtso. Soshe'scopied. Mr. - you're copied.
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1 amemorandum called "Operation ‘Pence’ Card."

2 Do you remember receiving this email?

3 A No.

4 Q  Itindicates at the very top, If you want to be reelected, you better get VP.

5 Pencetodothisin the next few hours. Thiswill almost guarantee victory and avoid Jan

6 6showdown."

7 Again, do you know what he meant by “Jan 6 showdown"?

8 A No

9 Q The document that is attached, or the memo, the memorandum for the

10 President, "Operation Pence Card," essentially is advocating that the Vice President be

11 encouraged to not accept certain electoral votes from States in which there are.

12 allegations of election fraud.

13 Do you remember any discussion about that strategy, about the Vice President

14 rejecting certain slates of electors or accepting those alternate slates that were

15 submitted?

16 A No.

7 Q Do you know if that was the legal issue on which the President and the Vice

18 President, according to Mr. Short, had a disagreement?

19 A don't know.

0 Q Allright. Whatif anything did you do when you received this? Any

21 discussion?

2 A No. Idon'trecallreadingit. Again, | would part of being part of a

23 vibrant democracy is you get all kinds of opinions from all kinds of people when you're in

24 aposition of government,

2 So, again, | don't recall reading this, and | don't recall doing anything with it
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1 a okay.

2 A I can't rememberwho sentit tome. Sothis looks likea rando email. |

3 wouldn't spend too much time on it o give too much thought to it

4 Q That strategy, that "Pence card," to use the language of this email, do you

5 knowwho within --of the folks that we've discussed here advocated this or was

6 suggesting that this was something that the Vice President couldor should do?

7 A Yeah,just the answer is no.

8 Q Do you know if Dr. Eastman, for example, had put forth a legal theory that

9 this was permissible constitutionally, that this could happen?

10 A Idon't know.

u Q Okay. Allright. Aroundthistime there are still elections going on in the

12 Stateof Georgia. Do you remember there was runoff elections in Georgia?

13 A Yes.

1 Q Okay. Did you have any communication with SenatorPerdue about his.

15 runoff election, the election in which he was a candidate in Georgia?

16 A Possibly, but| don't recall.

uv Q Well, there'sbeensome reportsthat he called you, Senator Perdue called

18 you, and asked you toask the President to stop attacking Georgia election officials in the

19 days before - attacking verbally Georgia election officials in the days before the runoff

20 election.

21 Do you remember a conversation with Senator Perdue about that?

2 A ldont

23 Q Do you remember what he

2 A I'm not saying it didn't happen. David and| had a good relationship and so

25 wewouldtalk. But don't recall specifically.
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1 Q Allright. It's been reported that in that conversation you told Senator

2 Perdue, "Once the President put Rudy in charge it guaranteed this was going to be a

3 clownshow. Ican'thelpyou." Isthat accurate?

4 A Idon'trecall. Itoldyou, I don't recall the conversation.

5 Q Okay. So,again, it could've happened. You don't recall specifically

6 whether you spoke to Senator Perdue?

7 A ldon'trecall. don't recall

8 Q Yeah. Doyou remembertalking withPresident Trump about the effect of

9 his rhetoric on the ongoing campaign in Georgia, the runoff elections in Georgia?

10 A No

u Q Whether or not

2 A don't recall

13 Q rhetoric about challenging the veracity of the vote was going to actually

14 hurt Senator Perdue and Senator Loeffler in the runoff elections?

15 A Like I said, you know, at that point | was focused on Middle East peace,

16 getting those deals done, getting moredeals done, Operation Warp Speed, transition, my

17 family. And like| said, my head was, you know, on its way out of politics, so

18 Q Yeah. Okay.

19 There's been a widely reported telephone call that the President made to the

20 Georgia secretary of state on January 2nd, Secretary Raffensperger. Do you recall that

21 phone call?

2 A Just from what | saw from news reports.

23 Q Okay. Sodidyou evertalk to the President about that telephone call?

2 A Not that! recall

2 Q You didn't participate in it?
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1 A No.

2 Q Did you have any knowledge of it until the reporting and the actual

3 transcript or recording -- not transcript - recording of it was made public?

4 A No.

5 Q Do you knowwhy the President wanted to call Secretary Raffensperger?

6 A ldont

7 Q Did you have any discussions with him after the tape was released or made

8 public abouta fallout or about what if anything he should say or do as the result of the.

9 call being made public?

10 A Not that recall

u Q Anybodyelse? Did you talk to anybody else about the Raffensperger

12 January 2nd call?

13 A Not that recall

1 Q That very same day, January 2nd, there was a phone call with hundreds of

15 State legislators in which the President participated. Peter Navarro, John Eastman, Phill

16 Kine, a man named John Lottallconvened and spoke to hundreds of State legislators.

1” Were you —did you participate in that call or have any recollection of it?

18 A Idont

19 Q Okay. Doyou rememberhearing about it from anyone else?

20 A Idon't recall,

2 Q The President reportedly told the State legislators that they are the real

22 power and the only ones who could do something about the election. Do you

23 rememberhearinganything about that?

2 A No.

2 Q Andthen that very sameday,busy day, January 2nd, there was a meeting
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1 between the House Freedom Caucus and Mr. Meadows, the White House chief of staff, a

2 former member of the Freedom Caucus. And it's been reported that Meadows, Giuliani,

3 and other members of the Freedom Caucus participated in a meeting, some were on the

4 phone, some were in person, on January 2nd at which they discussed January 6th and the

s  jointsession

s Were you present for that meeting with the Freedom Caucus?

7 A Ohl don't recall,

8 Q Do yourememberhearing anything about it?

9 Aldon recall

10 Q Okay. Were you in any way, Mr. Kushner, involved in an effort to

11 encourage Members of Congressor Senators to abject to particular States when

12 they when theircertificates were put forth a the joint session on January 6th?

3 A Not that! recall

1 Q And you don't recall any such conversations with Members or Senators

15 about objections?

16 A Not that! recall

7 Q Senator Cruz, in the days before the January 6th joint session, started talking

18 about an election audit commission, solicited other Senators to agree to pursue such a

19 commission.

1) Do you remember any discussion of an audit commission for purposes of the

21 election?

2 A No.

2 Q There's also some discussion at this time about possible leadership change at

24 the Department of Justice, at the removal of the Acting Attorney General and the

25 installation of another person.
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1 Do you haveany recollection of leadership change at the DepartmentofJustice,

2 discussions about that?

3 A Yeah, | remember that Bill Barr resigned, and | think Jeff Rosen was in

4 charge. And then read about in the press there was another guy who wanted to come

5 onand there was a whole thing. But from what| understand, nothing happened as far

6 aslrecll

7 Q Yeah

8 A Yeah

9 Q Well, no, alot happened but no change was made. Do you remember

10 whetheror not did you hear anything about the stuff that happened, the discussions

11 about the possibility of this other guy replacing Acting Attorney General Rosen?

2 A Only what recall from the press at the time.

13 Q Yeah. Okay. And,again, I'm not looking for what you read. I'm looking

14 for any conversations you had, recollection you had from others who were involved.

15 A Yeah. No, there's no additional information | have on this that comes to

16 my recollection.

7 Q Okay. Soyounever talked to the President about this, about possible

18 leadership change at the Department of Justice?

19 A Notthatl recall. But, again, | don't believe there was a change, right. So,

20 again, like with everything during Trump time there's always a lot of [indicating], but

21 then, you know, it either happensorit doesn't happen. Sometimes it does, sometimes

22 itdoesn't, but you know, but as far as| — on this issue there was no change, so

23 Q Yeah. Fairenough. Okay. I'mjustwondering if you had any

24 conversation about the possibilityof change that you recall.

2 A Notthat! recall
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1 Q Allright. Are you familiarwith the name Ken Klukowski?

2 A Not that | recall.

. © yer athe Dapstment of sie whoresvi some af hese
oes Any recollecionaf him?
s A te
. How about man named Joint, Ir, ver hae ofthat nme fail
7 with Mr. Lott?

. A te
9 Q Okay. Allright. Let me stop now, because I'm about to get to

10 January 6th, and let me see if anyone else has questions for you before we go to.

I
w [7 ——
.  E—
» BL 0 vs Cheney believe jst came fideo
[TE—

16 Ms. Cheney. Thanks. |just had one other question.

u A—
18 Mr. Kushner. 1 kind of, like | said, my interest at that time was on trying to get as.

19 many pardons done, And Know that, you know, he ws aways im and the team
A

21 if that happens." So | kind of took it upto just be whining, to be honest with you.

2 OO —
23 Mr. Kushner. Yes. Yes.

9 Ms. Cheney, Anda you aware on what ses thy were threstening o resign?
25 Mr. Kushner. |don't recall specifically.
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1 Ms. Cheney. So was it more than once?
2 Mr. Kushner, | don't recall specifically.

3 Ms. Cheney. Did - it sounded like Mr. Cipollone came to you on a number of

4 occasions to express either that he was so concerned he was going to resign or a general

5 concern. Was one of those occasions over this issue of the President
6 appointing - wanting to appoint Mr. Clark as the Attorney General?

7 Mr. Kushner, | don't recall.

8 Ms. Cheney. Were there election-related issues that you recall Mr. Cipollone
9 raising concerns with you about?

10 Mr. Kushner, | don't recall the specifics.
n Ms. Cheney. Thank you.
2 HE oo vs cheney.

3 Anyother members? | guess Mr. Aguilar i theonlyother one on at this point.
14 Mr.Aguilar, 'm good, guys. Thank you

15 I oc Thonks, Mir Aguilar.

16 How about hereJorII:
uo r——
1s Q 1 guess, Mr. Kushner, we asked youa lot of specific questions, and it's

19 unfortunate that sometimes the court reporter can't pick up your gestures or your
20 eyebrows because it loses something,

2 But I got the distinct impression that as wewere saying this you might agree with
22 something that we've heard from other witnesses, which was that after the, quote,

23 “clown show" showed up and the legal theories became quite fringe, there was no point
24 paying attention to any of it andpeople just started wrapping up and gettingonwith their

5 les.
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1 Does that match with kind of what you were feeling? Because if | was.

2 misunderstanding you. But that was just a vibe that seemed to be coming across in

3 some of your answers, but | don't want to put words in your mouth.

4 A Thankyoufor not putting words in my mouth.

5 The -- no, | thinkthat - and, again, like, | don't have specific -- you're asking me

6 abouta general vibe, whereas, again, from my point of view I'm more of ike a put your

7 head down and just bulldoze kind of person. And so - so, you know, general vibe is not

8 something that I'm often thinking too much about.

° But | do think that as the legal cases — as we were getting closer to the end there

10 was, you know, people were starting to think about what do you do next, how do you

11 move onwithlife. Andl do think that that was something that was becoming more

12 accepted throughout the administration.

13 Q Thankyou.

1 o
5 Q Allright. Let me turn your attention now, Mr. Kushner, to the days right

16 around January 6th

1” It sounds like you were in the Middle East at that time. Is that right? You had

18 flown to Saudi Arabia to finish one of the important issues that were remaining to be

19 donebefore the endof the administration?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Tellus the dates of your travel. Do you recall when you left and when you

2 returned?

23 A Okay. Soldon'trecall specifically the dates. |know when returned. |

24 returned on Jan 6th in the afternoon. We landed around like 3-ish, but left probably 48

25 hours beforehand-ish.
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1 What | do know is that and then | probably had about 24 hours before where |

2 was basically al hands on deck trying to get this deal done. The deal almost didn't

3 happen.

4 1 was supposed to leave about 12 hours earlier, kept pushing my plane back, you

5 know, just because there was issues that, you know, that opened up at the last minute

6 that meant that thedeal was off. So then you're basically going back between, you

7 know, five — four countries and one country. And we had an issue about opening

8 airspace and some legal ramifications for that, and | was right at the heart of trying to

9 negotiate that.

10 And the deal was actually looking like it wasoff and |was going to cancel my trip,
11 and then we came up with a compromise. |thinkwe were able to get leaders to doa

12 breakthrough. And then | went out there to try to seal it and to make sure that it would

13 happen,

14 Once I got there it died again and | was able to kind of patch it back together.

15 And, luckily, we got the deal done, which | think was reall, really good forour country.

16 and forthe world. And so that was a good one.

7 And then when | was flying back from the Middle East with my teamafter very.

18 little sleep, | mean, it was probably72 hours, maybe 96 hoursofjust real intense,

19 around-the-clock negotiating,

0 Like| said, you know, deals between countries are | don't want to make this.

21 seem like they're trivial things. | mean, they're very, very, very hard and technical things.

22 todo. That's why they don't happen all the time. If they were easy, they'd be

23 happening, you know, all the time. They don't happen very often.

20 This was the end ofa very, verybitter and nasty dispute between countries, and it

25 wasleadingto benefits for Iran and hurting ourability to corral our alles towards
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1 objectives we were pushing, you know, to counter extremism, to counter all kinds of

2 things. And itwas just very, very delicate.

3 And on the flightbackwe were, you know, enjoying the factthat we'd

4 accomplished a lot of peace deals in the Middle East, you know, more than maybe

5 anyone in history, more than anyone thought we would accomplish. It felt like we were

6 finally going to end our time. And then obviously we landed, and, you know, things

7 were not as we expected when we landed.

8 Q soit sounds like you were gone, you said, 72, 96 hours something like that, 3

5 orddaystoul?

10 A Yeah, including the time that | was on the ground but, like, solely focused on,

11 youknow, diplomacy to try to patch this thing together.

2 Q Yeah. So there's alot going on back home during that period of time.

13 Were you awareof the President - meetings with the Vice President?

1a For example, they had face-to-face conversations about this split that Mr. Short

15 hadidentified to you back before Christmas.

16 Were you awareofthose conversations even when you were traveling to the

17 Middie East?

1 A No.

19 Q Were you aware of anything going on with respect to the election during the

20 time that you were traveling to and from the Middle East?

2 A No. Iwas pretty singularly focused on trying to get this deal done. And

20 like! said, it was a very, very, very hard deal, a very complex deal, and a very significant

3 deal.

2 And so, again, like | said, don't underestimate how hard ti toget these things

25 done. You were involved in the criminal justice reform. We look back and say, “Oh,
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1 its great, we got it done," but you saw how hard we had to work to get it there and how

2 many times it died and how many people you had to corral.

3 You know, getting these deals done is very, very complicated, and it took all of my

4 effort and attention to get it done. Sol was not focusedonwhat was happening at

5 homeat the time.

6 Q see. lunderstandthat. And how about upon your return, did you hear

7 from the Presidentorothers about those discussions, those face-to-face discussions that

8 hehad with the Vice President?

9 A No.

10 Q Did you ever hear about conversations in which Dr. Eastman met with the

11 Vice President about this Operation Pence Card or the Vice President's authority?

12 Again, notin realtime, | understand you were in the Middle East, but upon your return,

13 A No.

14 Q On the Sth of January, you received -- or you were sent an email. Let me

15 tumyour attention to exhibit 15 excuse me, 16.

16 [I 7you could pull thatupforus.

v so ass pulling it up, Mr Kushner, was t general practice inthe
18 White House that speech drafts or remarks prepared for significant speeches by the

19 President would be distributed or would be sent out to a number of folks in the

20 White House before they were delivered?

2 A Yeah. Every speech would go through a process where it would be sent out

2 toabunchof people.

23 Q Okay. Well, this one, it looks like this is an email that was sent by staff

24 secretary toa number of people, and you're included in the distribution lst, which says,

25 “Attached for your review are draft POTUS remarks for the Save America March
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1 tomorrow. Please provide any edits or comments by 8 a.m. tomorrow (Wednesday).

2 Thankyou, Staff Secretary."

3 And then attached toi isa draft of the President's remarks for the speech that he

4 was going to give the next day at the Ellipse on January 6th.

5 Do you remember receiving these draft remarks on the nightof January - what

6 would be the night in Washingtonof January Sth?

7 A No.

8 Q Okay. Again, you were traveling, | understand, but do you remember

9 focusing at all on the President's remarks at the Ellipse when you were traveling?

10 A No,ldidnot

1 Q Okay. It sounds like that's not one that you don't recall. You're sure you

12 didnot?

13 A I'm pretty- again, you know, a speech, you know, back in Washington was

14 notmyfocus. Like I said, this was a very, very, very hard and complex deal, dealing with

15 alot of interesting personalities. It almost died many times. And it took, like I said,

16 every bit of my attention tofocuson it.

7 Sol was not focusedon a speech that the President was going to give back in

18 Washington. There's plenty of people who do speeches with him and it did not require

19 myateention

0 If somebody would've reached out to me and said, "Hey, Jared, this is important,

21 canyoutake a look?" I probably would've maybe found time for it, but and that's

22 usually what happened when they wanted me to get involved in a speech, is somebody

23 would flag it for me and say, "Hey, this one is particularly sensitive," or, “You have some

24 unique perspective to add, can you look at it?"

2 But | don't believe this was flagged for me specifically, and I'm pretty confident |
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1 didnotlookatthe speechor provide comment on it

2 Q Okay. Do you know who primarily was responsible for drafting the speech?

3 A Stephen Miler had a team with speechwriting that was fairly good at putting

4 together remarks for the President.

s Q Yeah. Okay. Before January th, before the President's speech at the

6 Ellipse, what was your understanding, Mr. Kushner, ifany, abou the possibility ofa

7 march to the Capitol or the prospect of potential violence?

5 A Yeah. Soldidn't know about a march to the Capitol. | knew there was

9 goingto be a speech witha large crowd gathering and obviously had no knowledgeofany

10 potential violence. Nobody mentioned there would be violence. ~ Nobody| know

11 anticipated there would be any violence. ~ And it was not something that was mentioned

12 tome orthought of by anyone | was in contact with.

3 a okay.

1a A Solas understanding it would be a big speech basically to alot of people.

15 Q Yeah. And did you know where the speech was scheduled to take place,

16 the President's speech?

FY A In Washington

18 Q And then did you~ were you even aware of where the location was to be?

19 A No

1) Q Okay. Soyouat no time before the day of January 6th heard about a

21 marchtothe Capitol? | mean, the President hadbeentweeting about it and there had

22 been lots of messaging about a march to the Capitol.

2 A Iwasn't~1 wasn't following that.

2 Q Okay. Andit sounds like no one flagged for you any security risksor the

25 possibility of any violence that day, not to you specifically?
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1 A No.

2 Q Okay. Did you have any -- what was your expectation as to what would

3 occuratthe joint sessionon January 6th?

4 A Like I said, I really didn't spend a lot of time thinking about it. In my mind, |

5 wasin finishing up this deal, which, again, became a lot more messy and complex at the

6 endthanlanticipated. It was done, then it was undone, but such is life when you're

7 doing kind of diplomatic deals.

8 So was very intently focused on that. And my general operating assumption

9 was that there was going to be a kind of like a final rally and then everyone was going to

10 wind down and, you know,finish the transfer of power.

u Q Ise. So this would be sort ofa final rally, the election would be certified

12 by Congress as had traditionally been done 2 weeks before Inauguration Day, and

13 everyone would move on. That was essentiallyyour expectation?

1a A Yes.

5 Q Okay. Let'stalk about that morning. When you were in Saudi Arabia or

16 on your way back, when was the first time you spoke to someone at the White House on

17 January 6th?

18 A I don't recall specifically. And, again, the planes that we took had spotty.

19 WiFi, sol thinkit probably doesn't get Wifi till we're back over U.S. soil. So I think that

20 we got WiFi when we were getting close to Andrews.

21 And 1gota call, think it was from Herschmann, basically saying like, you know,

22 thisis getting pretty ugly, people are trying to break into the Capitol, you know, we're

23 goingto, you know -- andI said, you know, basically saying |think he started by saying,

20 "Where are you?"

2 And said, "I'monan airplane."
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1 And he said, "Okay, we've got to deal with this here. ~ People are trying to break

2 intothe Capitol. We're going to see what we can do here. We're going totry to get

3 the President to put outa statement."

4 And then, you know, | obviously felt pretty helpless not being thereor able to try

5 tobehelpful. You know, I figured that Scavino would probably be in the mix of what a

6 statement could be, so | sent him some potential messaging points that | thought maybe,

7 you know, the President could say, knowing obviously you know, again, you don't

8 alwaysgive him what you would say. Yougive him what you think he would say. And

9 then waited till landed.

10 When| landed, | obviously spoke to my wife. She told me that, you know, she

11 feltlike things were - rough day. And then | Secret Service asked if | could if they

12 could take me directly home. They said there was a lot of congestion. They said, you

13 know, it would be better not to go right to the White House.

14 So relented to that, wentback to my house in Kalorama, basically was about to

15 getintoa shower, saw my-- heard my phone ringing, turned the shower off, saw it was

16 Leader McCarthy, who | had a good relationship with. He told me it was getting really

17 ugly overat the Capitol and said, "Please, you know, anything you could do to help |

18 would appreciate it."

19 So! turned my ~ | turned the shower off, you know, went tomycloset, put on a

20 suit. And,you know, | asked Secret Service, I said, "Look, you've got to find a way to get

21 me tothe White House." Got in the car with them. We navigated our way through to

22 the White House.

23 And when | got there basically the President just had finished filming the video. |

24 think he was basically retiring for the day.

2 And s0, you know, sat down with the staff, tried to figure out kind of what
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1 happened that day to the best possible. But most of the focus was on, okay, what do

2 we think we could do tomorrow to tryto, you know, make thingsbetter than they are

3 today. And think everyone was very surprised by the violence.

4 And, obviously, you know, we were all very disturbed by what we saw in the

5 Capitol and the vision of seeing a lot ofourfriends, you know, at risk. ~ And, obviously,

6 youknow, the violence had occurred, which was not something that anyone, as faras |

7 knew, anticipated or was, you know - so it's a longer answer than you asked for, but that

8 gives you roughly my day, so

9 Q  lappreciateit. | want to obviously go back over some of that and break it

10 downalittle bit.

u You indicated that you returned to Andrews somewhere around 3 o'clock? Is

12 that the best of your recollection?

13 A Ish, yeah.

1 Q Ish. And Iwon't hold you to a specific time, but it was around 3.

15 So the violence was already occurring at the Capitol when you touched down? Is

16 thatright?

1” A Again, | don't have a ticktockofwhat happened at the Capitol.

18 Q Okay. The first time that you heard about it was from Mr. Herschmann,

19 you said, and that was in a phone call where he reached you when you were still in the

20 air?

21 A Ibelieve so, yes. And, again, like I said, I'm off of 96 hoursoflitle sleep

22 and I'm jet lagged and I'm exhausted and, you know, and I'm kind of mentally ready to

23 just come back and have like a, you know, a couple weeks of like smooth, you know, little

24 bit of work, wrapping up family stuff. And then, you know, | get hit by this. And,

25 obviously, it was a very shocking and unexpected situation. So, yes.
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1 Q Yeah. So when Mr. Herschmann, it sounds like he called you, is that right,

2 Mr. Kushner, he reached out to you to reach you asthis was going on?

3 A Yes

4 Q And when he connected with you, was t on your cell phone?

5 A don't recall

6 Q Orwasthereaphone actuallyonthe - connectedto the plane?

7 A don't recall

8 Q Okay. And he indicated toyou thattherewasalready-- | think yousaid

9 people were trying to break into the Capitol. ~ There was already violence occurring

10 when you first heard of this from Mr. Herschmann. Is that right?

1 A don't recall specifically what he said. | recall him saying, "Where are

12 you?" And then!said, "I'm onan airplane." And he kind of was rushing then to get

13 off, basically realizing| couldn't be much help to him.

14 So said, "Why, what's up?" And he kindof implied that there was a problem.

15 And, you know, part of what I'm piecing together is based on what | now know in

16 retrospectand what I've leaned

7 Q Yeah

18 A Sothat's kind of the part | can give you more exacting.

19 Q Okay. And then about how long leftwas there in the flight when you had

20 this phone call? Were you very close to sort of touching down,orwas this sort of any

21 sense astowhenit occurred?

2 A Probably within 45 minutes of touching down, because, again, | don't think

23 we had WiFi until we were over U.S. land.

2 Q see. Okay. So-

2 A Ithink. But, again, | don't recall specifically, so kind of like with that guy.
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1 from the Attomey General thing. | want to stay out of the guessing business and try to

2 justgive you what | actually remember. So the answer is | don't remember.

3 Q Okay. Did you have access to the President's speech, remarks that he

4 made, while you were on the airplane? Were you able to hear or watch it somehow

5 when he was speakingontheEllipse?

6 A No.

7 Q Allright. Not via television or any - you weren't able to hear or see his

8 speech?

9 A No.

10 Q Okay. That morning before the speech there was a telephone call that the

11 President had with the Vice President in the presence of your wife and other members of

12 the family.

13 Did you ever hear from herorothers anything about the conversation that the

14 President had with Vice President Pence before he leftfor the Ellipse that morning?

15 A No.

16 Q There's been reports about him being very angry with the Vice President,

17 saying, "You're not the man | thought you were when | chose you," "You're a wimp," or,

18 "You're going to wimp out."

19 Did you ever hear from anyone, Mr. Kushner, about anything that was said during

20 that conversation?

2 A No

2 Q Did you ever talk to your wife about it?

23 A Notabout that discussion. You know, just generally, look, it was a pretty.

24 rough dayforher. And, you know, when | got home we were both exhausted from, you

25 know, our respective things. And, again, ourfocus was on the next day and moving
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1 forward and how could we get, you know, a positive statement out the next day and, you

2 know, justa the things we needed tofocus on.

3 So, again, | mean, obviously it was a very, very rough day, and we were just you

4 know, we were in a position where we felt we could try to do something to make things

5 better and that's what we put our efforts towards.

s Q So when you got back it sounds like you went frst home, not to the

7 White House?

5 A Yes

° Q It's been reported and, again, thisis from | forget which of the books but

10 one of the many books that's been written aboutthis. Let's see if| can find it.

n Actually this is in "Betrayal." That you indicated that you would just get in a

12 fightifi go over there, over to the White House, that you expressed that if you went, it

13 would not gowellor you would get ina fight with someone, presumably the President.

1a Is that accurate reporting?

15 A Noi don't believe so. Again, that's ~ I have no recollection of that. And,

16 again, sometimes these book guys, sometimes they do things that are accurate,

17 sometimes they don't. It's you know, youve got to be a it careful with these

18 books

19 Q Yep,that'swhy we ask, and|understand

1) Soit sounds like you went home first and then you got a cal from Leader

21 McCarthy? Is that right?

2 A Yes

2 Q Tell usas best as you can recollect what Leader McCarthy conveyed to you.

24 What did he tell ou was going on that prompted his call?

2 A don't I think what| relayed to you before isprobablythe best recollection
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1 thaveofit. And,again, |could hear in his voice that he really was nervous, and so,

2 obviously, I took that seriously. And, you know, |didn't know if I'd be able to have any

3 impact, but said, you know, it'sbetterto at least try.

4 And so ~ like| said, | turned the shower off, threw on a suit, and, you know, and

5 rushed intothe White Houseas quicklyas|could.

6 Q Yeah. Whatdid he askyoutodo? When you say have an impact, what is

7 itspecifically that he neededyour help with?

8 A I don't recall a specific ask, just anything you could do. Again, | got the

9 sense that, you know, they were they were - you know, they were scared,

10 Q "They" meaning Leader McCarthy and people on the Hill because of the

1 violence?

2 A That he was scared, yes.

13 Q Yeah, understood. | think you indicated earlier that Mr. Herschmann said

14 that they were trying to get the President to issue a statement. Was that part of your

15 initial conversation with Mr. Herschmann?

16 A Ibelieve he said theywere working on a statement. And, again, |

17 don't that's whatI recall roughly. But, again, it’s, like| said, it was a pretty, you know,

18 bang, bang day, and, you know, it was pretty, pretty -- you know, yeah. Sol think that's

19 thebest that recall

20 Q Did Leader McCarthy ask you as well about, "Can we geta statement? Can

21 youhelp geta statement issued?” Was that a subject matter discussed with him during

22 that conversation?

23 A Yeah,Idon't recall

2 Q Did you speak to anyone else about what was going on at the Capitol besides

25 Mr. Herschmann and Leader McCarthy before you arrived at the White House? Your
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1 wife, for example, did you speak to her on the phone before you arrived?

2 A Yes
3 Q Okay. Tell me whatshe conveyed.
a A Basically called her. She seemed pretty, pretty consumed. And basically
5 said, "You want me to come right over?" And, you know, "Secret Service wants me

6 home She said, "No, no, followtheir advice. |think here we've got - you know, I'm
7 doingeverything here that | can."

8 And, you know, and so | kind of heard, obviously, it was a rough day for her. But

9 she, you know, but that's what she said.

10 Q Okay. Did she say anything to you, Mr. Kushner, about trying to get the

11 President toissue a statement or working on a statement?

12 A Not that recall.

13 Q Okay. |think you indicated that you actually composed something and sent

14 itto Mr Scavino. Isthat right? A possible some possible language for a statement?
15 A Yes
16 Q Allright. Let's show — let me show you here exhibit 80. | think this is

17 actually something that you provided to us is in the documents.
18 A Yeah.

19 Q See if this is what you're referring to.

2 So we're showing you here on the screen a text message that you sent to Dan
2 Scavino.

2 And,JI 7 vou can see the time. | believe it's January 6th at - yeah, 3:50 p.m.

23 Is that what it says?

20 I
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1

2 o-
3 Q  Andsoit's 3:50 p.m. Violence. People breached the Capitol around 2

4 oclack. So almost 2 hours into the violence, you're sending Mr. Scavino this.

5 Is thiswhat you recall, Mr. Kushner, as the proposed language for a statement

6 that you sent to Dan Scavino?

7 A Yeah. I wouldnt say proposed language fora statement but just proposal

8 forideasthat felt he would have a chance to get.

9 And, again, | wasn't there. | hadn't spoken to Dan. | didn't know, you know,

10 the President's frame of mind. But, you know, again, if knew that they were working

11 ona statement, | figured | would put some thoughts together to potentially throw into

12 them.

3 Q Okay. Justa couple questions about that.

1a Did anyone ask you to do this? "Hey, could you send us some language or could

15 you~ can you help us with putting something out?"

16 A No.

7 Q Why did you send it to Dan Scavino?

1 A find he's always in the middie of things and | trust him. You know, I felt

19 that he had pretty good judgment in terms of trying to figure out f this was the right tone

20 orthe wrong tone orifTrump would be open to it or not open to it.

2 And so felt ike, you know, he probably was closer to it and somebody who would

22 say, "Hey, we have something great. Throw this in the trash," you know. Whereas,

23 youknow, if | would've sent t to the process or the people they may feel like | had a

24 strong point of view and | was saying this is what it should be based on something else.

2 And so my goal was to get it to Dan thinking that it was just, you know, he would
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1 takeitas just what it was, which was a potential suggestion from somebody sitting in the

2 cheapseats

3 And, you know, again, | wasn't there, so| didn't have direct knowledge into kind

4 of, you know, where or any knowledge as to kind of, you know, what Trump was thinking,

5 what he was saying. And so, you know, | knew that Dan would take it and he would

6 know if it was helpful or not helpful and then, you know, use it accordingly.

7 Q You mentioned Dan would know the right tone or the wrong tone. Were

8 therediscussions going on about the tonethatthis statement should assume or should

9 take? Was there disagreement or some discussion over appropriate tone of a

10 statement on the afternoon of January 6th?

n A ldontknow. | wasn't there.

2 Q Allright. What was in your mind in terms of the appropriate tone when

13 you drafted this proposed -~ when you sent this text to Mr. Scavino?

1a A Idon'trecall. Ijust--again, literally, you know, get off the phone with

15 Eric. I'm thinking there's probably going to be a statement. 1 just, you know, | just

16 thought, like, what could | envision Trump potentially saying at that time that could

17 potentially be helpful. And that's what| put down and | sent t over.

1 But, again, | was in the cheap seats, so it was done super out of context, so | would

19 take itfor what itis, which is just kindof a thought from a guy on an airplane who hadn't

20 sleptin96 hours, you know, throwing itin for consideration without any real

21 understanding of what the actual in-building dynamics were.

2 Q Yeah. Iilnote that Mr. Raskin and Mrs. Luria have joined us now as wel.

2 You mentioned, Mr. Kushner, that this was from the airplane. Do you believe

24 that you composed this for Dan Scavino when you were still on the airplane?

2 A Ibelieve so, but I - again, like said, Im not — I'm not - I'm not certain.
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1 Q Okay. The statement, just to quickly go throught, it says, "l urge" -- and

2 "I" Iassume that this was meant to be a statement from the President himself? Is that

3 right?

4 A Yes.

5 Q  Sowhenitsays, "I" - |, President Trump - "urge all my supporters to do

6 exactlyas 99.9 percent of them have already been doing -- express their passions and

7 opinionspeacefully.

8 “Let me beperfectly clear. Trump supporters have a right to be angry. They

9 have aright to have their voices heard. Especially by a media that considers any

10 gathering of 10 Trump supporters to be a riot, while a hundred nights of fires, looting,

11 and deaths by antifa is always called a ‘peaceful protest.’

2 “But make no mistake -- NO ONE should be using violence or threats of violence to

13 express themselves. Especially at the U.S. Capitol. ~ Let's respect our institutions

14 Letsalldo better.”

15 So tell me what informed your view of mentioning antifa or other rots that had

16 occurred and how thosethingswere characterized. Why was it - did you think that was

17 the right tone for this message?

18 A Idon'tknow. Itwas just what came tome. It's something | thought that

19 might be useful to get him to say something. But | don't recall.
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1

2 [2:44 p.m.)

3 oI
4 Q Okay. Wasit your view that by adding that language about comparing this.

5 toprevious riots and antifa would make it morelikelythat the President would accept

6 thisorwoulduse this?

7 A Idon't recall,

8 Q Okay. This text wassentat340p.m. Is that right? 3:50, excuse me.

9 Again, almost 2 hours after the first rioters had actually breached the Capitol.

10 Do you know, Mr. Kushner, why it had been so long before the President issued a

11 statement such as this?

2 A No.

13 Q Do you remember any discussion of him being resistant to issuing a

14 statement encouraging the riot to stop or people at the Capitol to go home?

15 A No.

16 Q Were you familiar with any difference of opinion about whether or not he

17 should issue such a statement?

18 A No.

19 Q The very first thing the President saidafter the Capitol was breached was to

20 call Mike Pence a coward, essentially tweeting that Mike Pence didn't have the courage

21 todowhat he should have done.

2 Do you recall hearing about that tweet that occurred at | think 2:30-something in

23 the afternoon soon after the breachof the Capitol?

2 A No.

2 Q Was that part of the calculus when you were composing this tweet, what he
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1 hadalready said about Vice President Penceor anything at the Capitol?

2 A don't recall

3 Q Did you ever hear anything at any time, Mr. Kushner, about the President

4 resisting saying something or saying particular things as the riot was going on?

5 A don't recall

6 Q  Didanyone ever convey to you that he was so resistant, not just that day but

7 anyday thereafter?

8 A 1-1--well, any day thereafter is abroader question, but - so how do you

9 wantmetohandle that? That day, | don't recall.

10 Q guess my it's a poorly worded question. I'm wondering ifn the days

11 afterJanuary6th anyone shared -

2 A And you said that; I didn't. | just want to be clear.

13 Q You're exactly right. My question was inartful. | mean, did anyone inform

14 youin the daysafter January 6th, a calmer time not in the middle ofa riot, fill you in on

15 the President potentially being resistant or he wanted to say certain things or not say

16 certain things. Did you hearabout essentiallyreconstructing what occurred any time

17 after January 6th?

18 A Like I said, my focus then went to whatwe could do totryto make the

19 situation better, right? Again, you know, | found that, you know, there's - as you guys

20 are doing now, you're spending time figuring out, you know, what happened.

2 My focus at thetime was less on how we got here and more what can we do

22 better to try to make the situation better.

23 Q Yeah. | understand, Mr. Kushner, that, in the moment, your focus is on

24 what can we do better, but a week later or a month later ora year later, when you're:

25 sitting around talking to your wife or talking to other people who were present in real
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1 time at this very difficult day, did you learn more about discussions with the President

2 about what he would or wouldn't say during the riot?

3 A No.

a Q We have talked to lots of different people who were present in the White

5 House during that afternoon. One of them was General Kellogg, and he indicated that

6 your wife was actually very important in encouraging the President to issue a statement,

7 that he specifically invited her into the conversation because of her potential

8 persuasiveness with him.

9 Did you ever hear about the role that she played in encouraging a statement that

10 would calm the violence at the Capitol, from him, from her, from any source?

1 A No.

2 Q Would that be consistent, Mr. Kushner, in your view, of the role that she

13 would play with respect to things like this with herfather or within the White House?

1a A she'salways - again, like | said, we both had very varied jobs where we had

15 specific things that we were focused on. And then sometimes there would also be

16 things we'd be called in to work on that were not in the range of our portfolio. 0-0

17 the answers maybe.

18 Q Yeah. Did she ever share with you any more about her own interaction

19 with the President with respect to the riots, with respect to what he might say, at any

20 pointafter January 6th?

2 A No.

2 Q Do youknow what encouragement orwhat advice she did give him that

23 afternoon?

2 A No.

2 Q Do youknow what advice anyone specifically gave him in any direction that
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1 afternoon about what he should say or do during the attack on the Capitol?

2 A I wasn't there that day, and so | have no knowledge of that.

3 Q  Youindicated that you gotback to the White House after he had already.

4 tapedastatement that was eventually released, the Rose Garden statement. Am |

5 getting the timing right?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Okay. Sowhat happened -tell me where you went when you got to the

8 White House? Did you go see the President? What did you do immediately upon your

9 return?

10 A Okay. Sothisisto thebest of my recollection. Sol get to the White

11 House, stop by my office firsta few seconds just to kind of, you know, put my stuff down

12 and to, you know, kind of check the polls from the people who | trusted to say what was

13 going on in the building.

1a Then went by the outer Oval. They told me that the President had just filmed a

15 video they were going to put out, and and that | believe, again, that he had then retired

16 forthe day or went up to the residence, asfar as | recall

uv Q Okay. Do you know who was present when he taped this statement in the

18 Rose Garden?

19 A No.

20 Q We've developed information that Mr. Herschmann was with him. Do you

21 know whether or not Mr. Herschmann was there? Did he ever tell you about this?

2 A Idon't know.

23 Q We've developed evidence that Mr. Herschmann actually was critical of the

24 President's fist proposed statement and encouraged him to be stronger, to direct rioters.

25 togo home, which had not been done in the initial remarks.
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1 Do you remember anything about multiple attempts to get this right, the tone, as

2 you said before, getting it right?

3 A Io like said, | wasn't there, so | don't have knowledge of that.

4 Q Yeah. lunderstand. |don't mean to sound redundant. | know you

5 weren't thereatthe time. I'm wondering if any time thereafter Mr. Herschmann told

6 youaboutwhat happened in the Rose Garden, about what happened anytimethat day in

7 the White House, or anyone else?

8 A Yes. Theanswerisno. And, look, our focus after | kind of settled down

9 there was on saying, okay, what can we do to push things forward? And |satwith 1

10 satwith or spoke to Miller about trying to put together some draft remarks for Jan 7

11 that we were going to present to the President to try to say we felt like it was important

12 tofurther call for de-escalation.

13 You know, people in the media at that point were saying, oh, maybe there won't

14 beapeaceful transfer of power. So we thought it was very important to just explicitly

15 say we'd been doing a transfer of power, there will be; and then just a call for

16 nonviolence we thought was very, very important; and also to make sure that the

17 President, you know, strongly condemned the violence that occurred the day before.

18 So those were the three points that we kind of agreed we wanted to try to get

19 polled from the day and made very firmly the next day.

20 Q And did those discussions that you had ~ I think you said that was with

21 Stephen Miller. Did those occur after the joint session had reconvened, later that night?

22 When did those discussions about what he would say on January 7th take place?

23 A Yeah. So, again, | don't recall specifically. It was with Stephen Miller or

24 one of theother guys on the team. ~ Again, | was operating on -- mybatterywas pretty

25 lowatthat point. But ldo recall having discussion with somebody about those being
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1 thepointsthat we want to do. And then | believe | got a draft of some remarks the next

2 day.

3 Q Yeah. Do you remember sticking with January 6th, do you remember

4 speaking on the phone to anyone else besides Leader McCarthy, besidesyour wife and

5 Mr. Herschmann before you arrived at the White House, either before or when you were

6 atthe White House?

7 A Idon't recall

5 Q Anyone else call you or you call anyone else, on the Hill or otherwise?

9 A Its possible, but I don't recall. Not that's memorable. Again, like the

10 reason! changed my day was because of McCarthy. | got that call and that was - that

11 wasimpactful for me.

2 Q  Isee. How about Mr. Meadows, do you remember talking to him and

13 hearing that he was getting calls, texts, encouragement and advice from people?

1a A ldontrecall

15 Q We have obtained from Mr. Meadows himselfa ot of text messages that he

16 was receiving over the course of the afternoon. ~ Did he ever convey to you

17 such-and-such texted or he says/she says we should do this, anything like that?

1 A Idon't recall

19 Q Allright. Do you remember speaking to Donald Trump, Jr,orEric Trump or

20 any other family members about them expressing a view as to what the President should

21 doon January 6th?

2 Aldon

2 Q Do you know whether or not the President wanted to continue prompting

24 Representatives and Senators to object during the joint session evenafter the riot had

25 been dispersed?
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: A ldontrecl
2 Q Do you know whether or not he spoke to Senators or Members of Congress

3 sreeng g?
. A lam notaware.
< Q Okay. Allright. It looks like you spoke to Jason Miller at around 9 p.m. on

6 January th. The int session reconvened at aclock. And then Mr Miller, he
7 indicated that he looped you into a draft statement that he had prepared for the

8 President to give upon the completion of the joint session.

9 Do you remember that discussion with Mr. Miller?

10 A I didn't, but | do recall now havinga discussion with him on that, yes.

u Q Okay. Let's go back to exhibit 3, which are text messages that we obtained
12 from Mark Meadows, and you are part of a group text on that from Mr. Miller on January

13 6th at around9p.m.

Mm I voucon cal upexhibits.
15 Allright. 1 think it might be the one in the middle. Seeif can -- yeah. Okay,

16 50 the second--this is a text message that was sent from Jason Miller, and | apologize

17 thatits hard to read, Mr. Kushner, but is sen
18 A I can read it.

19 Q Okay, good. Meadows to Scavino and to you, and it is 22:01, which is

20 actually 10:01 p.m. And it just says: Chief, Jared, Dan -- below find an approved

2a statement from the President to go out right as they are finalizing the votes, which we are

22 expecting tobe 3am, though with some Members caving it could happen earlier.
23 Mrs. Trump has also signed off. Nobody but the four of us have heard this statement.

24 Regarding top logistics, this likely should come from the White House, but it has to be

25 readyto go out as they are starting the final vote, and I'll background that a statement
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1 will be coming at the time of the vote.

2 And then the statement itself reads: ~ Even though|totally disagree with the

3 outcomeofthe election and the facts bear me out, | have always said we would continue

4 ourfight to ensure that only legal votes were counted. Nevertheless, there will be an

5 orderly transition on January 20th. While this represents the endof the greatest first

6 term in Presidential history, it's only the beginning of our fight to Make America Great

7 Again

8 What was your involvement, if any, Mr. Kushner, in getting the language drafted

9 and approved by the President?

10 A Idon't recall if | had one.

u Q Did youtalk to Mr. Miller or othersaboutthe specific words that would be

12 partof this first statement after January 6th?

13 A Ireally don't recall.

1 Q Okay. Do you remember talking to the President about the issuance ofa

15 statement and what, if anything, he should say?

16 A Idon't recall,

uv Q  Youindicated that you thought it should be posted to Facebook because his

18 Twitter account had been suspended. Do you remember any discussion about how it

19 would be posted or conveyed?

20 A No.

2 Q Did you have any involvement, Mr. Kushner, in trying to restore the

22 President's social media presence after he was - his account was delisted from Twitter?

23 A Idon't recall,

2 Q There's beenreporting that you intervened when other officials tried to

25 restore the President's presence on sites that are often havens for extremists, such as
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1 Gab, following the unprecedented ban that he had gotten from several major platforms.

2 Do you remember discouraging putting the President's statements on Gab or

3 othersites that were havens for extremists?

a A 1-1-1dont recall

5 Q Anything else that you recall about January6th that | haven't asked you,

6 anything else, any conversation, any memory, anything that might be helpful?

7 A You covered it pretty well. Pretty completely, as far as recall, yes.

8 IE. ct soc, am certain that others will have additional questions.

9 Let me stop and ask, Mr. Aguilar, it looks like you've come off of mute. Please go

10 ahead.

1 Mr. Aguilar. Yes. Thanks, Il}

2 Thanks, Mr. Kushner. When you went home. You came back. You dropped

13 yourstuffat your office. Then you went to the outer Oval, and you were told that the

14 President had just filmed the video and retired for the evening.

15 That's fair, correct?

16 Mr. Kushner. That's my recollection.

FY Mr. Aguilar, Who was in that outer Oval when you arrived?

1 Mr. Kushner. | don't recall.

19 Mr. Aguilar. That's fine. Thank you.

20 Thanks,[Ill

2 EE. hori, Mr. Aguiar
2 Ms. Cheneyorany other members? Ms. Luria?

23 Ms. Cheney. Thanksll I've gota question.

2 1 just wanted to make sure that | understood. Jared, so your response to us is

25 that you have had no conversations with Ivanka about her discussions with her father on
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1 thatday?

2 Mr. Kushner. Yes.

3 Ms. Cheney. No conversations?

4 Mr. Kushner. Yes.

5 Ms. Cheney. And, when you landed or when you first heard about the violence,

6 youdidcallher. Is that right?

7 Mr. Kushner. Yes.

8 Ms. Cheney. Andyourdetermination was that you would go home because the

9 Secret Service was asking you to go home?

10 Mr. Kushner. ~The Secret Service was asking me to go home. And | asked her,

11 doyouwant me to try to come to the White House to help? And she said: No need.

2 Ms. Cheney. Al right. Do you I want to go back for just a moment. | know.

13 others will want to come back to this. | just want to gobackfor a minute to the

14 question about Pat Cipollone andhisthreats to resign and your characterization that that

15 had happenedanumberof times.

16 And | was struckby that, and | just wonder if it was a practice of yours to disregard

17 the legal advice that he was providing?

18 Mr. Kushner. No, it wasnot.

19 Ms. Cheney. And so, when he threatened to resign, that didn't cause you to ask

20 him why he was threatening? It didn't cause you to take it seriously?

2 Mr. Kushner. No.

2 Ms. Cheney. So he's the White House counsel, and you're not disregarding his

23 legal advice, you're just disregarding a threat to resign?

2 Mr. Kushner, ~ He wasn't giving me legal advice. | wasn't disregarding legal

25 advice he was giving me. He wasn't giving me legal advice. I'm not following your
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1 question Liz.

2 Ms. Cheney. Sot would seem significant if there were activities underway and

3 the White House counsel was so concerned about those activities that he was threatening

4 resignation. Did you not see that as significant?

5 Mr. Kushner. Look. ~ Again, like |said, | my view s, if you have a problem,

6 then leave; if you don'thave a problem, then go in and fight and fixit. And then, if you

7 havea point of view, like people are allowed to have different points of view, and if you

8 want tofight for your point of view, go fight for your point of view.

9 But coming to me, knowing that I'm not a legal expert and coming to complain is

10 not-it's not exactly like a it's not an outcome that's going to lead to a change, right?

u So, again, if you have a strong legal point of view, then go try to, you know, fight

12 tohave your point of view adopted. And if you don't like it then you can resign, right,

13 again, if you really feel strongly. But the whole notion of just threatening and doing all

14 those things, like it almost feels like - in my point of view, it felt more like - it just yeah.

15 That'swhat I'm saying. So

16 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. It felt more ike?

7 Mr. Kushner, My point is if like | said, coming to me and whining is not, in my

18 mind like, we're in the White House, right? So these are serious issues we're dealing

19 withallthe time. Ifyou have an issue, then gomakeyour argument. Andifyou feel

20 like something has crossed the line, then leave.

2 He ended up not resigning. ~ So, at the endof the day, you know, clearly nothing

22 crossed his line or else he would have done that, right? So —as far as| know.

23 Ms. Cheney. Did you make it a practice to ignore the legal advice of Pat Philbin?

2 Mr. Kushner. | don't think | made it a practice to ignore. So the answer is no.

2 Ms. Cheney. Did you disregard the legal advice of the DepartmentofJustice?
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1 Mr. Kushner, Not asfar as | know.

2 Ms. Cheney. And, in terms of Mr. Herschmann and what Mr. Herschmann said

3 toyou precisely, going back now to January 6th, can you tell us precisely, as best as you

4 can recall, what he said to you when he got in touch with you on January 6th?

5 Mr. Kushner. | think what | repeated earlier is as precisely as | remember it.

6 Ms. Cheney. Do you believetheelection was stolen?

7 Mr. Kushner. ~ Look, I'm here as a fact witness, and I'm here to provide my

8 opinion on facts, and | think I've done, hopefully, an extensive jobto do that

9 Ms. Cheney. So whether the election was stolen or not, itisa fact. I'm just

10 wondering about your opinion on that. Doyouthink it was stolen?

1 Mr. Kushner, Well, Liz, that means a lotofdifferent things to different people,

12 right? Sowhatl believe is that therewas a lot of traditions that were tifled with, and

13 there'sa lot of people who have a ot of points of view, but | believe that right now Joe

14 Bidenis the President, and | conducted -- worked very closely with his team to conduct a

15 peaceful transfer of power and work on a transition. And so, you know, we worked to

16 follow, you know, the system as itwas set out to be.

7 Ms. Cheney. Do you think that the violence on January 6th at the Capitol was

18 justified?

19 Mr. Kushner. No.

0 Ms. Cheney. Do you agree with President Trump when he says that the

21 insurrection was on November 3rd and that November 6th - January 6th was justified?

2 Mr. Kushner, I'm not familia with that statement. ~ And what | would say is

23 that, again, like one of my favorite quotes describing Trump after the '16 election was

24 when forget the journalist, but she said that the media took Trump literally but not

25 seriously, and the voters took him seriously but not literally.
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1 And, you know,| believe what he i saying generally is that he feels like there was

2 alotof atleast my it's my interpretation, but i’ his statement, Li, so let's let him do

3 it. Again, I've come here voluntarily. I've tried to bevery cooperative. You know, |

4 haven't been averse to the committee. And so my sense Is, you know, his statements

5 are his statements. And I'm here to provide, you know, fact testimony on the things

6 thatlwasinvolvedin, and I've tried to be very constructive in that regard.

7 Ms. Cheney. No, we appreciate that. And I do think, you know, one of the

8 things that the committee has learned is the extent to which the President's supporters

9 actually took him literally and the extent to which people who caused violence at the

10 Capitol on January 6th have testified on video, have explainedthat they came because he

11 toldthemto.

2 And so | think, you know, it's important that, you know, whoever that journalist

13 was and whatever that quote was doesn't actually accurately capture what happened and

14 whatinspired the people who came to the Capitol and who attacked the Capitol that day.

15 Do you believe, Jared, that the President has an obligation to ensure a peaceful

16 transfer of power?

FY Mr. Kushner. Yes.

1 Ms. Cheney. And do youthink the President has an obligation to defend all

19 three branchesofour government?

1) Mr. Kushner, | believe so.

2 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

2 I.«ushrer, ust have a couple more things in the post January

23 6th. | propose we take another S minutes or so, let me finish that, and then we'll take a

2 wen ssammoJoesowners
25 few things. We're going totryvery hard to meet the deadline we gave you earlier.
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1 Make sense?

2 Mr. Kushner. Four o'clock deadline?

5 EEE reco deiineves
a Mr. Kushner. You can do better. Let'sgo. Let's stick to the 4 o'clock one,

5 okay?

¢ EE vosecoriotsnewitmeorsnoher Soris 10 miis well
I
8 Mr. Kushner. Go ahead.

10 Q  Solwantto tum your attention to January 7th. Did you have a role in

51 cofing resident Team remarks the day fer he fot he Cool, Januar 72
u Ave
13 Q What role did you play?

" A eotodat. beteel pve edad, and worked with he eam fo et
15 to where we felt it should be.

16 Q Who else was part of that team?

w A tdontreal
18 Q Was Mr. Miller, Stephen Miller involved in that?

" A Mostly, but, agi, fe 15 thos dapsreal ae hry. don
0 ol
21 Q Okay. Well, let me show you an exhibit. It's No. 17. It's on this precise

23 So the top of this is an email from Charlton Boyd — excuse me, from you to

28 Charon Boy tht dated nary Ta 7 floc, buts forwardinga message rom
25 StephenMiller to you and to Mark Meadows, which includes the remarks as drafted 1/7.
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1 And if you scroll down,Jl vou see that the remark drafted part of the exhibit,

2 yes

3 Sois this the draft, Mr. Kushner,that you recall you worked on?

a A Again,| don't recall specifically, but it feels like it ves.

5 Q Okay. Ittalks about thetransferof power, condemning the violence, and

6 it's datedactually at the top remarks 1/7.

7 Again, do you remember how, i at all, you shaped the remarks, things that you

8 thought were particularly important to include in the January 7th remarks?

9 A I'msorry, repeat the question.

10 Q Do you remember personally advocating for particular words or a particular

11 message being included in the January 7th remarks?

2 A Idon't recall

13 Q Wasthere a particular point or tone that you personally thought was

14 appropriate that you contributed to the discussion?

15 A Yeah. Like said earlier, there were three points that| fet like it was

16 important to make.

7 Q Yes

1 A Number one is condemningthe violence that occurred the day before. You

19 know, number two was making sure that calls for nomoreviolence so that nobody could

20 have any illusions that Trump wanted violence and just to be unambiguous about that.

21 And then number three was to say that there will be a peaceful transfer of power.

2 Sol felt like those would address the three fears that people had in the wake of

3 Jane.

2 Q  lunderstand. Let me turn you now to exhibit 18. This is a document we

25 obtained from the National Archives, and it looks to be a marked-up version of the
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1 remarks thatwere givenon January7th

2 First of all, let me ask if you recognize the handwriting here on this document?

3 A Yes.

4 Q  Whoseisit?

5 A Itlooks like President Trump's.

6 Q Okay. And that's consistent with what we've heard fromother witnesses.

7 Doyou remember discussing with him his desire? You very specifically remembered the

8 three points that you thought were appropriate.

° Do you remember getting his perspective on those three points or others that

10 should be part of the January 7th speech?

u A Idon't recall,

2 Q Do you remember any discussion with him about the speech that he was

13 going to provideorthe statement he was going to provide on January 7th?

1a A Idon't recall,

5 Q  Itlooks like here that he crossed out that he was directing the Department

16 of Justice to ensure all lawbreakers are prosecuted to the fullest extentofthe law: We

17 must send a clear message, not with mercy but with justice. Legal consequences must

18 be swift and firm

19 Do you know why he wanted that crossed out?

20 A Idon't know.

2 Q Okay. And he also has crossed out: |want to be very clear, you do not

22 representme. You do not represent our movement.

23 Do you know why he crossed that language out of the statement?

2 A Idon't know.

2 Q Okay. Allright. So, again, no discussion with him that you recall about
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1 tone, words to be used on January 7th?

2 A Notspecifically. But Il just say, as a general practice, we'd give him - we'd

3 give hima proposal, and he would always make it his own. And there - sometimes

4 there would be things he wouldn't want to say. ~ Sometimes there would be things that

didn't sound - ike, you know, he always had a very particular style.

6 So it was very rare that we'd give him a speech and he would just say it. So he'd

7 always make marks and changes for how he felt for how he felt it would — it should go.

8 Q Yeah. Did youtalk to him on January 7th, either in person orby phone?

9 A Yes

10 Q What did he say about what had happened at the Capitol?

n A don't recall specifically. | -again, what | do recalls, obviously, there was

12 a sentiment of -ofkind of disappointment that — that ~ that there had been violence,

13 and that's - you know, | think | felt that, and | think he felt that, but that's roughly what

14 recall

15 Q Did he express any sadness, any emotion about what had occurred?

16 A Again, | don't recall specifically, but that's the general sentiment| recall.

FY Q think you said disappointment in what had occurred, that was the

18 sentiment you recall?

19 A Sadness, disappointment. It was ~ like | said, nobody expected violence, as

20 faras know, and I'm pretty confident he did not expect violence either. And, obviously,

21 the violence and what was ensuing from itwas just awful. So --

2 Q Anything else that you recall him saying, generally, not specific words, but

23 general thoughts or sentiments expressed?

2 A No.

2 Q Okay. Didit change in any way his opinions about the election or his
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1 rhetoric about the election? Was there anydiscussion about whether he should or

2 should not continue to talk about the election?

3 A don't recall

4 Q Did you at that point, Mr. Kushner, did you have a concern about going back

5 tothis breach between the President and the Vice President that was then still very much

6 in existence and take any steps to try to repair that breach?

7 A Yes

8 Q Tellus what you did in the wake of that breachbetween those two men.

9 A soll give you kind ofa te bit more broad here, and then I'm sure you'll

10 drill down for whateveryou're looking for. But, basically, | - Mike and | had always.

11 gottenalongwell. havealot of respect for him, | always have. And it felt like it ~ you

12 know, they had a lot of good years together in terms of doing it.

13 It felt like it was being reported that they weren't speaking. You know, | went

14 to-tothe Vice President to kind of see ~first ofall, called him just to check in on him.

15 know it was a dangerous situation he was in and wanted to make sure that he was okay

16 andhisfamilywasokay. And --

7 Q I'msorry, Mr. Kushner, to interrupt you. ~ Did that occur on January 7th or

18 thereafter, not on the afternoon of January 6th?

19 A Ibelieve thereafter, yeah.

0 Q Okay. I'msorrytointerruptyou. |just wanted to be clear on the

21 timeframe for that outreach.

2 A don't remember - and, again, | could be looping things together, so you'll

23 take this for whatitis. But, roughly, you know, went to see him | believe with me wife

24 or she went - I can't remember specifically,but just to check in, see, you know, how he

25 was doing, and then also to see if he would be open to ustryingto kind of get him
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1 together with the President.

2 I think Ivanka then spoke toherfather and basically said: | think t's very

3 important that, you know, you guys, you know, st together and talk.

4 And and then — and and he agreed to do it. ~ And we basically set up a time

5 where we put them together in a room, just the two of them. Andthenthat was really

6 theendofthat.

7 Q Okay. When you went to see Vice President Pence, did he express

8 any did he express anything? What did he say aboutthe ongoing breach that he had

9 with the President?

10 A He basically ~ when | asked him if he'd be open to havinga discussion, he

11 said he was more thanhappyto do it.

2 Q Yeah. Iunderstand he was open going forward to a meeting, but what did

13 hesay about what had occurred on January 6th?

1a A We didn't really discuss that, as far as | recall.

5 Q Was he frustrated at what had occurred, what the President had said or

16 done or not saidor doneonthat day?

1” A Ifhe was, he didn't mention it to me.

18 Q Did he express any frustration at all with President Trump during that

19 conversation?

20 A Not that recall

2 Q Did he confirm that there was, in fact, a breach ora distance ora conflict

22 between the two men?

23 A Ididn'taskasa question. That was my operating assumption going in.

2 Q Okay. What, if anything, do you recall him saying, again, not literally, but

25 generally thoughts or views expressed during thatmeeting that you had with him?
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1 A I recall my outcome, which was | went and trying to see if he would be open

2 tomeeting with the President, and | recall him saying he was.

3 Q Okay. Did you have a similar conversation yourself, Mr. Kushner, with

4 President Trump or was that something that your wife did?

5 A Mywife did that one,

6 Q So you didn't meet with President Trump before he - you helped put

7 togethera meeting with him and Vice President Pence?

8 A Idon't recall. |don'tthinkso.

9 Q Do you ever recall -

10 A It'spossible. Again, like |said, i's possible.

u a okay.

2 A I don't recall specifically, but 1

13 Q Yeah. Do yourecall evertalkingtoPresident Trump about his

1a disappointment or frustration with the Vice President in termsof what happened on

15 January 6th at any time?

16 A I don't recall specifically.

uv Q Did you everhear him disparage Vice President Trump - Vice President

18 Pence or say, much ike he has said in tweets or said to others, he didn't do the right

19 thing, he didn't have the courage, hewasn't the man that he thought he was 4 years ago?

20 Did youeverhearhimto yousay anything like that?

2 A Not that recall

2 Q What happened during the meeting between those two? Was it the two of

23 them alone or were you present when they had a meeting?

2 A No. Two of them alone.

2 Q Where didit occur?
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1 A InOvalorintheother room. All | knowis weset a timeforPence to go

2 over to the -- to see the President. He was either in his study or the Oval, but, again, |

3 dontreaal
4 Q Okay. And about how longafter January 6th did that occur?

$ A I don't recall.

. Q Allright. Do you know whether theyve talked since the end of the
7 administration?

8 A I don't know.

9 Q It's been reported that they have not had any contact since January 20th of

10 2021. Do you know whether or not that's accurate?

u A tdontinow
12 Q Have you heard the President say anything about theVice President since

13 leaving office?

“ A Ne
15 Q Did you talk to the President after the Vice President's speech at the

16 Federalist Society, where he declared the President was wrong about his authority on

varyem
18 A I don't recall. No, I did not.

19 Allright. Let me call your attention --

0 IL Rockin, sceyoucomingoffmute. you want to jumpin
2 now lcanston
2 Wr.Raskin, Thank you.
23 Mr. Kushner, | got a couple of questions about the immediate aftermath of

2 January 6th, when you registered your disappointment and your disapproval of the

25 violence. I'm wondering whether you and your wife have registered similar disapproval
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1 before when violence broke out at the MAGA marches of in the violence surrounding

2 what took place at the Michigan State Capitol or that plot to kidnap and execute

3 Governor Whitmer.

4 There were a lot of violent episodes, including the one in Texas, where some

5 supporters of then-President Trump surrounded a bus of Biden supporters and nearly ran

6 itoffthe road.

7 Had you expressedyour opposition to that violence andyour concern about it,

8 and you asked then-President Trump to speak out about it before?

9 Mr. Kushner. Look. We were always against violence. ~ You know, again,

10 politicsis you know, we got into it, didn't realize what a nasty profession it was, but

11 always - again, | do think you do know me and you know what | worked for in

12 Washington.

13 1 was alwaysfor trying to resolve differences by doing listening and meeting and

14 understanding and, obviously, have always condoned violence in every way, shape and

15 form,

16 Mr. Raskin. Condemned violence, not condoned it.

7 Mr. Kushner, Condemned. Sorry about that. Yes. Thank you for that,

18 Congressman.

19 Mr. Raskin. ~ But | mean, in this instance, you felt it was important to have the

20 President speak out about it, right? And I'm just wondering whether you had ever urged

21 himto speak out aboutviolence before.

2 Mr. Kushner, | don't recall.

23 Mr. Raskin. Did you have a concern in August of 2017, when then-President

24 Trump had identified very fine people on both sides when the neo-Nazis and extreme

25 right gathered in Charlottesville, Virginia?
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1 Mr. Kushner. Specifically, concern about what?

2 Mr. Raskin. Well, about his statement that there were very fine people on both

3 sides, which was a controversial statement by the President of the United States which

4 caused alotof consternation in the country.

5 Had you spoken to him at that point aboutbeing clear about violence and fascism

6 inthe streets?

7 Mr. Kushner. Yes. | actually was away during that time, but and if you saw

8 the video, you'd see that the gentleman who was leading that march said some pretty

9 nasty things about me and my religion.

10 So don't think Trump was being supportive of him. |think he was -~ my

11 understanding of that situation was that he was talking about the statue debate, you

12 know, people who want to tear down statues and people not. And| think that's whatI

13 understood it to, but, again, it's not an issue | spent a tonoftime on and --

14 Mr. Raskin. | know that your faith is very important to you, and your nuclear

15 family is deeply religious. What was your response,either on the dayof January6th or

16 afterwards, to all of the disclosures about the presence of neo-Nazi groups, Aryan Nation,

17 the QAnon networks, the Proud Boys, the Oath Keepers and so on? Did you have any

18 discussion with your father-in-law about that?

19 Mr. Kushner. No.

0 Mr. Raskin. And let me just, in terms of how you were putting together the

21 events of January 6th, did you see the eruption of this violent insurrection which shut

22 down the counting of electoral college votes as something that was just coincidental with

23 theinside political moves that were beingmadeagainst Vice President Pence to try to get

24 him to reject electoral college votes?

2 Mr. Kushner, Yes. So, again, your question presumes a bunch of things that I'm
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1 notsure | want to stipulate to one way or the other. ~ Again, there's a lot of technical

2 definitions and --

3 Mr. Raskin. Yes.

4 Mr. Kushner. ~ Again, | wasn't there, you know, that day. But what |will just say

5 is, again, |did not anticipate that there would be violence. | am fairly confident that the.

6 people | worked with did not anticipate that there would be violence that day. And

7 what happened that day obviously was very, very terrible.

8 Mr.Raskin. Okay. |appreciate that, and I yield back.

9 Mr. Kushner. Thank you.

© oI
n Q Justa couple more things before we take our break, Mr. Kushner. want to

12 showyou exhibit 29.

13 A You're running out of time before 4 o'clock, though.

1 Q We'redoing the best we can.

15 A Goahead.

16 Q  Thisis it looks like something that you sent, Mr. Kushner, on January 13th,

17 aweekafter January 6th. Itlooks like another draft tweet or statement. Itsays: In

18 light of reports of more demonstrations, | urge that there must be no violence, no

19 lawbreaking and no vandalism of any kind. That is not what I stand for, and it is not

20 what America stands for. |call on all Americans to help easetensions and calm

21 tempers. Thank you.

2 What prompted you to either draft or send this to Dan Scavino, Cassidy

23 Dumbauld?

2 A Idon't recall

25 Q Was thereanydiscussionaboutadditional, potentialadditional
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1 demonstrations? Itsays: In light of reports of more demonstrations, and the

2 President needing to say something to prevent violence.

3 A Yeah. And look, you know, sometimes you overreact to what the media is

4 saying butit could have just been — again, | don't recall specifically. ~ So like with your

5 AG guy,| don't want to speculate. Again, | don't recall.

6 Q Okay. Soyou don't remember anything aboutwho asked you to do this or

7 whether this was unprompted or what precipitated it?

8 A Idon't recall,

9 Q Okay. There's been reporting that, on Saturday, January 16th, there was

10 there was a meeting on the subject of pardons, including some pardons for people that

11 hada role in the attack on the Capitol.

2 Do you remember any discussion about the possibility of pardons related to

13 January 6th?

1a A Notspecifically. | remember it was a concept that like floated around, but

15 itnever made it to what | would call serious discussion level.

16 Q What wasyour view on the prospect of pardons connected to activity that

17 occurred on or around January 6th?

18 A There was never like a as far as | was aware, | was never aware of a specific

19 proposal to be considered.

20 Q  Yousaid that there was discussion of it, however?

21 A Chatter more than discussion. Again, | don't recall being in any discussion.

22 And,again, there was never a proposal that was presentedfor consideration.

23 Q Did youever discuss that possibility with the President?

2 A No, not that recall.

2 Q It sounds like you were personally involved in pardon discussions broadly
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1 toward the endof the administration. Is that right?

2 A Yes

3 Q  Andin the contextofthose discussions, did you evertalk to the President

4 about pardons, for example, of Members of Congress who spoke at the Ellipse or were

5 involved in efforts to challenge the results of the election?

6 A No.

7 Q Did you ever talk to him about pardons of people who were criminally

8 charged with trespass or other offenses at the Capitol?

9 A Again, the cases of pardons that we got done are the ones that 1 - you know,

10 again, you have a lot of people who are overcharged for drug crimes. You have, you

11 know, a whole bunch of different cases that we ended up issuing, but, again, | don't know

12 ifany of them also had a charge in there that relates to that.

13 But if you're talking specifically with people on Jan 6 --

14 Q Yes

15 A 1 don't recall any specific cases being raised to our attention for serious

16 consideration,

7 Q Okay. Doyou remember any discussion with the President about a

18 possible self-pardon or pardon of himself for anything?

19 A No.

0 Q Did that ever come up? Was there chatter about such a thing?

2 A Itwas the type of thing that, you know, again, it was a hot media — but

22 never, you know, pursued.

23 Q  I'msorry. You were breaking upjusta litle bit, Mr. Kushner. It sounds

24 like there was clatter, but it wasn't seriously pursued. Is that what you said?

2 A There wasa lot of chatter in the media about it, but it was never something
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1 thatthe sort ofthing thatI recall - that | recall making ittoany of our meetings.

2 Q  Isee. Okay. Were you~ did you have any conversations with him about

3 people that resignedas a result of January 6th, either Cabinet officials or White House

4 officals?

5 A Not that! recall

6 Q Did he ever express a perspective about disappointment or frustration that

7 people like Secretary Chao, Secretary DeVos, or some of the people like Matt Pottinger,

8 who worked at the White House wha resigned specifically citing his activity or inactivity

9 on January 6th?

10 A Idon't recall

1 Q Were you ever involved in anydiscussion of the possible invocationofthe

12 25th Amendment?

13 A No.

1a Q Are you familiar with what the 25th Amendment is?

15 A Yes

16 Q Okay. And did that - was that an issue that waseverdiscussed with you

17 inside the White House?

1 A Nobody raised it with me, as far as know, as far as | recall

19 Q Okay. Alright. And then the last thing | want to show you, the last

20 exhibitisNo.19. Show you thisis an email that if you go it looks ike i's something

21 that came from - if you go all the way to the bottom, was an email that was sent to Paul

22 Gigotat The Wall Street Journal from Steve Kramer that got forwarded up to —got sent to

23 you, and you then forward it to Mark Meadows and Jason Miller, saying, "This sa cold

24 email" and essentially is calling on the Wall Street Journal to retract an editorial where

25 they said thatPresident Trump had betrayed his oath and should resign.
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1 Do you remember any discussion about The Wall Street Journal's editorial

2 encouraging the President or saying the President betrayed his oath and should resign

3 andany pushback against that from the White House?

4 A Yeah. Idon't recall the editorial. Again, when saw this email, as it was

5 done, again, it's ~ it just had a — we were trying to get our hands around a lot of factual

6 things at the time, and it just had an interesting TikTok, that, again, you know, you get a

7 lotof these random emails.

8 Some of these people are crazy. Some of them, you know, make good points.

9 So,again, | read some of them. | delete a lot of them. But this one | sent to | guess

10 some of these guys here just so that they had the TikTok this guy laid out, you know, with

11 regards to Muriel Bowser telling the Guard to step down. Again, | don't know - there

12 was, you know,debates on, you know, did the House secure themselves correctly?

13 Again, was there - did the — you know, did Trump's words - were they breaking into the

14 Capitol before his speech concluded?

15 So there was justa lot of factual things that we were trying to get our hands

16 aroundat the time in the aftermath, and this seemed to have a timeline. | didn't accept

17 itasfact. just kind of accepted it as these are just points to share, to let whoever is

18 looking at investigating these things investigate to try to get our arms around what

19 happened,

0 Q Ise. Soyou're forwarding there's a number of bullet points in the letter

21 toMr.Gigot with facts. And to be fair, this is in the middle of the impeachment trial.

2 Was it, in your view, relevant to the President's defense in the impeachment that

23 wasgoingon?

2 A Possibly, yeah. Like I said,ifyou hadn't if you hadn't sent this to me, |

25 wouldn't have remembered it, as well as a lot of the emails | produced for you. Had |
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1 not come back and looked at them, | wouldn't have remembered these things, so
2 Q understand. It looks like you forwarded it first to Mark Meadows and
3 Jason Miller and then subsequently to Eric Herschmann, Pat Cipollone, and Kayleigh
4 Gilmartin, Kayleigh McEnany.

s A ves
6 Q Any recollection of that beyond what you sad? It was ust getting the facts
7 infront of those people?
8 A ves
os EEL oo. tet mesionondse rs, Cheney, stn,
10 anyone has any questions about the subjects that I've covered. Mr. Aguilar? Any
11 members have any questions?

1 okay. if not, let me see if[NNNJN =~000 - ves, so shea.

N o
1 Q Did President Trump discuss with you the possibility of any pardons for any
15 members of his own family?
16 A No.
w Q And know that Mr. Heaphy asked you this before, but | wasn't sure f |
18 totally understood your answer. Did you have any conversations at all with the
19 President about the possibilty of the President pardoning himself?
0 A Himself? No
n Q Did you haveconversationswith anybody in the White Housestaff about the
22 possibiltyofthe President pardoning himself?
5 A Notthat! recall
2 Q Did you have any conversationswith the President about the possibilty of
25 him giving pardon to the White House staf, broadly?
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1 A Notthat! recall

2 Q Did you have any conversations with the President about the possibilty of
3 him giving a pardon for Congressman Matt Gaetz?

a A Notthat! recall

5 Q Did you have any conversations with anybody about the possibiltyofthe
6 President giving a pardon to Congressman Matt Gaetz?

7 A Notthat! recall

so EEE Wee

10 Q Yes. Just tofollow up on that, were there any discussions about pardoning
11 Membersof Congress that you're familiar with?

2 A Notthat! recall

3 Q Okay. And specifically, its been reported that there were discussions
14 about Congressman Brooks, Gosar, and Biggs. Do you recall any of that?

15 A Mo.

16 Q Allright. And to gobacktoJanuary 6th, you mentionedacal that you had
17 with Leader McCarthy. When you spoke to Leader McCarthy, did he say whether he had

18 spoken with the President at that point?

1 A dont recall
20 Q Did you ever find out that Leader McCarthydid speak with the President that

2 aftemoon?
2 A ldontrecall

2 a [EEosc:vou whether you had spoken with any Members of

24 Congress on January 6th, but it sounds like you're familiar with Mr. Josh Holmes on

25 Leader McConnell's staff. Did you everspeakwith him, that you remember?
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1 A Idontrecall

2 Q How about there's a person named and | may get this wrong, but

3 Mr. Falcicchio, somebody whois associated with Mayor Bowser or Mayor Bowser's office

a Did you speak with anybody in Mayor Bowsers office that day?

5 A Ithinkso, actually, yes.

s Q Okay. Tellme about that

7 A And, again, I'm trying to have my recollection. | may have had somebody.

8 reach out asking for help with National Guard authorization, and I think | got a message

9 maybe on my government phone, a message from him saying: Please call.

10 Sol think | called and | got ~ he said: We need some help with National Guard.

n 1 called Meadows, or|messaged Meadows. And, basically, Meadows said: |

12 thinkwe've already authorized that.

3 And so called back and said: | believe it's already been done.

1a So, yeah, | think thatwaswhen | was in the car ride home. So yeah. And again,

15 Idon't remember if his name was Falcicchio or I think it was maybe the chief of staff or

16 somebody in her office who | had met along the way.

7 Q You said you may have gotten that call n the car ride home. ls that the car

18 ride home from Andrews to your home?

19 A Yes

2 Q Did you takeany action with respect to authorizing the National Guard or

21 doing anything with respect to the National Guard other than what you just mentioned

2 with respect to Mr. Meadows?

2 A just remember, again, if you get a ca lie that from the mayor and you or

24 from the mayor's team and you know that obviously what's happening is happening to

25 the degree thatI had knowledge of i, you know, you act on it.
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1 S01was able — I believeand,again,I'm doingthisoff of my recollection. 1

2 believe | got in touch with Meadows, and recall him telling me it had already been

3 authorized. And sol believe| relayed that back.

a Q Did you speak with any other agencies? And I'l just name a few - the

5 Department of Justice, FBI, Homeland Security, or anywhere else at DOD - about

6 responding to the attack on the Capitol that afternoon?

7 A Idon'trecall. 1don'tthinkso,but don't recall

5 Q There'sa number I'm interested in, and| assume you'renot going to know a

9 phone number off the topofyour head, but if you're able, would you bewilling to look in

10 your phone to see f you have a contact fora number Il give you?

n A sure.

12 a okay. vs

13 A Hold on one second. [Ill

1 o EE
15 A Okay.

16 Q Doyou have a contact or know who that is?

7 A Yes

1 a Whoisit?

19 A It's my friend Ken Carson.

1) Q Okay. And did you speak to Mr. Carson about what was happening on the

21 Gthand, if so, was it relevant at all to your understanding and the actions that you took in

2 the White House that day?

2 A dont recall

2 1 think you guys froze.

2 Q Did Mr. Carson have any role I'm sorry?
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1 A think you guys froze. Sorry. Go ahead.

2 Q [I'msorry. Can you hear us now?

s A Yeah
. Did he do anything to assist with th response that day?
5 A Notthatlrecall. Again, Ken's somebody I'dcall just to get kind of general

© purspective, ant staat fine wh 55, yeah, no hat recall,
7 Q Okay. A personal friend, not somebody who worked in the administration

8 or on the campaign?

s A No
© ere
u BE cen Were song to goto vou,J bu coves have
12 anything on these issues on which you want to follow up? No? All right. Then why

13 don't we take a break now, just a few minutes.

1 Mr. Kushner, Mr. Benson, what do you think, 5, 10 minutes? Geta comfort
15 break here, and then we'll resume at maybe 3:45. It's 3:36 now. Does that work?

I" Mr. Kushner, Lets doit. 3:45. You gos will ave 15 minutes to wrap up
uv IE ces. we vilsce youthen. Thankyou.
18 Mr. Kushner. See you then. Thanks.

19 [Recess.]
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1

2 [345pm]

3 I cient Thanks, Mr Kushner. We're sticking to our 6 p.m.

PR————————————CC —
5 additional questions.
5 Mr. Kushner, 4pm. 4p.m. Dont been so unambitious. You're being too

7 Washington. Youre setting low expectations. | don'tlike it. It's very disrespectful

5 I i tell vou, if we can blow through these questions in 14 minutes, it

9 will probably be the accomplishment of my Ife. And | promise to be very efficient and

10 asmuchsoas possible.
1 1 will say ths is probably where you get to show off your fact witness skills

12 because we are about to go nto the nitty-gritty of probably some of the more boring, less

13 sexy things, which is why they always save me for last.
1 Mr. Kushner, believe inyou. Let's doit.

I" o
16 Q Thankyou. Allright, with that vote of confidence, we'l turn to exhibit 58.
7 50.0neofthe things that we wanted to talk with you about i several witnesses.

18 told us that one of the important roles that you served for the campaign was negotiating
19 with the RNC regarding the allocation percentages.
20 1 believe this would have been in reference to the joint fundraising agreement

21 between I'm going to call t DITFP, DonaldJ. Trump for President, for short, just in the
20 interestof time, if that's okay. And then we usually refer it to as TMAGAC for short

23 Sol just thought abbreviations might help.

2 Are we good?
2 A Yeah, sorry. Goahead. SoTMAGAC, right?
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1 Q Yes. Hopefully that's what you all call it as well.

2 So| just wanted to talkwith you about the negotiations. | believe the first one is

3 October 27th, and this was in your production.
a Is that the first split with the RNC that you remember negotiating?

5 A Tlibe honest. There were so many splits with them. Things were always

© cmgrgmwewent
7 a If

. A Astarast remember.
9 Q Oh, I'msorry. didn't mean to interrupt you. Go ahead.

10 A Originally Brad would negotiate these with Ronna. And then when Brad

11 ef, would negotiate the changes.
12 Q Okay. And do you -- if somebody said there were --

13 Mr. Benson. Pardon me. Can we take a 1-minute break, please?

BE cov voubese im?
is I ovtsi, Mr Benson. Tm soy. We couldn'theryou.
16 Mr. Benson. A 1-minute break.

uv | I ——
18 Mr. Benson. Thankyou.

19 [Discussionoff the record.]

2» | ——
2 Mir. genson. just have a commentJI pardon me. rm sorry
2 This looks like an inadvertently produced privilege document, which I'm prepared

23 to let you ask some questions about if you agree that it's not a waiver.

u BEL veoh. Understood. Lets proceed. Andwee not sure how
35 relevant iti. But with that understanding, we'l proceed
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$ RNC handled their negotiations?

7 Q Was it ever Richard -- my mind is blanking on his last name -- Powers,|

8 believe?

9 A Walters.

10 Q Walters.

12 somebody would talk to Richard. It could have been either.

13 Q Do you remember why -- and without disclosing confidential

15 RNC's favor right before the election?

16 A I don't recall.

7 Q Did you negotiate the 95/5 split with Ronna?

18 A Like | said, | don't recall.

19 Q Okay. If we could go to exhibit 50.

2a were produced. We kind of had to reorder them, given the time that we had. So if

23 So in this email, if you look at the bottomof the page, this is on November 4th, |

24 believe, Mr. Dollman writes, "Hey, Team. Based on today's fundraising numbers, we
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1 morning”

2 Do you understand what he meant by that?

3 A ldontrecall

a Q I'm not asking if you remember. I'm asking, sitting here right now, do you

5 understand what he meant by that?

6 A No,ldon'

7 Q Okay. He said, "We will need to agree to a percent split forthe JFA moving

8 forward. Belowis proposed language." And then | think you can read the first three

9 provisions.

10 Did you have any involvement in preparing that?

1 A Ibe honest. Sean would be a better person to talk to about this stuff

12 thanme. You know, this was the nitty-gritty. Again, | got involved when therewas a

13 bigissue to discuss. But, again, most of the time it was very collegial between the two

14 entities and there was very few big issues that | needed to get involved in.

15 Q Okay. No, that's super helpful. And if there's something that | ask you

16 that there is somebodybetter who would be the person totalk to, please don't hesitate.

17 topointthemout. appreciate that.

1 A Canlgive you, like, a general stipulation? On all things on this Sean will be

19 muchbetter to give you a base understanding. If you want to understand what it was,

20 thatwill be Sean. If you have some, like, bigger, high-level questions about what tis,

21 there'sa chance | remember.

2 But my sense is, like | aid in the beginning, we were trying to make sure that we

23 didn't end up with too much cash in the bank or too tle cash in the bank. ~ We wanted

24 tojust gett just right and make sure that, if we were trending high on the net, that we

25 were spending it smartly, and if we were trending low on the net, we were reducing
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1 smarty.

2 And so that was the kind of the exercise that | wanted to make sure that they

3 werekeepingin.

4 Q Okay. That's very helpful.

5 1fwecould scrollupjust atte bit?

6 On November 4th, shortly after Sean sent that email --and | don't know if you can

7 see this, if we could zoom in just a litle bit you wrote, "Can we huddle on this

5 tomorrow?"

9 Oh, that's a bit too much. Hold on

10 “Can we huddle on this tomorrow? We also need to balance our books and then

11 make sure we have dealt with the $11 million overage."

2 This was November4th at 6:35 p.m. Is itfairto read from that that the cash on

13 hand at that time was believed to be $11 million?

1a A ldontrecall

15 a okay.

16 A Like I said, Sean will be the best person to go through. Like | said, my role

17 was more just making sure that there was the right discussions being had and when they

18 had problems, they came to me. But most of the time they adjudicated everything

19 amongst themselves,

1) Q Okay. And do you, sitting here, do you happen to remember were there

21 more negotiations regarding the spit with the RNC after the election as it pertained to

22 fundraising? Or were you more involved in the ones beforehand?

2 A Idon't recall

2% Il Ov. fe could go to exhibit 69, please.

2 And if you guys want toask questions, just let me know.
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: Ee Tons
: o
: Q ointhismal understand hs oops.
a Apologies. If you could scroll down, it's one of the tiny littlebullets where it says

5 the JFA.

. This an emallon November throm Sea Diliman to Gay Coby and you, and
7 says, "Conduit Net from RNC: Roughly (5.4 million)."

8 I don't know if you can read it. ~ For me it's really small.

; A tania Tansee
10 Q Okay. Great. Itsays, "The JFA is being signed today to move to 60

1 percen OEP and 0 percent Cat pm”
12 Do you know who would have negotiated that?

13 A It's possible it was Ronna and myself. It could have been Stepien and

16 Roma. Itcoud have been a combination whole bunch peopl.
15 Q And just based on whether you remember or just your understanding of the

16 nature of the negotiations, what would have been the rationale from going from 95/5

17 before the election to 60/40 afterward?

18 A Idon't--Idon't recall.

19 Q Wasthere anythingelse

» A then
21 Q  Goahead.

2 A Uke 528, San woul be the person haves i th weeds on thi, and 0
23 he would be the one to kind of help you recreate it. If you have, like, specific high-level

24 questions and you've taken me through all the details, maybe | could help you, you know,

25 getthrough with th. Sut, gan, thsi all prety technical uf
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1 And, you know, and for me | was more involved where there was problems, not

2 where there was, you know -- again, when things were going on the upside, that wasn't

3 rellywher they need mes mch.
. Q socorret me, because our understanding was that you were conducting the
$ negotiations with Ronna for the split. Was it Mr.  Dollman who was conducting the

7 A It'spossibleit was me. It's possible it was him. |just don't recall.

8 Q And I'm trying to keep this high level. | guess what I'm trying to ask is,

9 when you were conducting the negotiations and the split would change, what would

10 impact that change?

u A twas honestydot rca
12 Q Can you go to exhibit 43, please?

EE cons EE
" ES
i «I
16 Q Mr. Kushner, why continue to raise moneyafter the campaign? Help me

17 understand tat. Compal ver. Why was hat the campaigncontinued to havea
18 very active fundraising apparatus?

0 Alooked ke at theme there was ging 0b some serious egal auton
20 thatwere ging to be looked nt. And soi fl he that was agin, the decision at he
2a time was to keep -- was to keep going?

2 Q Becauseofthe challenges, the legal challenges, and the costs that they.

23 would entail?

u A Yeah, challenges,recounts ll he diferent thins that comewih ha, es.
» Q Oar Oly. Thmkyeu.
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1 A Asfaraslrecall. Again, | think that that was the initial thinking a bit. And

2 then, yeah, as far as | recall. You're talking about, you know, the days after. That was

3 theintention
‘ oI
5 Q Yeah, I'm definitely going to come backtothat ina moment. So let mejust

6 hit pause on that for a second and finish this.
7 With regards to exhibit 43, this is now November 16th. And there is another

& modification, belive, on November 16th, 2020.
9 And if you look at the third bullet point, it says, "Themajority of fundraising is

10 going straight to Save America and not the Recount/Legal account. We should change

1 the JFAt0 80/20. Since we are taking on more legal costs, our 80 percent should have a

12 portion that's allocated to the recount/legal fund?"

13 Were you involved in those discussions with Mr. Dollman with regards to why the.

1 split should be that way?
15 A Ibelieve|was. But, again, | don't recall the specifics of them.

16 Q Whenit changes from 95/5 to then | believe the 60/40 and then up to 80/20

17 going to Save America as opposed to the RNC, was t yourunderstandingthat that was
18 because you guys were taking on the costs of the legal fees, not the RNC?

1 A Ithink twas ahways something where they were taking on some costs, we
20 were taking on other costs,
2 And, you know, look, the goal was always to try to make this fair between the

22 entitieswhere therewasdifferent costs that each entity was in charge from and then

23 tryingto figure outa rough way to make it fair.

24 Q Okay. Andifwe could go to exhibit 45.

25 I think this may have been the last cash split —- excuse me — the last split asfaras
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1 we could see in the records that you produced. This was November 18th, 2020, after

2 the election.

3 “The JFA split is changing at midnight to 75/25."

a Is there any reason to think that somebody other than you would have negotiated

5 that with Ronna?

6 A Yeah, i's possible.

7 Q Okay. And doyou happen to know if there were any splits after this? Or

8 tothe best of your knowledge, while the joint fundraising agreement existed, did it stay
9 at7s/as?

10 A Idon't-1don't recall

1 Q Okay. Soa minute agowe weretalking about the campaign and how much

12 cashwas on hand at the end. Andearlier today | believe you said that part of the goal

13 wastotryto kind of hover as close to zero as possible, not I think you said something

14 like not being in debt but not spending too much.

15 Do you remember talking about that?

16 A Yeah. Idon't believe I said zero. | think the goal was, because, again, we

17 were going to have wind-down costs as well. And you had some - I think there was a

18 budget for wind-down as well.

19 Q And understand you said that -- think you said that you and your wife

20 weren't really involved in politics before this. But it was characterized by some

21 witnesses that ifa campaign lost and left millions of dollars on the table, that would be a

2 badthing.

2 Is that your understanding?

2 A Imsory?

2 Q So when we were talking about the cash on hand, you said the goal wasn't to
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1 gettozero. Butsomeof thewitnesses that we spoke to said that if you were running a

2 Presidential campaign and you lost and you ended with several million dollars in the bank,

3 that would be considered a bad thing, that would be considered campaign

4 mismanagement or bad choices.

5 Is that your understanding, or would you agree about that?

6 A Look, the way | view itis that it's not ike - the answer's "maybe."

7 Q  That'sfair. We talked -

5 A mean, its, like, it's different scenarios. Right? There's different ways it

9 could play. So people have different points of view. There's different potential costs

10 forwind-down. So, you know, you want to be ina range where at the end of the day

11 you're notin debt at the end of the campaign.

2 Q And I'm glad you said that because several witnesses actually did say that

13 that was a concer of yours, that you were very worried about the campaign being in

14 debt.

15 Can you explain that? Why is thata concern?

16 A Well,you just don't want to have that. ~ You want to make sure all of your

17 vendors get paid.

18 Q Okay. And was it your understanding - s it easy or difficult to pinpoint

19 cash on hand on the dayofelection?

1) A Itwas always based on a bunch of variables. So you can guesstimate based

21 ona bunchof variables.

2 Q And did you have any conversations with Mr. Stepien regarding the cash on

23 handat the timeof the election?

2 A Idon't recall

2 Q Is that something that you would have considered it his responsibiity to
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1 know as campaign manager?

2 A Him, Sean Dolman, you know, just, again, making sure we were - again, the

3 goal was to agree on where we wanted to get to, what we thought was the comfortable

4 place, and making sure we were in the range, the comfortable range that we had all

5 agreedon.

6 Q And! believe I saw in your production that there were daily trackersofthis.

7 Iknow that trackers change. I'm going to ask you about that in a second. But | believe

8 youand Mr. Stepien, up until the election and then shortly after, were receiving daily

9 digital financial records from Mr. Dollman, correct?

10 A believe so, ves.

1 Q And wasit your understanding that Mr. Stepien was reviewing those and

12 understood what they meant?

13 A Iwould think so, yes.

14 Q Would you expect Mr. Stepien to know the cash on hand at the time of the

15 election?

16 A Ithinkas long as - my sense is Sean would be the one who probably would

17 know that more than Mr. Stepien and that, if there were any issues, he would have raised

18 ittoMr Stepien.

19 But think that Mr. Stepien's primary concern should have been on making sure

20 thatall the different things that were being paid for were happening.

2 Q Okay. And what wasyour understanding of Mr. Stepien's supervision of

22 digital fundraising?

23 A Hewas the campaign manager. So, you know, technically he oversaw the

24 campaign.

2 Q There werewitnesses that reported to us that because of your experience
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1 with Mr. Coby that Gary Coby actually reported to you functionally and not to

2 Mr Stepien.

3 Was thatyour understanding?

4 A Notreally. |mean, again, my sense was that | kind of reported — like, my

5 sense was that I'm trying to think through how to say this as technical. ~My sense is

6 that they would come to me when they had concerns on issues. ~ But most of the time

7 they dealt with things without coming to me, as far as | understood.

8 Q  soif somebody in the campaign said that the understanding was that Coby

9 didnot report to Stepien, Coby reported directly to you, you would disagree with that

10 characterization.

u A Technically, yes.

2 Q Okay. Ifyou could go to exhibit 73.

13 A Butagain, like, you know, reporting lines andorg charts, those are things

14 that, you know, people have different points of view on all the time. ~ So

15 Q No,and that's fair

16 You know, something interesting that it would be helpful to have your input on is

17 the way that it was described was that Mr. Parscale had setup a digital fundraising

18 machine that waswell oiled and just ran on its own, and that, when Mr. Step came in,

19 there was really nothing todo. Ifit wasn't broke, don't fixit. So he really didn't do

20 much there.

2 Is that accurate, or would you disagree with that?

2 A Oh,no, I think that's veryfair. Buttechnicallyitwaspartofthecampaign,

23 andBill was the campaign manager. So, you know, I'm sure, if hewanted to have

24 interventions or had, he could have that easily. So --

2 Q Soforexhibit 73, this is another - the email on the bottom is one of
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1 Mr. Dollman's Digital Daily Trackers. This is November 6th. He's sending it to you.

2 And thenhe copies Mr. Coby, Mr. Stepien, and Mr. Clark.

3 But atthe top, on November 6th, you respond to Mr. Dollman, that group, and

4 you add Eric Trump, and you say, "Sean ~ can we start a new tracker from post election

5 day? Showing how we ended with either a deficit or surplus and where we are now."

6 And I'm just going to pausefor a second there.

7 Was this you wanting to get a tracker to determine the actual cash on hand after

8 the election?

9 A No. This was just about understanding there was money coming in after

10 the election. And, again, you know, when there's money coming in, a lot of people start

11 going foritand just making sure that there was, you know, that there was some kind of

12 mechanism and plan in order to - in order to start — in order to start making sure there

13 wasjust some command and control.

1 Q  Butit was your understanding that you would need a new tracker because

15 you were going to continue fundraising post-election, correct?

16 A Yes

7 Q Okay. And do youremember anybody actually making that decisionordid

18 itjust happen,to your knowledge?

19 A That we were going to keep fundraising?

2 Q  Uhhuh. Yes.

2 A Ithinkit just kindof happened.

2 Q Okay. Doyou remember in 2016 there being a conversation and somebody

23 giving Mr. Coby an instruction to stop fundraising after the election was over?

2 A Idon't recall

2 Q Okay. Inthiselection in 2020, if Mr. Coby said that he would not have been
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1 able to continue fundraising without approval from somebody above him, either a family

2 member or Mr. Trump, would you agree or disagree with that?

3 A juste reallydon't. It's possible and it's not possible in the sense that if

4 Gary could have kept doing it, everyone would have been fine. You know, he was well

5 respected and had a, you know, fair amount of autonomy. But he was also somebody

6 who could run things by other people. So, again, | just don't recall specifically.

7 Q And earlier when |said that the determination to end — the tracker that you

8 wanted to create to show how we ended with either a deficit ora surplus,| think | said

9 that was to determine cash on hand, but you corrected me that it wasn't per se to figure.

10 outcashonhand. It was just to track from the election going forward whether you had

11 essentiallya deficit ora surplus. Is that right?

2 A Idon't recall,

13 Q Okay. When yousay, "Then we can start working on what additional

14 expenses we are going to have," think, to "start taking on," do you know what you

15 meant by that?

16 A ldont

uv Q And you say, "and what we can lay off to RNC and what we want to transfer

18 toanewentity for POTUS' other political activities."

19 Do you rememberwhat you meantby that?

20 A Idon't recall,

2 Q  Sothisis November 6th, and it's before the email that Mr. Heaphy showed

22 you earlier where you were discussing the creation of Save America.

23 Do you remember having any conversations with the President regarding the

24 creation of a new entity for POTUS' other political activities?

2 A Idon't recall,
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3 Q this email when you's referingo tht a this point in te was there
2 any discussion regarding the Save America PAC?

» A donc
‘ I. oo vou rave ony thers cuestons on his whie Fm ere?
s I.
6 oe
’ oI:
8 Q Mr. Kushner, did you have any involvement or discussions with anyone with

9 the campaign in drafting the disclaimers at the bottom of fundraising emails?

10 A Can you repeat that, please?

u Q Atthebottomof fundraisingels, ther are these disclaimers that
12 basically say where the money goes when you donate. Are you familiar with those

13 disclaimers?

" A
15 Q Okay. If we could go back to exhibit 33, please.

16 | want to go back, and | understand Mr. Heaphy asked you about exhibit 33

17 cater. And m som, Fim ging to ig ie bt deer with you on some of he facts
18 and the details.

19 With regard -- this was the long, extended discussion starting with Mr. Scavino

20 saying that POTUS wanted og he ight 0 Save Americ and he riged lection?
2 But we coud col page ~o, sth rs page, Okay. Actual fw
2 coud seal domnjusa ii.
23 So earlier, when we were talking on November 9th, Mr. Dolman emails -- scroll

2 downiustalite bi. 1WnKIs the next page, Yes
» Sor. Dolman mls here --on Novemberih and sys believe he
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1 meantto write, "Filing ‘Save America’ with the FEC now."

2 And then 2 days later, on November 11th, you emailed Dollman and asked, "Any

3 update on budget and where we stand?"

a 00 you know which budget you would have been referring to there?

5 A Idon't recall

s Q Okay. Would somebody have asked you to do that, to send that email, or

7 was that your role to monitor the budget with Mr. Dollman?

5 A No,its possible. Both are possible. | could have done it based on my

9 initiative, and could have done it because | was asked

10 Q Who would have asked you to do something like that?

n A It probably would have been the President, if | was asked. But, otherwise, |

12 would have done it on my own. But, again, | don't recall

3 Q Okay. Itwas reported to us that generallyyour interactions were directly

14 with the President, that there wasn't anyone, quote, “above you." Is that a

15 mischaracterization or is that fair?

16 A On some days my wife was way above me, but ~ but often that was the

17 case. And then, you know, again, but Ill also say, lke, if there were matters where there

18 were people who were directly responsible, then | would always try to loop them in as

19 well

2 Q And that's fair. | think we'll accept both of those answers.

2 A Thankyou.

2 Q With regards to the email on Wednesday, November 11th, at theverytop,

23 Mr. Dollman writes back just to you and he says — now, excuse me. This is on November

24 11th, 2020. He says, "No debt for DITFP Gen account, and right now we are stil at $20

25 millon in recount/legal fund."
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1 50 about a week after the election, is it fai to say from this email that

2 Mr. Dollman understood the campaign to not have any debt?

3 A Like said, | would encourageyouto ask Sean about what he meant.

4 Q As you're sitting here reading it, is that an unfair thing for a person not

5 familiar in politics to take away, reading that email?

6 A ltdoesn't seem unfair based on what's there.

7 Q Okay. And in the next paragraph it says, "The RNC has hit their agreed to

8 amountof $10 million for events/rallies and are not taking on any more costs associated

9 withevents. We have $2 million allocated to this from DITFP Gen account."

10 Do you know what agreement that's referring to?

1 A don't recall

2 Q  Ifitwas the joint fundraising agreement, would that make sense to you?

13 A Idon'trecall. Like! said, you know, this was always technical stuff. And

14 the guys would go throughit. They would come up with whatever it would be. And

15 then they'd call me and say, "Hey, we've made a new arrangement on this," or, "Can you

16 getinvolved to help us, you know, adjudicate this littl split we have with the RNC." But

17 Iwasn' sitting there trying to kind ofdetermine what it should be, you know, generally

18 speaking,

19 Q  Sol'dlike to go back to Mr. Heaphy's question, because he started to touch

20 onthe "why" ofwhy create the Save America PAC. And to the extent that you were in

21 those conversations, can you explain that to us in termsofwhat was the value of creating

22 the Save America PAC?

23 A My understanding of it | can give you is basically that the - again, what|

24 recallis that it would be a forum to try and work for reforming of elections and political

25 activities. But,again, | don't recall specifically what it was legally set up to do, but that
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1 was the understanding of it.

2 And then what I just say generally is around ths time, you know, after the

3 campaign, when | moved on to other things, I really handed over the reins of the

4 campaign and all the fundraisingactivities and everything to other people and basically

5 asked them to get approvals on expenses from Trump.

s And then |really started disengaging from a day-to-day role that had, the more

7 hands-on role that | had beforehand.

8 Q When would you say you disengaged or fully disengaged from that role of

9 dealing with budgeting or messaging or fundraising? When would you say you

10 disengaged?

n A Well full disengaged was probably Jan 20th. Then |became fully

12 disconnected and disengaged from political activities.

13 But between probably November 7th or so, November 9th, you know, November

14 13th, I mean, around that time, through the end | was very nominally involved.

15 Sometimes I'd get pulled into things.

16 And, obviously, | was always willing to help and, again, have a lot of affinity for a

17 lotof the people and gaod relationships and, again, always happy to help. But| became

18 way less hands-on with regards to what was going on there.

19 Q Was it common for Mr. Dollman to send you financial records like this alone,

20 being the only personon the email?

2 A Yeah. Yeah.

2 Q Do youknow who else he would speak to regardingthe finances of the

23 campaignotherthan Mr. Stepien?

2 A Idon't know.

2 Q Would he ever speakto thePresidentdirectly?
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1 A Idon't know.

2 Q Can we go to exhibit 77 - oh, actually one sec.

3 Actually, if could ask you one quick question. And | apologize. |don't have

a background in politics. So to the extent that you can explain this, it would be helpful.

5 On the bottom of the page, it says under the General account chargebacks, $4

6 millon

7 Do you know what those are, chargebacks?

8 A Yes.

9 Q What are they?

10 A Ithought you were apologizing for going past4 o'clock, but I'll take your

11 apology for this one.

12 | believe chargebacks is with credit cards. And so | think sometimes when you

13 have credit cards there's -- you kind of budget that things get charged back. But | think

14 it's something that has to do with that.

15 Q Okay. |wasn'tsure if that was the same as in the normal financial world.

16 Sothatis good to know,

7 Andif you could look at - it says the remaining spendfordigital. If you look

18 down under the General account, it said the remaining spend for digital as of November

19 11th would total $41 million.

20 Why wouldafter the election, why would the General account need $41 million to

21 spend on digital?

2 A Theansweris I don't know. But Il speculate at risk of, you know, screwing.

23 up, like | did with the RGA guy or the Republican AG guy. But my instinct is maybe you

24 were spending on credit and then you had to kind of make whole on the expenditure that

25 you had before.
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1 And so, again, that's why, you know, you're talking about cash on hand and, you

2 know, that could be a very elusive number because you also have, you know, payables

3 and receivables.

4 And 50, you know, cash on hand isn't always representativeofyour financial

5 situation. And sohere this could be additional spend anticipated, or it could be

6 payables, which would be my instinct onit. But, again, like| said, I'm guessing which is

7 notthe place I'd lie to be in this testimony.

8 Q Is thata Dollman question in terms of where those numbers would come

9 from?

10 A Yeah, yeah, yeah, Sean. Like I said, you know, again, | can give you like 2

11 percenton this stuff. Sean, again,| don't know if you've been talking to him. But he's

12 probably the best person to take you through this stuff.

13 Q  Andin regards to the next line, if you look, the recount column, and I'm

14 going to I know you can't see the top but the right one says "Recount." The left one

15 says"General" But the right column under "Recount," it anticipates spending $3.4

16 million on fundraising for the recount after the election.

7 Was that surprising to you?

18 A Idon'tknow. Again, it needs more context than that.

19 Q Well, | guess | was just curiousif - because earlier when you had said you

20 were really concerned about spending and your reputation for not wanting to be in debt

21 and kind of, you know, keeping these budgets, | was curious if it seemed like $3.4 million

22 tospend on fundraising post-election seemed like a lot of money to you at the time.

23 A You need more context than that. | apologize.

2 Q  Doesit seem like a lot of money, like, sitting here, even in hindsight, that you

25 would anticipate spending $3.4 million on fundraising post-election?
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1 A Again, | don't know. You're really asking me thisstuffin a vacuum, and|

2 just I really want to get out of the guessing business with you guys. I'drather just

3 really be, you know, informing you on things | know. You're asking me for my opinion

4 onthings that you're pulling out of context. And I just, again, | don't want to mislead

5 you or say something inaccurate.

6 Q Okay. No,and! understand that. |appreciate it.

7 If we could turn to exhibit 77.

8 Sol believe these are texts with Gary Coby. Is that who you understand the "GC"

9 theretobe?

10 A Yes.

u Q Okay. And you provided these. Sol justwant to make sure that| knew

12 who that proper contact was that you listed.

13 This is a text| believe that Mr. Coby sent you on November 7th, 2020,after the

14 election. Wasit common for him to send you texts regarding what the organizations

15 made in terms of fundraising?

16 A Every nowandthen.

uv Q And he said on November 7th, "New highest day ever. Notes: Raised was

18 consistent to post” I'm going to guess "ED" is election day. Is that fair?

19 A Yes. Again, I believe so. But! don't know for sure.

20 Q Understood. "Raised was consistent to post-election day numbers, but

21 there was a large money bomb, lifting it an additional few million dollars.

2 “Number two. FA switched at 5 p.m., which isn't the cleanest for my daily

23 tracking. DIT share noted above is the absolute minimum. I'l update when | have a

24 more accurate (higher) number."

2 And you responded, "Great stuff. Wow, that is strong!"
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1 And he said I'm assuming YTD s year to date. Is that okay?

2 A Okay. Canyougodown? I'm not following you.

3 Q Oops. Holdon. Therewe go. Apologies.

a Can you see it now?

5 A Yes

6 Q And so he writes, number two, which you can see the bottom of, you say,

7 "Greatstuff. Wow, thatis strong!"

5 He says, "YTD," year to date, "964.6."

9 Is it fair to assumethat'smillions?

10 A Ibelieveso.

1 Q And you say, "Amazing!l"

2 And if we could scroll down where i's not cut off to the next portion of the text

13 He says, "Top four days all-time: November 6th: ~ 20.17, November Sth:

14 1651, October 22nd: 15.46, 11/4: 15.146, 3/4 post£D. Digital Only. ~All Orgs."

15 Ist fair to say that Mr. Coby was telling you that three of the four largest

16 fundraising days of all time were post-election day digital fundraising only?

FY A That's what it appears to be saying.

1 Q And then you write back, "Amazing! ~ Hopefullywe canworkdown the

19 overage number so that wehavethismoneyfor legal war chest!"

1) Can you explain what you meant by that?

2 A Ithinkit's pretty clear. Again, the goal would be to, you know, make sure

22 thatany additional expenses that were incurred, you know, the campaign, are al paid off,

23 all expenses, and then make sure that you have money for what the legal challenges

24 would be.

2 Q And I'm saying this totally honestly. It's actually not obvious to somebody
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1 like me who's not from politics. That's why I'm asking youto clarify it. Because what |

2 don'tunderstandis if you have an overage number, why couldn't you just spend the

3 overage on the legal war chest? You say work down the overage so that we have it for

4 the legal war chest

5 A No, I'm implying that overage is additional expenses that we incurred.

6 Q oky. So-

7 A But, again, it could mean a lot of things. Like I aid, |really don't want to be

8 ina position where I'm giving you answers on things that | don't have 100 percent

9 certaintyon.

10 So, like | said, hopefully this helps you. ~ You're looking at my evidence that I've

11 givenyou. You're looking at a million things. You're talking to a lot of people.

12 Hopefully this is part of the puzzle that helps you pull it together.

13 But, again, | really don't want to be in a position where I'm saying the things |

14 don't have 100 percent ~ | don't have 100 percent certainty on.

15 Q No, I appreciate that. And understand this was a while ago.

16 1 think what I'm trying to get a feel for, and you tell meif Im wrong, is that at least

17 here your perception at the time, and think these texts were, what did | say, November

18 7th, was that the money that you wereraisingwas Boing to go towards a legalwar chest

19 because it's a few days after the election and you thought you were going to need money

20 forlegal spend?

2 Is that fair?

2 A Yes

2 Q Okay. And then earlier, and this is not meant to be a memory quiz but just

24 inthe interest of time, | think you rememberwhen we were talking about that email

25 where you said you wanted to create the new tracker for the new entity for POTUS, Save
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1 America, for POTUS' other political activities,

2 S0at some point does it change from a legalwarchest to having money for the

3 President to be able to do other political activities?

4 A Ibelieveso. But, again, like | said, that's more legal and technical. But |

5 believe that at some point it shifted from - again, you had all these different buckets.

6 Youhad the campaign. | don't know if we did a separate legal thing, or maybe that

7 came from the campaign. You had the RNC. And then you had thenewentity that the

8 President was setting up to do election reform and legal challenges and whatever other

9 political activities people were anticipating with that. ~ But, again, that was done a little

10 bitlater.

u Q  Imsorry. didn't mean tocut you off.

2 A No,no. Noproblem. Goahead.

13 Q Was it your understanding that the ways that you could spend the money

14 were different for the Save America PAC than if the money went to the campaign?

15 A My understanding was that the lawyers kind of determined how this should

16 workand we followed their guidance.

7 Q And! totally understand that. I'm asking you, sitting here, do you happen

18 toknowif the legal rules relating to expenditures are the samefor the campaign as they

19 are forthe Save America PAC or arethey different?

0 A don't know.

2 Q Okay. And earlier | think Mr. Heaphy was asking you regarding some of the

22 postelection TVads. And | want totalkwith you about that.

23 Ifwecould turn to exhibit 26.

2 1 know Mr. Heaphy had asked you about Newt Gingrich's involvement. And

25 before we kindofdig into some of the emails, just to the best of your recollection, can



2 TVads regarding election fraud?

a Q Okay. If we could look at exhibit 26. This one's a long one, so if you could

$ scroll to basically, like, the last two pages. | think it's actually two, three, at the bottom

7 Oh, thank you. Page 10. I've been using the wrong page number.

8 Apologies. I've been using the wrong page number. It's page 10 of exhibit 26.

9 If you could -- it kind of, like, straddles both pages, if you can scroll down, keep

10 scrolling. It's very strange. It goes from 10to 11. Yes. Okay. Perfect.

12 beginning of this email in this email chain. This is from Larry Weitzner to Alexander

13 Cannon, Zach Parkinson, Carlos Cruz, Evan Tracey, Benjamin Angle, and Jason Miller.

15 And if you see at the bottom, it says, "Team, | was askedby Jared and DJT to work

16 on an ad about election fraud. Attached is a 60-second script."

18 you, do you remember having conversations with former President Trump about making

1 andabout ection rou?
2 A So, again, this is refreshing, again, it's a rough recollection but whatI recall

2a roughly is basically the President saying, "You know, Jared, can we make some ads? |

22 justspoketoNewt. He thinks we should make ads saying the following," and he says,

23 "Can you help me?"

» {Audio matncion)



2 Mr. Kushner. No. So then let's pick up right there. Can we go back on the

. EE een veon
$ Mr. Kushner. Okay. So | called Larry with the President, let the President

. oI
9 Q And this email is on Tuesday, December 8th, 2020. Would you have said

10 the call that you and the President made to Larry was onorjust before that date?

12 Q Okay. And then if we scroll down, in the next partof the email Larry is

13 telling the team about the ad.

15 multistate fraud."

16 Then Mr. Weitzner says, "| know we have significant issues getting the ads on air.

18 get pushback anyway."

2a Q  Interms of "significant issues getting the ads on air," are you awareof the

23 me. S&P rules? Have you ever heard of these?

wa me
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1 are required to make sure that they're not blatantly false?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. Soif~isitfair to say that Larry was talking about those issues in

4 terms ofgettingtheads on the air?

5 A Idon't know.

6 Q Okay. When he says they took out a lot of language that Fox would object

7 to,doyou believe he's referring to language that would not have passed S&P procedures?

8 A Idon't know.

9 Q Okay. Were you awareof the pushback that some of the networks were

10 givingin response to the truth or lackof truthinthe ads?

u A No. And, look, just to save you some time, again, | probably was around to

12 help make that call, but | wasn't that involved from there on forward.

13 And, again, the way it would always work is, you know, we would generate. | did

14 not have a skill for ad making. Larry was the guy who normally would doit. He would

15 getfeedback from different people. If the President had different things he wanted to

16 haveinit, he would have myself or others convey it. The ad would get made. He

17 would approve it. And then we'd go from there.

18 So can you go through all those things.

19 Q [inaudible]

20 A No,goahead.

2 Q No, no, I didn't mean to cut you off. You actually saidexactly the next thing

22 that! was going to ask you, whichis a minute ago you said that you and the President

23 called Larry, | believe, to tell him about the ad that you wanted.

2 What did -- excuse me - did you discuss the substance of what the President

25 wanted in the ads?
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1 A It'spossible. don't recall

2 Q You don't recall the specifics of anything that he wanted?

3 A Idon't recall,

4 Q Hewasvery particular

5 AI don't recall the specifics of the ads either.

6 Q Isitfair to say, though, that the former President was pretty particular about

7 whathewantedinads? Is that fair?

8 A Generally, yes.

9 Q Okay. And do you remember having discussions with the President

10 regarding the purpose of creating the ads?

u A No.

2 Q Did he tell youwhy hewanted themcreated?

13 A Ibelieve he - I recall him mentioninga discussion with Newt. And that's

14 kindofalllrecall.

5 Q Did he tell you anything about the content of that discussion with Newt?

16 A Idon't recall,

uv Q Okay. Did you have any discussions with him about using the ads to put

18 public pressure on officials before December 14th?

19 A Idon't recall,

20 Q Okay. Ithink the ads are millionsofdollars. Were there no discussions

21 about the "why" to spend millions of dollars on these adsafterthe election?

2 A Not that recall

23 Q  soif you look down the next bit, where he says, "We have a $10 million

24 budget to start and it could go to 40," did he get that from you and the President during

25 yourcall?
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1 A Idontrecall

2 Q Who would have had authority to give him that budget?

3 A don't know.

a Q Then he says, "Ben, can we look at Fox, OANN, Newsmax, and network buys?

5 Ithink this should be national as much as possible. | do not knowfor surewhether this

6 willbe RNCor Trump. Jasonis working on that."

7 Do you know who the Jason s that he's referring to there?

5 A Idon't. Probably Jason Miller, but | don't know for certain.

° Q And to the extent thatyou know, just from reading it or to the extent that

10 you had conversations, when he says, “whether this will be RNC or Trump," do you know

11 whether he's saying in terms of who wil pay for it?

2 A Idon't know. Like! said, you're not going to get much more out of me

13 here. Idon't havea lot more knowledge here. So just for the sake of

1 Q No, that's far.

15 A Yeah.

16 Q Ando be clear, you're not on the email. ~ He's just telling the team he had a

17 conversation with you and the President. So I'm asking you, sitting here, reading it now.

18 Sothat'svery fair.

19 A No,lappreciateit. Just again --

2 Q Yeah. And if we could scroll up. So if we could scroll up to exhibit 26,

21 page3, get the hang of the page numbers. Yeah.

2 So this is an email on December 9th from Jason Miller to Ben Angle and Larry

23 Weiter?

2 Andareyou familiarwith Mr. Angle?

2 A Tmsorry. Goagain.
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1 Q  Thisis an email onDecember 9th, 2020, from JasonMiller to Ben Angle and

2 Larry Weitzner. Do you know who Mr. Angle is?

3 A No.

4 Q Okay. It's he'sa buyer for the television ads. But in this email, Jason

5 saystoBen, "Ben --per Jared, we need to show the President ASAP one-week plans for 5

6 million, 6 million, and 10 million, running on Fox, Fox Biz, Newsmax, and OANN."

7 Do you remember having conversations with Jason Miller regarding those buy

8 plans?

° A Idon't recall,

10 Q Would you have suggested the stations Fox, Fox Biz, Newsmax, and OANN?

u A Again, | think that | wouldn't really suggest where, how to put ads in. That

12 wasmoreofaJason thing,

13 Q  Isitfairto say that - is it possible or s it fair to say that when he says, "per

14 Jared, we need to show the President ASAP," did you just relay to Jason what the

15 Presidentwanted?

16 A Uke !said, I don't recall. But it's possible.

uv Q Okay. Andin the next paragraph he says, "I realize previous plans were for

18 three weeks, but Jared just said one week."

19 Do you knowwhythe timeline was changed?

20 A No. Iwill point out, we've now spent more time on this than think | did in

21 thepast. So-

2 Q Okay. That'sfair. But you're discussing several million dollars’ worth of

23 ads about election fraud after the election. And in this situation it's kind of worth the

24 time. So please just bear with me.

2 Is it possible that the reduction in the timeline was from 3weeks to 1 week
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1 because is December than thre ar event hat are ging ta hen an December
2 14th that were relevant to the ads?

s A ldontinow. Idont roca.
4 Q Okay. Inthe next paragraph under, "Does that make sense?" Jason says,

5 "For your awareness, if we do the $10 million option, that would be 5 million from the

© campaign ands millon fromthe RNC, That's conversation Jared needs to have with
7 POTUS and Ronna."

8 Was that a role that you were serving there, having the conversations, negotiating

9 between the campaign -- probably at that time Save America -- and the RNC who would

10 payfor what?

u A Again, was asked to have th discussion, probably would hav had
12 But | don't recall having that discussion or being asked todo it. And, again, | don't know

13 who ultimately paid for the ads. | don't know how much ads were bought. But, again,

1 its possve
is [ae
Ie Any cussionsnthiseva?
v JE ech os rely general. Awayfom this parcasetofa,
18 there's a lot of discussion in the email thread, Mr. Kushner, about the necessity of

19 substantiating the chim:
5 Zach Parkinson says, "Our oa teams the anes who'd ave to sbstatnte thse,
2 as many of them | cannot.” "I," meaning Zach Parkinson, who's a researcher. "Some of

2 these claims (like suitcase full of ballots) networks can point to fact-checks like this and

23 say it's not true."

au Gn you rralt any garerausionat acy re, mot sk onrected othe
25 particular ads, about claims that couldn't be substantiated or networks refusing toair ads
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1 because of the inability to substantiate specific claims therein?

2 Mr. Kushner. Not that | recall

s JL vo tm durinhe post lection period doyau real hat se
a coming up -- "Hey, we can't say this because it's not substantiated" -- or that affecting.

5 discussions about ad content?

. Mr Kushner, 1dof rca
; IIE 0 ove vou ar conversations with th Present abou hing hat
8 he wanted in ads that weren't being approved by the networks?

9 Mr. Kushner. |don't recall.

10 And like | said, I'm not trying to be difficult. 1just, like | said, this is not a very

11 memorable one. Andif did get these email, | wouldn't have been refreshed to
w IIL veoh vc sci tobe lar, Fim mot st asking about these
13 emails. I'm just -- generally do you recall that issue, the issue of substantiation, and

18 whether hat was a opiofdiusion with you throughout tis os lection period with
15 respect to fundraising?

© Mr Kushner, Yeah, dori real
v Ee oo
i I or. One moment
19 If we could turn to exhibit 23, please, page 2.

2» oI
2 QM Kushner, ts is n mal on December 3th, 2020, rom aso Miler o
2 Larry Weitzner and Alex Cannon. And the subject line is, "Call-to-action in TV:30."

23 He says, "Larry — Jared called Alex to call me to call you to offer call-to-action

2 snctons
25 "I'm connecting Alex and you directly to cut out an unnecessary leg of this
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1 journey.

2 “Alex, here's the latest version of the first ad!”
3 In that email, Jason seems to be representing that he called Alex to call him to add.

4 contentto these ads, specifically a call to action.

s The rest of the email chain makes clear that this call to actioni calling legislators
6 orcalling people to demand election integrity.

7 Where did you get that instruction to call Alex and add that?

8 A Yeah, I don't recall that phone call and | don't recall that instruction.
° Q Is that something that you would have come up with on your own, ori it

10 something that the President would have told you to add in?
1 A Like! said, | don't recall

2 Q  Ifwe cangoto exhibit 37.

13 so earlier | think[lllsvoxe with vou about the text that you sent

14 Mr. Meadows on December ath regarding the fact that the Georgia suitcases theory had

15 been debunked.

16 00 you remember that?
7 A From our discussion earlier, yes

18 Q Did you ever have conversations with President Trump about that issue

19 beingin the ads?
2 A ldontrecall

2 And like I've said many times throughout this thing, like, my focus at this point in
22 time was pretty intensely on Middle East peace efforts, the various Middle East deals. It

23 wason Warp Speed. twas on transition. twas on my family. So that was where
24 the majority of my head space was.

2 If1 got pulled into a thingor two that | had to assist with, that was something|
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1 tried to do my best with. But that's where the majority of my head space was.

2 Q No, I totally understand that. | will say from the emails that you produced,

3 Mr Kushner, looked Ike you ot pulled n aie bi nc these television ad discussions
4 regarding budgeting and spending. And I'm trying to figure out it looks like the

$ President pulled you in and asked you to handle this. Is that fair?

. A Asked me tees ike he asked me to get t produced. And then, again,
7 but all of the emails you're showing me, you know, could be a cumulative of, like, under 5

8 minutes of work. Right? He calls me. "Hey, make anad. Hey, dothis. Hey, give

9 them a budget. Done. Boom." So it's not a work to do that.

10 Q Well, and we're going togo these emails.

u But 1, frankly, cut to th chase that, despite th fac that that text was sen on
12 December 4th, subsequently you do put that in an ad.

13 So on December 4th you send a text to Mark Meadows saying, "This has been

16 debunked” And then subscauenty you send an email saying thi that goes no the
15 ads. It goes into multiple ads. Did you have any issues with that?

1 A lkelsid-
uv Mr. Benson, One minute. Tim tying no to terfee, 35 you know, but tying to
18 be careful about how you characterize Mr. Kushner's -- the documents and his answers.

BL conn,we anthony
» IR ve M- censon, Tm sorry. We had trouble hearing you
21 Mr. Benson. I'm just pointing out that the questions [inaudible] and the text

2 doesntsay that, Som just asking to try to bea fle more careful about how the
3 questionsare ramet
2 I. cox doen'tsothat wasdebunked. [see
2 IR. The tox sos, oct check: Video fom Georgia doesnot show
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1 suitcases filled with ballots."

2 Mr. Kushner, Yeah. But in fairness, its from a website. | don't know the

3 website. And, again, there's been a lot of fact checks about me and other things that

4 have turned out to be false.

5 So, again, it's not an authority. I's just an article that | found that |sent over.

6 And, again, you know ~~ and, you know, again, you're cutting to the chase with

7 yourstuff. Like! said, |did not review the ads before they went. did not create the

8 ads

° And at the end of the day, you know, again, it seems like the point you were

10 pointing out before is we had fact checkers and networks and all these different things.

11 And, you know, apparently whatever they did went through that process, so -- and, again,

12 wasn't part of that process.

13 Solsawan article. |sentit over to Mark. And, again, I'm not saying that this

14 article is definitive like a lot of articles that, you know, are written that are not definitive

15 aswell. Andi can give you reams of those that have been disproven over time.

16 So, anyway.
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1

2 @aspml

4 Q And appreciate that, Mr. Kushner. | think what I'm trying to get a hold -- a

5 handle on given some of your testimony is that I'm going to show you a number of emails.

6 where you are the go-between person, and it looks like you are directly relaying the
7 President's desires for what's to go in these ads. If that's an unfair characterization, tell

8 me. But | do not know that you were sitting here saying Biden's words about the fraud

9 need to go in here or the suitcases need to go in here if you weren't spendinga bunch of

10 time thinking about it. My assumption was the President was telling you what he

1 wanted in these ads.

12 A Yeah, | was a creative director, so that's a fair assumption. If | was making

13 suggestions, it was based on feedback | was getting. Most likely -- again, | don't want to

14 stipulate. Maybe did have an inspiration. | don't know. But it's — but lke | said,

15 don't really recall -- and, again, it's - you know, ultimately an ad was produced, and |

16 guessitwent out, so
7 Q Well, and ironically the point that | was goin to get to with someof these is,

18 while you say "I'm not an ad creator and | don't have a lot of input on these," the

19 President absolutely did, didn't he?

2 A Ibelievehedid, yes.

21 Q  I'mean,|can go through threeorfour emails where people say: POTUS

22 needsto review this. POTUS has concerns that he's yelling. POTUS wants this music

23 He was very involved in every secondof these ads, wasn't he?

24 A 1--he often got involved in the creationof ads.

25 Q Specificallywith regards to these ads in the emails that you produced to us,
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1 where - excuse me, in the emails that I'm showing you -- we cango through them and go

2 line byline - he was very involved in these election fraud emails, wasn't he?

3 A Itappears that way, yeah.

4 Q Andi

5 A Butagain

6 Q The electionfraud ads is what | meant to say, not emails.

7 A Thankyou. No, yeah, agree with that.

8 Q Okay. And onlysaythat because | am trying to savetime, and I'm not

9 tryingtotrickyou. There's justa lot where you're the go-between person, and your

10 name is on an email, but it's pretty clear that what you're doing is the will of the

11 President, and that's all |was trying to capture.

2 If we could go to exhibit 54, please, on page 1.

13 And, Mr. Kushner, can | justaskyou, | read a lst of names, but do you know who

14 Zach Parkinson is?

15 A It doesn't come to -- I think you just said hewas afact checker.

16 Q Okay. |wasn'tsureifyou knew that independently. |just was curious

1” A No.

18 Q if you had heard the name before.

19 A 1did not know that independently.

20 Q And do you know who Alex Cannon is?

21 A Yes.

2 Q Okay. And did you rely on them for input with regards to these ads?

23 A Idon't recall,

2 Q Okay. With regards to exhibit 54, if you look - if we scroll on page 1, it's

25 about the middle; there's an email
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1 A Can just ask, are we really going until 6 o'clock? You guys have had me for
2 7hours, and feel like I've given you pretty much what Ive got at this point. So is
3 there how much longer you think we're going to go?
a Q Well, Mr. Kushner, here's the funny thing. ~ My section is actually the part
5 that youre all over, that you are the fact witness for. So, unfortunately, there - I'm
6 tying to go as quicklyas possible, but you're actually pretty involved in certain aspects of
7 campaign financing and the digital fundraising. 1 promise you I'm tryin to go as quickly
8 as possible, but its actuallya really important part of our investigation. So, if you can
9 humor me and feel atl bit bad for me that my 6 hours i being squeezed into an hour

10 anda half, | would so appreciate your patience with me right now.
un A Iwill exercise every bit of patience I have, which is not that much, so ll do
12 mybest. Andi do feel badforyou.
1 HE ove cose jst io defense, a ot of what
14 she's goingto show you are documents thatwe jus received from you and your counsel a
15 couple of nights ago.
» [rp
u I 71 osecioe varysotyis tong vei bo, but some iets
18 justreally recently in our possession, and she's going to try to move through t as quickly
19 aspossible. And we'll endeavor to finish by 6 o'clock | promise.
0 I oon soy cream of doictockis already long gone. My
21 dream of 5:30is not - is too aspirational?
a EE vere tyosromembericyweoud troughin
23 Soifwe both work together
2 Mr. Kushner, Yeah, but, unfortunately, this is stuff again, like | was -we'll go
25 throughit. Well do the best | can, but hopefully you'll ee the theme here, which is
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1 there'salotgoingon. Iwas doing my best just to kind of make sure nothing was falling

2 offthe rails with this stuff. But | wasn't intimately involved in a lot of the small stuff

3 withit so

4 a okay.

5 A Goahead.

5 Q So doyou have ths record that[lls talking about? December 22nd,

7 yeah. Yeah, that'd be great.

5 So this is exhibit 81, and | apologize,our team has been going through the

9 documents since you've produced them. And, actually, | don't even know where this

10 one came from, to be fair. I'm going to look overwith|Ml]or > moment.

11 Butif you could just take a moment and read this email. This is December 20, 2020.

12 I's from Larry Weitzner to Jason Miller, Carlos Cruz, Nick Poche, andLarry Weitzner.

13 And it says: Newt was the guy pushing that honest election stuff. For national

14 stop the steal to Newsmax and OANN | will do: Contact your legislators and Governor

15 today. Help President Trump. For FOX I'm going to roll through it, and actually I'm

16 just going to give you a moment to read if that's okay.

FY A Sure. Yeah. But,again, isn't this consistent with what | just said before?

18 Q itis until | believe you get to page 5

19 A Okay. Let'sgotopagefive

0 Q So this is December 20, 2020, and Jason Miller writes: Team, the President

21 and Mayor Giuliani want to get back up on TV ASAP, and Jared has approved in budgetary

22 concept, so here's the game plan.

2 50, a5 of December 2020, was part of your role still approving the budget for

24 election fraud acts?

2 A Iwould imagine if it it's again, like I said, I really don't remember. |
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1 don'trecall. Butit's not inconceivable that, if there was a big expenditure and they

2 didn'twant to call Trump directly, they called me. And for something lie that I'd call

3 Trumpandsay: Doyouwant to spend the money?

4 And he would approve it. But, again, | wasn't making the decision here. | was

5 probably more conduit to Trump at that point.

6 Q So, when you -- when he says "Jared has approved inbudgetary concept," is

7 that, in fact, you would've talked directly with the President and the President would've

8 approved the budget and you would've relayed that?

9 A Yes

10 a okay.

1 A Mostlikely. Again, I really hate to get - you're pushing me into saying a

12 lot again, | don't have a lot of specific memory about this. And | just -again, that

13 thing with the attorney general was kind of the perfect example. Like I'm telling you

14 that, but | don't have a recollection of going to the President and asking him to approve it.

15 Sol'm giving you what's likely, but | just - | hate the fact that now I'm answering

16 questions on things that| don't have specific recollection on. ~ You know what | mean?

7 Q  No,ido. Butletmebeclear: The reason that we're showing you these is

18 because if you asked me what | had for breakfast 2 days ago, | couldn't tell you. But

19 because we have

0 A Whatif | asked you what you had for breakfast a year and a half ago --

2 Q Exactly.

2 A duringa time when you're focused on 10 other things and you were eating

23 6 other meals at the time that were all much more delicious and important than

24 breakfast, and that's what you're doing to me now, so --

2 Q No, and but here's the thing: In that answer, Mr. Kushner, | think you're:
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1 actually answering a question that is kind of at the heart of this, which is, there's a

2 general tone of all of this that you are basically doing stuff for the President whether you

3 agreewithit or not, right, and you are relaying budget information.

4 Andif the President says, "Yes, | want all these false things in an ad, and | want to

5 spend all that money because Rudyis telling me to," that's what you did, whether you

6 agreed withit personally or not. And so that is the impression that | have gotten. And

7 sowe can spend all this time, and | want to refresh your

8 A Butdidn't you just spend all this time telling me that there's fact checkers

9 and rules against putting ads up that have anything - that can't be proven? | mean,

10 again, |just think it's like -- yeah, okay.

u Q  Andthat's fair. | will tell you there is a reason why we listed onlya certain

12 number of networks who had, we will say different standards and procedures than major

13 networks. And I'm not going to spend more time with you showing how these ads didn't

14 make all those other ones. They only made ones that were conservative, that had lower

15 standards and procedures.

16 There's an email from Mr. Gingrich that says go to Sinclair because they're owned

17 byconservatives. | don't want to waste your time with all that. ~ Frankly, you're not to

18 witness to have that conversation with.

19 A Thankyou.

20 Q 1am really trying to keep this to the things that are pertinent to you. And

21 the reason | have pulled that up

2 A Okay. Trytostickto the memorable meals, not the breakfast a year and a

23 halfago. I'mjustbeggingyou. It's been along day.

2 Q I'mtrying to keep this to memorable meals.

2 A I'm notin Washington shape. I'm in Miami shape now, so
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1 Qo here's the thing, if you look at where he writes this is Jason: Larry,

2 you're critical in that we need ASAP feedback on how quickly we can turn around the

3 updated creative, and, Ben, you're critical in that we need you to tell us how much things

4 costand what we can get away with content-wise. And | wil stipulate to you that that is

5 what we discussed earlier trying to get it past those S& standards.

6 A Okay.

7 Q  Andhesays: No need to make perfect the enemy of the good on either

8 front. Hesays: The goalis to motivate the GOP base to put pressure on the

9 Republican Governors of Georgia and Arizona and the Republican-controlled State

10 legislatures in Wisconsin and Michigan to hear evidence of voter fraud before

11 January 6th. So these are our fourStates we truly care about.

2 Do you know where he would've gotten these goals?

13 A No. Waslonany of these emails? Was | cc'd or ~ on any of these

14 emails?

15 Q  Atsome point, f | go up high enough possibly. But will tell you right now,

16 Idon't believe that you are. That's my understanding

FY A Yeah, I don't believe | was in these discussions. | wasn't so, again, you're

18 asking me about something | was not really privy to. This is about content creation and

19 intent for content creation. | wasn't in these discussions as far as|recall

2 Q Who do youthink Jason got this from?

2 Aldon know.

2 Q When you approved the budget forthis, did you know anything about these

23 ads, or didyou just approve it without knowing what was in the ads at all?

2 A Idid not know what was in the ads as far as | recall,

2 Q Okay. I'm showing you at the top here, it says: Team, the President and
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1 MayorGiuliani want to get back up onTV ASAP, and Jared hasapproved in budgetary

2 concept.

3 Is it unfair to say that the goals, the mediums, this is coming from the President

4 andMayor Giuliani?

5 A Okay. Maybe it's fair to assume that they called me and said, you

6 know --you know I hate doing this. Again,| don't recall,

7 Q  That'sfair. I'm guess my pointis

8 A It's just like you're pushing me toa place - I've told you what| know about

9 this, and, again, it's -yeah, and I really — ike | do want to be responsive. I've tried to be

10 responsive all day. I've really I tried to produce documents. I've been trying to be as

11 helpfulas| can be, and | just feel lie, again, you're pushing me into something | wasn't

12 reallyin, andI'm just not sure how to be helpful here. ~ So, again, Il just be patient and

13 tell you - and answer your questions, but you're going to get the same -- you're not going.

14 toget more than -- you're not going to get more than exists basically.

5 Q Andi really am not trying topush you, Mr. Kushner.

16 A No,lknow. Iknow. Iknow. So-

uv Q My takeaway from this was that you approved in budgetaryconcept based

18 on what the President and Mayor Giuliani told you and likely, frankly, the President. Am

19 wrong?

20 A Yeah, they didn't need my legal or technical approval. Again, he wrote tin

21 anemail. That doesn't even mean that did it. Like, again, just because somebody put

22 nan emailit's not like so, again, | don't recall

23 Q  Andthat's fair. That's fair. Can we go back to exhibit 54, please.

2a Exhibit 54, page 1.

2 Mr. Kushner, on December 9th, when Newt Gingrich asked you, Larry Weitzner,
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1 John Mclaughlin, "Can we do very large social media buys," you responded above that:

2 Youwould have to ask POTUS as he has not wanted to.

3 Do you remember having conversations with the President about why he didn't

4 wanttodolargesocial media buys?

5 A No.

s Q Would you have represented that f the President had not told you that?

7 A Idon't recall, that|don't believe so.

8 Q Okay. If we could go to exhibit 55. This email is on December 16, 2020,

9 and! think we've covered that third week too as former Speaker Newt Gingrich. It says

10 atthe bottom "Newt," so but | just want to - in the interest of time, I'm just going to

1 read this

2 It's an email from NewtGingrich to Molly Michael, and he copies you and

13 Congressman Mark Meadows. And he says: | do not understand why the effort to

14 educate the country about how bad the fraud was is being starved for resources.

15 Do you know what he was referring to here?

16 A No.

7 Q  ifyouscroll down, he says: This has been my first exposure to the

18 ad-making process, and itis extremely disappointing. ~ Everything takes too long and

19 leadstotoolite. AsMelaughiin's atest poll indicates, we are winning the argument

20 that there was fraud, despite the media effort to suppress it. You have more than

21 enough money to saturate from now into January and move the countrya good distance

2 Ist your understanding that Mr. Gingrich was upset that you guys stopped

23 spending money on election fraud ads?

2 A Idon't know.

2 Q Okay. If we could goto exhibit 78
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1 Mr. Kushner, these are texts that you produced to us, and | believe Jason the JM

2 isJason Miller. Isthat correct?

3 A Yes

4 Q And these are on December 3, 2020. This is along one, so I'm going to

5 scroll down slowly so you have a moment to read it, but it's basically about a release

6 going out announcing the 270 point $207.5 million raised since election day. And if

7 yougo tothe next page and I'm sorry, it's actually quite a long text from Mr. Miler.

8 A Itlooks ike its a press release, so - what's the question?

9 Q On page 4, on December 11th, you say: Can you send ads to Rona?

10 Were these the election fraud television ads? Is that what that's referencing?

11 Ifyou scroll down he says: Also, we have approvals from OAN and Newsmax, but FOX

12 and evenSinclairare still sitting on the approvals and won't give us a timetable.

13 Isit fair to assume that that's in reference to all the emails that we were just

14 reviewing in terms of the television election fraud ads that you were discussing around

15 thattime?

16 A Yeah,Idon't recall.

7 Q  Onthe next page, | don't believe we have a date. It just says: Jared,

18 attached please find the draft two-week budget for the national and State-specific cable

19 TVand radio buys requested by the President and Mayor Giuliani,

0 Given the email that we just reviewed, | believe that these are part of the second

21 wave of ads that wouldve been around December 22nd, | believe. ~ But without a date

22 onthistext, | apologize, | don't have an exact. If we could get that date, that would be

23 helpful for reference.

2 He says: I'm hoping to see the President first thing Tuesday morning to make

25 sure he's still on board with the creative and ad targeting, but | wanted to make sure you
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1 were aware of the price tag coming injust below $5 million before |finalized anything.

2 Would he have needed to have gotten approval from you on that based on that

3 tex?

4 A No, butit seems like the next reason is why he's coming to me.

5 Q Because of the payment to Jamestown?

6 A That's - again, | don't want to speculate, so I'll just state — I'll just state

7 literal

8 Q I mean, is it okay to say it says what it says; he came to you for a 0.5 percent

9 commission increase an approval to basically pay a 0.5 percent difference?

10 A Allright. Idon't know. Whatever it says in the -- whatever it says in

11 the-inthe text.

2 Q Okay. And on page 6, you respond, and I'm —this is dated December 21,

13 2020, 50 we've been assuming that it was relatively close in time. You say: | would

14 assume this isa continuation of the old work --and I'm not going to read that paragraph

15 because t's very fact-specific to the Jamestown situation. But the next paragraph says:

16 Also, we should discuss to POTUS and make sure he has full transparency on cost and

17 fees. Let'salso discuss which entity it comes from and maybe ask Justin/Alex to review

18 that.

19 Why would you need to discuss with POTUS to make sure that he has full

20 transparency on cost and fees?

2 A Because, again, at this point, | was more checked out and so, again, he was

22 taking more -- more detailed control over these entities, and so | didn't want - Ididn't

23 want an expenditure to happen and then him come back and say, why did this happen

24 onewayorthe other? So, you know, felt lie it was a good thing for them to do was to

25 run itby him and just give him full transparency and decisionmaking ability.
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1 Q Okay. And if could turn to exhibit 25, | just want to talk to you briefly,

2 generally, because | understand you may not remember the details, but with regards to

3 your role in fundraising off of the TV ad campaign, if we could look at exhibit 25, page 2.

a If you could scroll down, there'san —it says

5 A Ican'tscroll,soyou're

s Q No,no, sorry, I'm talking to ~ okay. There we go. So thisis an email from

7 Jason Miller to Gary Coby, and he says: Gary, per Jared, we need to devise a plan to

8 raise money from the upcoming TV ad campaign we're preparing to launch as soon as

5 tomorrow.

10 This email makes it sound like it was your idea to devise aplanto raise money

11 from the upcoming TV ad campaign. Was it your idea, or would that have been the

12 President's idea and he would've asked you to relay it?

13 A Idon't recall.

1 Q Exhibit 63, please, page 5, please. There we go, okay. So, on
15 November 5, 2020, Mr. Dollman sent an email saying: We are putting together the

16 digital tracker still and will have an update when available. | believe this is in reference

17 toyourrequest askingfor a new tracker.

1 But in response to that if you stay right thereJ llvean-

19 Mr. Kushner, you wrote back: Can you guys come find me on 15. Let's finalize

20 this now so that money is coming into the waterfall correctly.

2 Is the "waterfall" a term used to describe the breakup of how money is divided

22 between the fundraising entities?

3 A som?

2 Q  Letmerephraseit. When you write in your email "the waterfall," what
25 were you referring to there?
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1 A Sorry, | wasn't paying attention. Go ahead. Can you say that again?

2 Q That's okay. | know you've got a lot going on, andI promise | am trying to

3 kind of streamline this. But you write an email on November 5th to Mr. Dolman, and

4 yousaid-and, actually, | believe it was to Gary Coby, Dollman, Clark, and Stepien. You

5 say: Can you guys come findme on 15. Let'sfinalize this now so that money is coming
6 into the waterfall correctly

7 And I'm just trying figure out i the waterfall that description of where money.

8 breaks up nto different entities and different buckets?

9 A Likely.

10 Q Would you - do you know who would have decided how the waterfall

1 worked split-wise?

2 A ltdepends which waterfall. It could've been the waterfall at the JFC. It

13 couldve been the waterfall between different entities. So would say Sean would be

14 the one who would have the most insight, and then it was always up to the lawyers and

15 the RNCand all the different agreements. So it was always complicated.

16 Q Okay. That's superhelpful, and we wil note who we should talk tofor that.

FY Did you have any meetings with the President regarding fundraisingafter the

18 election?

19 Aldon recall

2 Q Do youremembermeeting with Mr. Coby and the President to discuss the

21 resultsof the digital fundraising team?

2 A Idontrecall

2 Q Did you have any discussions about whether it was appropriate to continue

24 digital fundraising after the election?

2 A Idontrecall
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1 Q Did you have any discussions with anyone to stop fundraising when the

2 events of January 6th occurred?

3 A don't recall

4 Q Ife could goto exhibit 63. On exhibit 63, on page 1- hold on one

5 second. Its coming up--you email on November 29, 2020, believe this is to Justin

6 Clark, Sean Dollman, Cassidy -- I'm going to butcher that, Dumbauld? Dumbauld?

7 A Yes

8 Q And Alex Cannon. And you wrote: | am traveling for a few days. When |

9 getback let's discuss a new systemfor paying bils where we need DIT to sign off on

10 them. Iwantto createa tighter process for going forward. We should have a budget

11 we approve, and it shouldn't go to him unless approved by Sean andJustin and maybe

2 Alex

13 DIT is the former President, correct?

14 A Yes.

15 Q And did you create this - previously, was he reviewing the bills that are

16 referenced below for legal spend fees?

7 A Ithink sporadically in high level.

18 Q 50 the email was to basically streamline a process where he should not be

19 reviewing those bis without you guys reviewing them first?

0 A No, this seems to me like - again, this is my interpretation of my

21 understandingofthis email, but this seems like my setting up a structure where | can

22 start extracting myself from this process, right, because it seems like what I'mdoingthere:

23 isI'm setting up away where there's a budget that he approves; people have to sign off

24 on things, and then it goes to him to approve. And | don't say "come to me," which |,

25 again, at that point was trying to reduce dependency on for things like this.
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1 Q Ise. Soyou're creating an approval lst that extracts you. | understand.

2 A Trying to design a process to extract myself.

3 Q That's fair

4 And do you know — do you know what the agreement was at this well, do you

5 know the agreement that the RNC ever hadwitheither the campaign or Save America

6 regarding who would pay which legal fees?

7 A don't recall

8 Q Do you remember being involved in the emails between the RNC and the

9 campaign about debates of who would pay those expenses?

10 A don't recall. There was always back and forth on different expenses, so

11 that wasnot anuncommonthing.

2 Q Okay. Can we goto exhibit 75.

13 Mr. Kushner, this is an email that you send to Sean Dollman, Dumbauld, Cannon,

14 Clark, and Coby on December 8th. And you're requesting an updated legal budget on

15 what we have spent fully and then what is still outstandingand then what the excess

16 should bein ouraccount. Is that something you would've wanted for yourself, or is that

17 something you would've requested for the President?

18 A don't recall

19 Q The reason ask is because when you said you extricated yourself, there's a

20 lot of emails like this around this time, and, again, I'm trying to figure out if you were

21 involved, you really were focusing on the updated legal budget, or you were a conduit

22 requestingthisforthe President?

23 A don't recall

2 Q Okay. We could go to exhibit 62.

2 Mr. Kushner, do you know somebody named Richard Grenell?
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1 A Yes

2 Q  Andwhoishe?
3 A He was a guy who was our Ambassador to Germany, Acting DNI

a Q we could scroll down. The email below is from Richard Grenell, whose

s emai isironically[NEEM -r vs dated November 10, 2020, and i's to

6 youregarding the Nevada budget. And he says: Below i a 2-week budget which we

7 need ASAP and also an additional 4-week budget. This includes the expenses for two

5 people to be sent from Washington from the campaign so no salaries paid by us. We
9 need a comms person and an operation person, two people ASAP.

10 Given the expenses where it says data for comms and ligation support, was it
11 your understanding that he was requesting this for post-election litigation in Nevada?

2 A Yes

3 Q Is he with an organization?
1 A Ithink hewas a volunteer.

15 Q When he says "from the campaign so no salaries paid by us," do you have

16 anyidea who the "us" is?
w A would imagine it was him and whatever his think it was kind of his tear
18 that was going to goin there to ry to do it and basically saying again, I'm speculating.

19 don't like speculating on things| don't know for certain, and so I'd rather not answer
20 thatifthat's okay.

2 Q That's fair. Did you do you remember having any conversations with him
22 about what they were doing in Nevada?

5 A believe they were trying to trying to kind of substantiate al of the

2 different allegations that were being made there.

2s Q Okay. Doyou-if you scroll up to the top, | believe you forwarded this to
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1 Justin Clark and he said: This is fine in the money side. Let me workwith the team out

2 there to find a way to integrate it into what they have out there. Do you have any idea

+ whathemeantbytha?
4 [Discussion off the record.)

$ Mr. Kushner. | would imagine —- I'm goingto speculate, which, again, | hate

© doing but seems Be we rabably had an operation ut thre, and he ws saving he,
7 let's integrate the two sides together.

. oI
9 Q When you say you would have had an operation, do you mean the campaign

10 would havehadthe --

u A ves
12 Q Okay. If we could go to exhibit 74. So, right after this email, you respond

13 to Mr. Clark the next day, and you say: Have you approved this to him? We should go

3 tgasewed,
15 Is the "him" there the President?

16 A I don't know.

u © Whosewus bean abe tospprve tha?
18 A Idon't know. It could've been: Have you approved this to Rick; have you

19 told Rick that it's approved?

a anolay
21 A That's what it -- that's what it means to me, but, again, | don't know.

» a——
23 so clarity regarding pronouns is always helpful.

24 A But you -- but that's my assumption. So you have your assumption; | have

A —
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1 Q Ifwe could goto exhibit 71 real quick. Thisis an email from Mr. Coby to,

2 believe, Dan Scavino and you, dated October 29, 2020, before the election. ~ And

3 Mr. Coby is proposing to you and Scavino: See below for two potential tweets from

4 POTUS regarding the 1-week ad ban from Facebook. ~The goal i to call Facebook out for

5 this policy because we can't run ads on any breaking news inthe lead up to the election.

6 TheMSM I believe that's short for mainstream media - is suppressing the story and

7 now blocking the President from getting it direct to the people. And then there's

8 information about the tweets he's proposing.

9 Do you know f there were other times or where Trump campaign officals tried

10 toput pressure on this kind on - tried to put pressure like this on social media companies

1m publicy?

2 A Idon't recall

3 Q Do youknow if theyprivatelytried to pressure social media companies when

14 theytook actions like this?

15 A Yeah, we would always engage with them and try to push back. But this s

16 in regard to Facebook not allowing for new content creation, new content to be put up in

17 thelastweek. They made everyone freeze their ads, which put usat a big disadvantage

18 goingintoit. And they also I mean, this has been pretty widely reported on, but they

19 also ended up flagging some things as false that ended up not being false. So, you

20 know, it was | mean, again, it's been fairly controversial theactions these guys have:

21 taken.

2 Q And have you ever interacted with Joel Kaplan, vice president for global

23 public policy at Facebook?

2 A Yes

2 Q Under what circumstances and why?
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1 A We've met with him several times throughout the years, either on policy or

2 oncampaign-related issues.

3 Q So you did discuss Facebook policy with him?

4 A Ibelieve so, yes. Although, you know what, | don't recall specifically

5 actually. The ones | recall more are the - there was a loud noise outside. ~The ones |

6 do recall are campaign related. | actually don't recall specific policy discussions.

7 Q Do you remember how the campaign social media platform changed once

8 the platforms like Twitter and Facebook started to restrict his election-related content?

° A Idon't recall,

10 Q Did you have anydiscussions with anyone regarding a concerted effort to

11 shifttoother platforms like Parler?

2 A Idon'trecall. Again,a lot of people hada lot of ideas, but | don't recall

13 Q Okay. And I'm just asking for your knowledge, so if the answer is no, we.

14 can blow through these.

15 Were you aware of any conversations about a potential partnership between

16 President Trump and Parler?

1” A Iwasnot. Again, it had been mentioned in abstract, but | was not involved

18 inanyof them.

19 Q After the election, were you awareofany efforts in the Trump campaign or

20 the Trump administration to monitor "stop the steal" activities on social media

21 platforms?

2 A No.

23 Q Did you ever speak with Dan Scavino about his efforts to reach out to Trump.

24 supporters on social media platforms like Parler?

2 A No, not that recall.
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1 Q Do you knowifthe Trump campaign or Trump administrationofficials ever

2 reached out to Reddit toprotest the shutdownofthe subreddit /The_Donald?

3 A don't recall

4 Q And! promiseyou these arethelast questions|have,and ifwe're lucky,|

5 can get done by 5:30.

6 A Bless you.

7 Q Are you aware of a company called American Made Media Consultants?

8 A Not that comes to mind.

9 Q You've never heard the name?

10 A Idon'trecall. Again, it's possible, butts, you know, it's America made; it's

11 gotalotofdifferent things. But could you give me more context?

2 Q sure. American Made Media Consultants is a vendor, and between

13 January 2019 and mid-November the campaign and TMAGAC spent more than

14 $600 million, nearly half of everything they spent in re-election expenditures, on this

15 vendor.

16 A Gotit. Wasitkind of ina flow-through entity? What was it?

7 Q Well, what's interesting about this is that public reporting actually says that

18 you approved its creation in, | think, 2018 it started maybe.

19 A Whatdiditdo?

0 Q No, it's exactly what you said. |think it may have been a pass-through

21 account thatwas used to pay vendors. So that could've been exactly it. | just

22 was you're notfamiliarwith it?

23 A Again, I'm going to speculate. | rememberat the time it was one of these

24 things where we didn't want things to run through Parscale because, you know, you had

25 different things where we were -- we were trying to figure out how to reduce spend for
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1 agencies. Again, we didn't want people making a lot of money off of the campaign, and

2 sowewere trying hard to reduce those expenditures. And so you needed an entity that

3 wasgoing to pay to the different - this is how it was explained to me. It was

4 recommended to have an entity that would then pay the cost of a lot ofyour digital, and

5 soitwould be kind ofa flow-throughentity that, from my understanding i, that what it

6 was that's what it was.

7 Q Did you ever talk withordid you what did you understand Sean Dollman's

8 roletobeat AMMC?

° A Idon't recall,

10 Q Wereyoufamiliar withhisroleat AMMC?

u A Wasita what kind of - can you refresh me on t? Yeah, it seems like it

12 wasan entity more than an operational entity, but, yeah.

13 Q So, if somebody said it was just basicallya company onpaper thatallowed

14 things topass through, would you disagree with that?

15 A That's my understanding of it, but, again, | don't recall specifically.

16 Q Andre youfamiliar with anyoneat thecompany that did anything other

17 than Sean Dollman?

18 A Again, | don't recall. This is something that was set up in the Brad days, |

19 think, right?

20 Q  Ibelieve it was created in April 2018, so | would assume yes.

21 A Yeah.

2 Q And you don't remember any conversations where Lara Trump was picked to

23 be president and Vice President Pence’s nephew John Pence was vice president?

2 A Idon't recall,

2 Q Okay. Can you give us one second?
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1 A Yeah, of course.

2 Q Okay.

s Discusionffthe record]
. o
< Q Mr. Kushner, | promise I'm going to try to wrap this up fast. Did you ever

6 have any conversationswith Gary Coby about the content ofthe fundraising amas ater
7 the election?

8 A [Inaudible.]

9 Q Oh, you're on mute.

© A Sor. Notthatlreal
n And sory tothe reporter, wee ~ don't know | don’ think we vent
12 off the record, but hopefully we're back on the record.

» Reporter, We're backon.
" I. orkso much, Younttos -
I" oI
16 Q Yeah, Mr. Kushner, I'd like to show you a text exchange, which we'll mark as

17 Exit, and isis a text exchange between Sean Hanity and Kayleigh MeEnany that
18 you are not on, but you're mentioned here, and that's why I'm asking you about it. = So if

19 we scroll down a bit. Well, scroll back up a bit. Hard to read from here. Okay. It

20 tookslike tsa: ThePresident just
2 [p—
2 oI.
23 Q Yeah, can you zoom in a bit. Just filmed a message on national

26 unity national healing. Tiss rest. vil be out shortly. Dated January 7th
» And hen, fe go down othe next message, and ink tht's is. Mckay
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1 witngto Sean Hannity. Mr. Hannity writes back: Great news. Also great cal with
2 Eric and Lara.

s o,f we keep going, Ms. McEnany writes: Love them. That's great
a And | promise we'll eventually get to a mentionof you, which is why I'm asking

5 youaboutthis.

6 Call wentverywall, Than looks ike some Titer tings were forwarded, |
7 don't know what those are. Turnedout great, so happy. I'm assuming that's still

8 referring to the message on national healing.

9 Sean Hannity writes, and this is, again, thisis January 7th: Me too. Eric and

10 Lara were great, also Jared. Key now. No more crazy people.

u So do you know what he's referring to when he says “aso Jared? Does hat
12 mean he also spoke with you?

13 A It'spossible. |don'trecall

1 Q Okay. Doyou recall speaking wit Sean Harty in, you know, th days
15 after January 6, 2021?

I" A dont recal special.
uv @ Otay. Doyou remember whether you had any conversations with
18 Mr. Hannity about the need to have no more crazy people?

1 A ldontrecal
» EE icc. Me Kushner orleah. Goahead.
2 oI
» Q Just very brief. Are you ane of th tings tat[JJ mentioned was
23 a website called --it was Reddit the Donald. It was essentially the Donald page on

24 Reddit were people would talk like an internet forum primarily about President Trump.

25 Are you familiar with that website at all?
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1 A I'm familiar with Reddit.

2 Q Okay. Whatabout The Donald page?

5 A No, Ive never beenont
4 Q Do you remember hearing anybody talk about it in the White House or on

$ the campaign?

. A remember peopl sang twasa active forum, but | dot know. hin
7 heard about it when they shut it down. | think that's when | heard about it.

8 Q Do you remember who talked about it as an active forum just generally?

9 A Idon'trecall.

10 Q Allright. So,after that was shut down, that forum went to something else

11 calle The Donald, and twas | thin theadresswasTheDoraldWin. Do you
12 remember hearing anybody in the campaign or in the White House ever mention that?

13 A Idon't recall.

1 Q oy. Thankyou
Ie o
1 Q Sorry, one final uestion, | promise. Did he campaign or you personally
0 ever resch out toany socal meta company emplogess ta complain about platform
18 actions you perceived as unfair? | think earlier you mentioned an example of that.

19 A I would imagine we did all the time, yeah. Like, again, | know that we had a

20 fairly interactive relationship with all the companies, and there was -- they were

2a constantly doing things that we felt were monkeying -- they kept changing the rules on us.

22 basically, and we kept having to adjust, and so | know that we had fairly active discussions

23 with allof the entities.

24 Q Do you remember who had those discussionson behalfofthe campaign?

2 A dont recal
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1 a okay.

2 oI
3 Q Mr. Kushner, just - we're about done. Have you discussed the fact of your

4 testimony before the select committee with anyone els, the fact that you were here or

5 the substance of your testimony other than Mr. Benson? | don't want tohearabout

6 your conversationswithyour lawyer

7 A No.

8 Q Have you gotten any instruction from anyone about what you should or

9 shouldn't say during your testimony besides Mr. Benson?

10 A No.

n Q Are you getting any financial assistance with legal fees with respect to

12 facilitating your cooperation with the select committee?

13 A No.

1 Q Okay. We've asked youalot of questions about a ot of topics, but | want

15 togive youa chance to say anything else, either to clarify a prior answer or to offer any

16 information, Mr. Kushner, that you think might be useful to the select committee as we

17 move forward with our work

1 A No, just, look, | hope | gave you guys what you were looking for today. 1did

19 mybest to recall everything to the best of my ability, and, you know, hope today.

20 was hope today was productive from your pointofview.

2 Q Well, I appreciate that. Not everyone has been willing to voluntarily come

22 inandtalk to us, so appreciate the fact that you were. And | appreciate your long day,

23 your patience with us as we ask questions. You know, our task i to try our best to get

24 tothe bottom of what occurred and put it in a context, so | appreciate yourwillingness to

25 helpus andto doit on avoluntary basis.
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1 A Of course. Well, good luck to you guys, and | hope I'm in touch on other

2 ‘matters and not --

5 a ves
4 A —inapersonal capacity, more things like ourcriminal justice reform andless

$ things like -- less things like this.

. a ve
7 A Sothings that are more collaborative and thenless this. So good luck to

8 you guys. Thank you very much.

’ [TT ——
10 Thank you, Mr. Benson. Thank you very much.

u Mr. Kushner, Takecare. Byebye
12 Whereupon, at 5:37 p.m., the interview was concluded.)
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